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FIFTY-EIGHT NEW members were added to the Tappan Quarter Century Club
at the dinner meeting held at the Holiday Inn on Saturday at 6:30 p.m. This now
brings the total to 173 employees working for the Tappan Company, Murray
Operation, with twenty-five or more years of service. Joe Johnston, president of
the Murray Quarter Century Club, presided. He introduced Dave Dickson, Murray
general manager, who welcomed those present, and also introduced E.J.
Hayerstock, vice-president, who presented certificates and pins to the new
members. The door prize, a new Tappan pan-o-matic electric unit, was won by
Crawford Ray. Other officers are Ortls Guthrie, vice-president, and Louise
Cochran, secretary. New members shown here are, left to right, bottom row, Ted
Wilson, Fred Hughes,Pat Wicker. Earle Scarborough, Voris Sanderson, Aubrey

Stom, Ralph Lovett, David Valentine, Tam Ernstberger, Sue Pocock, Hafford
Smith, Joe Hill, Macon Blankenship; woad row, Sandy Harmon, Tom Wells,
Arlon Tyler, Milton Outland. Ed Hendon,Charles Henry, Chester Thomas, Clayton
Fulton, Macon Rickman, Clyde Rowland, James Dale Miller, Thomas Stem, Clay
Smith, Paul Ragsdale; third row, Eldridge Brandon, Herbert Brandon, Noble
Bury, T.G.
Bray, Basil Jones, Cletus Colson, Ben Haley, Guy Cunningham, Otis
Harrell,
Jamie
Damon
Mathis,
Ames,
Douglas
Elkins,
Otis
Curd, Henry Edwards,
Burkeen,
Lee Travis, Bobby Travis. Not pictured are Hampton Boggess, James H.
George W.
L.B. Duncan, Homer Elkins, Doyle Gallimore, Bobby Garland,
Rushing,
Franklin
Roberts,
Gray
William
Lovett,
Ivision
Hopper,
Holland, Harold
Connie Steele, W.I.Turner, Billy J. Williams, Roy A. Willoughby.

By DAVID HILL
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Thirty local politicians have
filed for office on both the state
and local level for the
November 6 general election
here.
Only three of the offices, all
on the local level, will see any
competition: County Judge,
City Council, and Magistrate of
District One.
The number includes 26
Democrats, two Independents
and one Republican.
John Neubauer, an independent, will run against
Democratic nominee Robert 0.

Nixon Cancels
Plans For TV
Speech Tonight

Israeli Command Says Egypt
Launched Strong Attack Today
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Israeli military command charged that the Egyptians launched a strong air and
armored attack on the Suez
front today even as U.N. truce
observers headed for the battle
lines to enforce the second attempt at a Middle East ceasefire.
The Egyptian counteroffensive was mounted to save
Cairo's forces on the eastern
bank of the Suez Canal from
encirclement by Israeli tanks
and troops doubling back from
their penetration into Egypt
west of the waterway, Tel Aviv
claimed.
The reported fighting came
only a few hours after Israeli
Defense Minister Moshe Dayan
announced the new cease-fire
was in effect and seemed to be
working properly."
There - was no immediattrword from Cairo. But the Israeli claims of renewed combat
appeared to jeopardize the already precarious truce, reiterated by the U.N. Security Council on Tuesday night after its
first cease-fire collapsed in
furious fighting.
The Israeli reports did not
pinpoint the area of combat but
indicated it was at the southern
end of the canal near Suez city.
An earlier communique from

Cairo claimed the Israelis tried
to cut the main road to Cairo
near Suez city but our forces
are preventing him by force
from accomplishing his objective."
The Israelis said 15 fityptian
fighter planes were shot down
in dogfights oter the battleThe Israelis earlier said their
invasion force had pushed south
from its 'foothold midway up
the canal, moving along the
western bank of the canal past
Suez city at the waterway's
southern end in an attempt to
cut off the Egyptian 3rd Army
on the eastern bank.
Egypt charged the Israelis
made the gains by taking advantage of the first cease-fire
attempt Monday and Tuesday
nights.
Israeli spokesmen claimed
their invasion tanks and artillery now dominate the main
Egyptian supply routes from
Cairo east to Ismailia and from
Cairo southeast to Suez city.
Egypt, which called for the
Security Council session that
produced the second U.S.-Soviet
truce proposal, did not formally
announce its acceptance of the
new cease-fire this morning.
But the head of the U.N.
truce observers in Cairo, Col.
Ake Bendrik of Swed&n, con-

Auto Auction To
Reopen On Monday
By DAVID HILL
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
For the first time in about a
year Calloway County will have
an auto auction at the auction
grounds south of Murray on
Monday, October 29.
The Lakeland Auto Auction,
Inc. will have its grand opening
Monday with dealers from a
600-mile area surrounding
Murray expected to be here for
the sale.
The corporation is composed
of 55 stockholders, mainly area
auto dealers from Calloway and
Marshall Counties. The board of
directors is composed of Aubrey
Hatcher, Eurie Garland, Travis
Webb, Dwain Taylor, and
Thomas Jones all of Calloway
County.
The auction was purchased by
the corporation from Aubrey
Hatcher and Eurie Garland for
$100,000, Hatcher said this
morning. Stockholders in ad-
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Tonight fair and not quite SQ
C001, low in the low and mid
506. Thursday partly cloudy
and warm, high in the low ad
mid 00s. Friday partly cloudy

of guaranteeing the rights of I But hard fighting continued
Tuesday on both the Egyptian
the Palestinian people."
Syria's front with Israel - and Syrian fronts, and the Seabout 20 miles beyond the 1967 curity Council issued another
Golan Heights cease-fire lines cease-fire appeal Tuesday
- was reported calm a few afternoon.
hours after the truce went into
Syria, meanwhile, had said it
effect.
was studying the first ceaseA spokesman for the Egyp- fire resolution, and U. N. Secretian army liaison with the U.N tary-General Kurt Waldheim
truce observers said a 41-man announced Tuesday night that
force from Argentina, Austria, Damascus had agreed to accept
Chile, Finland, France, Ireland the resolution "on the basis
and Sweden left Cairo in three that it means withdrawal of Isgroups for their cease-fire posts raeli forces from all Arab terrialong the Suez front.
tories occupied in June 1967
It was not immediately and thereafter, and on the basis
-known how the reported out- of guaranteeing the rights of
of new fighting would af- the Palestinian people."
fect their mission.
"The Israeli state radio said
earlier that Dayan had proposed the observers take the
main roads from Cairo to Ismailia and Suez until they met
Mrs. Ethel Paschall Thomp- the Israeli forces on the west
son, formally of Tobacco in bank of the canal.
A panel discussion on the
Calloway County, has teen
of a shield law will be on
merits
announcing
after
Moments
named as the Calloway County
truce, Israel reported that the agenda for the monthly
the
winner in the annual Tom
in fighting between the first business meeting of Sigma
Wallace Farm Forestry Contest
and second cease-fires its Delta Chi, professional joursponsored by the Courierextended their beach- nalistic society at Murray State
Journal and Louisville Times. troops
on the west bank of the University. The meeting will be
head
The contest is administered
to
Sum, at the south= held Thursday, Oct. 25 at the
through the Kentucky Division Suez Port
ern end of the canal, and to Murray Holiday Inn at 6 p.m.
of Forestry.
Members of the panel will be
Adabiya, 11 miles south of Suez
Mrs. Thompson has managed on the coast.
Carroll Hubbard, state senator
her 40 acres of woodland in
from the first district of KenThe Israelis said this advanoe tucky, Bill Powell, CourierFarley Branch Bottom under
supervision of the Division of surrounded the Egyptian 3rd Journal staff writer for Western
Army east of the canal and cut Kentucky and Preston KenForestry since 1954.
She has had 223,000 bd. ft. of all communication routes be- nedy, executive editor of the
timber removed in two selective tween Port Suez and Cairo.
Paducah Sun-Democrat.
Israeli press reports said 20,harvest cuttings during this
A controversial topic, a shield
NO
000
troops
and
Egyptian
time, has protected her woods
law, if agreeable in context and
from fire and from grazing by tanks were caught in the eri- enacted by both Houses of
livestock, and has planted circlement.
Congress, would in effect,
Egypt, meanwhile, reported protect reporters from grand
forest openings to increase the
productivity of her 'woodland. that fighting intensified late jury subpoenaes and from
west of the
She is also a Tree Farmer in the Tuesday, especially
revealing confidential sources
result of the "eneAmerican Tree Farm System. canal, as a
of information, nOtes or taped
reinforce"Mrs. Thompson is keenly my pushing new
interviews.
aware of the benefits of good ments."
According to Cathy Chapin,
had
and
Israel
Both
Egypt
forest management and she has
president, new initiates
chapter
to stop
put them to work for her with ordered their troops
will be voted on for membership
afternoon
Monday
late
fighting
excellent results," said Cary
to a U.N. Security and money-making projects for
Perkins, Servce Forester with in response
the school year will also be
the Division of Forestry. "I am Council cease-fire resolution discussed at the meeting.
early
adopted
Monday.
very glad to see her honored in
this way, and I just wish more
people would come to realiie Impeachment inquiry Continuos
what an economic and aesthetic
treasure a properly managed
woodland can be," Perkins
said.

firmed that Egypt had accepted
the 7 a.m. - 1 a.m. EDT halt. He said he had transmitted the Egyptian acceptance
to Israel and the truce was officially put into effect with the
accord of both Suez adversaries.
Syria, which ignored the first
cease-fire call, announced it
also accepted the new truce,
but on condition that Israel
withdraw "from all Arab territories occupied in June 1967
and thereafter, and on the basis

_
Mrs.ThornpsoiH
Winner of StateForestry Contest

dition to the area dealers include automobile dealers from
Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio,
Illinois, and Missouri.
As many as 500 dealers from
surrounding states are expected
for the grand opening Monday.
Hatcher said that around 250 to
300 cars will be sold each
Monday.
No manager has been named
for the auction yet, but auctioneers Monday will be Billy
Futrell and James Cash. Employees will number from 16 to
20 when the auction reaches full
operation.
Area dealers will take their
used cars to the auction each
Monday, where they will be
auctioned off to dealers from
several surrounding states.
Car auctions have occupied
the former airport location
south of Murray since 1955. The
latest was the Gus Foster Auto
which terminated
Auction,
operations about a year ago.
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THREE SECTIONS TODAY
Today's Ledger & Times
contains two regular sections of
12 and 6 pages each plus a 4page, full color section for
Johnson's Grocery.

SDX to Meet
Qn Thursday

WASHINGTON(AP)-President Nixon, reported concentrating on Middle East developments, canceled plans for
a Wedhesday night address to
the nation on Watergate and instead scheduled a broadcast
news conference for 9 p.m.
EDT Thursday.
The White House announced
the change of plans less than
two hours after Nixon returned
from an overnight stay at
Camp David, Md., where he reportedly devoted all his time to
a consideration of Middle East
developments.
Deputy Press Secretary Gerald L. Warren said Nixon decided upon a news conference
In the East Room of the White
House to handle questions
about the Watergate tapes
crisis because he did not have
time to prepare a speech to the
nation.
Warren also noted that a
news conference could deal
with inquiries about the search
for an Arab-Israeli peace as
well as Nixon's handling of the
Watergate tapes crisis.
Warren said Nixon spent all
of Tuesday evening at Camp
David conferring by telephone
with Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger and others on the
attempt to arrange a firm
Middle East cease-tire.

Tickets For Concert
Available At Door

Miller for the post of county
judge. Miller is seeking his third
term as county judge.
Republican Steve Yarbrough
will try to take one of the six
the Murray-City
spots on
Council from Ward B. There
will be no competition for the
six seats from Ward A. "
Independent Jimmy Pritchett
will be running against
Democratic nominee Charles
Tommy Bogard for the office of
magistrate from district one.
Candidates facing no opposition for their respective
offices are: Maurice Wilson,
sheriff; Marvin Harris, county
court clerk; Charles Hale,
adproperty,valuation
ministrator; Sid Easley, county
attorney; Hue!"Wimpy" Jones,
jailer; Max Morris, coroner;
Don Overbey, city prosectuor;
Gil Hopson, magistrate, district
two; Ralph Bogard, migistrate
district three; Charles Dan
Bazzell, magistrate district
four; Stephen C. Sanders, city
judge; and John Ed Scotts-city
mayor.
Candidates for city council
from Ward B are Republican
Yarbrough and Democratic
nominees Paul Mansfield,
Thomas Rushing, Howard
Koenen, William R. Furches,
Melvin Henley, and Fred Workman.
Democratic candidates for
city council from Ward A, who
will have no opposition are Ed
Chrisman, Philip Tibte, Art
Lee, Dave Willis, Rex
Alexander, and Jo Crass.
Candidates for the Hazel City
Council have also filed their
petitions with the county court
clerk. Six candidates are

seeking the positions, five of
whom will be elected. The six
candidates are Cy Miller,
Bobby Holmes, Preston Oliver,
Ralph
Caldwell,
Morris
Richardson,and Glenn Barnett.
Miller explained that of the
five who are elected, the one
who receives the most votes is
usually named as chairman of
the council. Miller is currently
serving as chairman, a post
comparable to the office of
mayor in a larger c.ity.
State Representative Kenneth
C. Imes has filed his papers in
Frankfort for re-election. Imes
faces no opposition for his
second term of office.
Constitutional amendments
dealing with several state
matters will also be on the
ballot Nov. 6.
One amendment wW deal
with the proposal annual
the
state
by
sessions
legislature. Much discussion
has been heard over this
proposal, with sides clearly
divided over the matter. The
move would change the sessions
from -every two years to every
year.
Another amendment will
have three sections, dealing
with abolishing the elective
office of superintenent of public
instruction, and provide for the
election of a state board of
education; permit sheriffs to
succeed themselves; and
abolish the elective office of
railroad commissioner.
This amendment is being
strongly by the
promoted
Kentucky Sheriffs Association.
Under present statutes, a
county sheriff may not serve
succeeding four-year terms.

More l- ocal Families
Reach Upper Incomes
According to a nationwide
survey of income levels and
income distribution, most
Calloway County families have
!in the
made significant gain
last few years.
As a result, more of them than
ever before are now in the
middle and upper brackets. By
the same token, there are fewer
in the lower brackets.
The upward shift has been
noted all along the line. Many
local families who were in the
$8,000 to $10,000 group formerly
are now at the over-$10,000
level. Their former spots have
been occupied, in turn, by
families who had been in the
$5,000 to $8,000 category.

Tickets for the Ike and Tina
Turner Revue, the climax of
Homecoming Day activities at
Murray State University Oct.
27, will be on sale at the door.
Scheduled at 7 p.m. in the
university fielcihouse, the
The changes have been
concert will be combination of
the blues and soul sounds that recorded in a special study
thrust the pair into en- released by Sales Management,
tertainment prominence after a marketing publication. Its
more than 20 years of playing copyrighted report analyzes
each community to determine
snail clubs.
segments of its population
Since they made their break what
within each income
fall
Into the big-time in 1968, Ike and
grouping.
Tina have enjoyed sellout apThe purpose of the study was
pearances at San Francisco's
obtain a clearer picture of
to
Basin Street and Las Vegas
earnings and buying
family
International Hotel, along with
each area than was
television exposure with Ed power in
its "average
through
afforded
Sullivan and Andy Williams and
itself.
by
figure
income"
on a Name of the Game episode.
It sheds light on whether that
Ticket prices for the concert
average is enjoyed by a large
are $4, $4.50 and $5.

part of the population or
whether it represents a small
proportion with big incomes
offsetting a large number with
small incomes.
The report shows that, in
balloway County, some 54.1
percent of the households had
disposable cash incomes of
$5,000 or more last year after
paying their personal taxes.
By way of comparison, the
proportion was only 49.9 percent
three years ago, when a similar
study was made.
Since the survey is concerned
solely with cash income, farm
families do not appear to their
best advantage, as no adjustftients are made for the
income-in-kind that is available
on farms.
The Calloway County breakdown shows the position of each
group of local households on the
income scale. It lists 21.0 percent of them with net cash incomes of $5,000 to $8,000.
Another 11.7 percent are at the
$8,000 to $10,000 level and 21.4
percent above $10,000. The rest
are below $5,000 net.
Just how much better off
people are with their higher
incomes is a question. There are
indications that inflation has
wiped away nearly all the
recent gains.

Possibility Of Using Subpoena For Nixon Records Raised Today

Three Guns Stolen
From Home Here

The theft of three guns was
reported to Murray City Police,
who are currently investigating
the incident
George Ed Overbey, 707
The property was first used as Olive, reported the theft of a
an auto auction in 1955 when the World War II .30. calibre car.
Attirfar Ante -Auction -was, be;tirlfAdernIgercand a :12
formed,- with 50 stockholderS. Iguage single .ifiot itmgan,
This orgIthization,operated the according to police.
auction for about II years, when
Officers said that the date of
the Murray Dealers Auto the theft is not known; the guns
Auction was formed. The Gus were last seen about a year ago
Foster Auto Auction operated in an upstairs room lettere they
atlas that for about two years. were kept stored.

- mittee consider general use of
AP
WASHINGTON
House Judiciary Chairman Pe- subpoena powers in its inquiry
ter W. Ftodino Jr. today raised into whether there are grounds
the possibility of subpoenaing for impeaching the President.
Nixon adrninistration records
A committee spokesman said
for the panel's preliminary in- earlier that the panel's plans
quiry into impeachment of the for its inquiry were basically
President.
unaffected by Nixon's sudden
The New Jersey Democrat decision to release his Watersaid that did not necessarily gate tapes to the court.
mean he wants to subpoena the
Nixon acted Tuesday less
evidence gathered by special
than three hours after House
Archibald
Watergate prosecutor
announced. their. deciCAtet before President 'Nixon -leaders
sian to begin procedures that
Ikell OA,
But Rodin* repeated that.hli' MI6lead t6 frnrielcifnienr
Nixon's dramatic decision to
insistence that Cox's files be
kept intact for possible use by obey the order of U.S. District
Court Judge John J. Sirica that
others still stands
Rodino said for now he in- he had so long resisted swung
imperhtends only to have his corn- the emphasis in the
.

ment question to what House tial nomination of Rep. Gerald
Democratic whip John J. R. Ford, R-Mich.
McFall of California called
Speaker Carl Albert, D-Okla.,
"the other half of the prob- told newsmen he hopes Ford's
lem."
confirmation can be handled
This is Nixon's firing of spe- first
cial prosecutor Archibald Cox
Several members echoed an
and assigning of the Watergate opinion that the Democraticinvestigation to a Justice De- dominated Congress would be
partment deprived of the two accused of partisanship if it intop officials - former Atty. stitutes impeachment proceed.Gen. Elliot I. Richardson and ings before a Republican sue-hie deputy, WiLliszn- D. Rupk, Ittltsor mi iniMt5itd Uhthere ts a vice president, Alte g°- at
elshaba - who refusedof4';,ir
aT7einlins flexes,thitritok
.lwer
clignitssal

--anetromit mt

The committee's plans call
for proceeding with both the
impeachment inquiry and consideration of the vice presiden-

House by Rep. John B. Anderson of Illinois, chairman of the
House Republican Conference.

A number of Democrats insisted that Nixon's action does
nbt quiet accusation that he
obstructed justice in the Watergite investigation.
And Rep. Frank Thompson
Jr., D-N.J., cosponsor of a resolution citing a variety of possible grounds for jnmeachment.
sidVie tape-qiiettion is -onty
one of t‘mkkh_ —
"
e
netat a prosesuccession.
cutor," Thompson said. "... I
Nixon's turnabout on the strongly suspect the major eftapes was enthusiastically re- fort by Nixon was to get rid
ported to the still-in-session of Cox."

esennielers. •
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Cunningham Home Is
Scene Of Meet Of
Contemporary Club

WEDNESDAY-OCTOBER 24. 1973

Van Deraa-Ellis Vows Read

Rev. Car
Speaker
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and about
._ Caffe e Cup Chatter

The home of Mrs. Danny
Cunningham was the scene of
the October llth meeting of the
Contemporary
Homemakers
Club. A sack lunch was served
at noon.
Mrs. Fred Gillum presented
the main lesson on "Quilts."
She had made the "Modern
Nine" pattern quilt to show.
Mrs. Johnny Herndon attended the lesson on "Creative
Gifts" and gave each one a
pamphlet of patterns and instructions on making Christmas
gifts.

By: University of
Kentucky County Extension
Agents for
Home Economics
ACCENT
FURNITURE
PIECES Accent pieces are
taking on significance as more
and more customers look for
something'extra"-something
different to spice up a room.
Some of the outstanding new
accent pieces come from large
collections; they are there to
find and set apart; they can
stand on their own. Other pieces
are simply and beautifully
designed to be a one-of-a-kind
piece. They need no support
from a large coordinated group.
The main characteristic of
most of the accent pieces is that
they are versatile. They can
form a focal point for
whatever room they are
designed to dress up. Many are
multi-purpose-at home in
living room, family room,
hallway or bedroom. Some
examples of versatile accent
pieces are desks and boostacks.
Others can serve as accent
pieces by virtue of being
dressed up with new paint or
color finishes. Growing in favor
are such dual pieces as cocktail
tables with storage areas,
etageres and armoires.-Mrs.
Mildred W. Potts, LaCenter,
+++
WOMEN WORKERS: THEN
AND NOW. Who is the
"average" woman worker?
What factors influence her to
work today and'whatprompted
her to work 50 years ago? How
has her influence been felt?
They are older and wed. The
most likely woman working
today is 39 years old, married
and may be found in any of
some 479 individual occupations. She is also better
educated that nor
working
sister in the 1920's. Today, more
than two out of three women
workers have at least a high
school education and one out of
ten is a college graduate. Fifty
years ago, only 20 out of every
100 girls completed high school
and only two out of 100
graduated from college. Many
have children. As for the
marital status of today's women
workers, almost 60 per cent are
married and living with their
husbands.
The contributions-A- a
working wife today are extremely important to many
families,
often
raising

At Mcle

household incomes Ifseeie the
poverty level or from a low to
middle range. Besides an extra
paycheck, another important
contribution she often makes,
points out the Institute, is to the
financial security of her family
Among the almost 20 million
working women who are
married, a great many have
additional life insurance and
health insurance benefits, paid
sickleave and peasions.-Mrs.
Barletta Wrather, 209 Maple
St., Murray.
+++
Get your money's worth from
a piece of meat-and take
advantage of all the flavor and
food value it contains-by using
leftover meat in casseroles,
salads, and sandwiches or as
flavoring for cooked vegetables.
Cook bones with beans or soup
and use drippings in gravies
and sauces. These suggestions
come from UK Ext. foods
specialists who note that proper
storage of leftover meat, and
broth, and gravies is important.
Cool and store promptly, well
covered in the refrigerator and
use within one tothree days.Mrs. Patricia Curtsinger,
Benton.
+++
Each year, thousands of
people die in fires. Textile
clothing industries and the U.S.
Government have combined
.1.oestes to reduce the clothing
fire risk but consumers must
help eliminate danger of fire in
everyday activities..Here are a
few safety tips: 1. Do not wear
long, loose sleeves when
cooking and reaching over
lighted burners. 2. Store
flammable liquids in cool places
and use only in well ventilate!
areas. 3. Do not run if clothing
catches fire. Roll on ground or
floor using something to
smother the flames, 4. Never
leave a child alone in a room
with an open fire, heaters or
lighted candles.-Mrs. Dean
Roper, Courthouse, Mayfield,
Ky.

Seven members answered the
roll call by naming their
favorite Halloween costume
used ini-dbild. Plans were
NEALE B. MASON,left directed the Murray State University Orchestra in a children's concert, discussed for selling recipe
.ponsored by the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club in cooperation with the Music cards and stationery as a
financial project.
Department of MSU, on Thursday, October 18. Two orchestra members are Diane Peacock, MSU
student, center, and Linda Johnson, Murray Middle School student. The concert began with "OrMrs. Leroy Frazier gave the
pheus in the Underworld" by Offenbach. Prof. Mason described the different animals' sounds heard landscape notes. During the
in the "Carnival of the Animals" by Saint-Saens. The'concert, heard by over 1300 school children, afternoon the women worked on
losed with the playing of -Knight's Bridge March" by Coates. This was the first of three children's "Dome Decoupage."
concert planned for this year.
Also attending were Mrs_
Michael McGuire Mrs. Lynn
Robinson, and Mrs. Johnny
Adams.
•
The next meeting will be held
on Thursday, Nonillinber 8, at
one,p.m. at the Wise of Mrs.—
Mu'and Mrs. William Stephen Ellis
Club House by the Business and Leroy Frasier.
Wednesday, October 24
Professional Women's Club
-1e;--1111111. William Stephen Ellis are now residing at InMurray Open Duplicate with Joaquin Seltzer of Paducah
dianapolis, Ind., after their wedding at the First Presbyterian
Bridge Club will meet at as speaker.
Church, Murray, with Rev. Charles Moffett officiating.
Miss Paula Jones, daughter of Gleason Hall at seven p.m
After the wedding a reception was held at Kenlake State Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Cantrell Jones,
A bake sale will be held in
The bride is the former Cindy Van Deraa, daughter of Mr. and
has completed plans for her
front of the Student Union
MCCLEL1AN GIRL
Mrs. 13W Van Deraa of New Concord.
marriage to Michael Allen
Murray
Education Building, MSU,from 8:30 a.m.
A baby girl, Heather Leigh,
The bride wore a floor length dress of off-white on white
Bucy, son of Mr. and Mrs. Association will meet at the to two p.m., sponsored by St.
Thomas Bucy.
designed three tiered with Elizabethan sleeves and a square neck
Murray High School cafeteria Leo's Cooperative Preschool. weighing seven pounds twelve
ounces, was born to Mr. and
trimmed with off-white Belgium lace. The tiers were trimed with
The vows will be read on at seven p.m. Lyndle Barnes of
Mrs. B. E. McClellan, baby blue and white cross-stitch trim. She wore a shoulder length
Friday, October 26, at seven Louisville, KEA Legislative
University Station, Murray, on
veil with a Beligum lade cap trimmed in pearl beads, and she
Saturday, October 27
o'clocitsin___the evening at the Representative, will be the
Tuesday,
October 16, at four
carried a nosegay of stephanotis, white roses, spider mums, and
Dexter-Hardin United speaker.
The Sigma Alpha Iota Alumni
baby's breath.
Methodist Church with Rev.
coffee will be held in the SAI a.m, at the Murray-Calloway
Her attendants, all from out of town, wore baby blue floor
Chapter room at MSU at eleven County Hospital.
Coy Garrett performing the
They have one son, Scott, age
Thursday, October 25
length dresses designed with white puffed sleeves and white
double ring ceremony.
fourteen months. The father is a
The Acteens of the Memorial
ruffled organdy pianfores. They carried baskets of daisies with
A program of nuptial music Baptist Church will meet at the
professor in the chemistry_ blue straw flowers.The groom's attendants were also all from
Fall
Festival
out
be
will
held at
will be presented by Gary home of Cindy Johnson at seven
department at Murray State
of town.
New
Concord
Elementary
Kent
McClure, pianist, and
p.m.
The new Mrs. Ellis graduated from Valparaiso University in
School with supper serving to University.
Bucy, brother of the groomGrandparents are Mr. and
1971 with a B.A. degree in French and social work. Currently she
start at 5:30 p.m. and the
elect. soloist.
Mrs. Gordon McClellan of
The Mission Group of the festival at 6:30 p.m.
is employed by Goodwill Industries as a vocational evaluator.
Clinton Route Four and Mr. and
Memorial Baptist Church will
Mr. Ellis is a graduate of Valparaiso University in 1972 with a
The bride-elect has chosen
Mrs. W.W. Ayer of Calhoun
B.S. in business finance. He is employed by Dun dr Bradstreet as a
meet at the home of Mrs. Nola
Miss Melia Lancaster as her
Breakfast will be served at Route Three.
sales trainee.
maid of honor and Miss Debbie Lewis at 7:30 p.m.
slowly
the Oaks Country Club from
Dodd as her bridesmaid. Little
For
best
results, cook
seven
to
eight
a.m. The women
Miss Angela McClard, cousin of
bacon and pork sausage in a
A Halloween party for will have a short business
the groom-elect, will be the
skillet over a low to medium
Brownie and Girl Scout troops meeting immediately after the
flower girl.
heat. Use your hand as a
will be held at the Girl Scout breakfast. All members urged
thermostat and determine the
Sandy Forrest wiTh%Vie-as cabin from four to
to
attend.
five p.m.
temperature using the "onebest man for Mr. Bucy. Terry
AdmissiOn will be one cent for
thousand-one" "ons-thousandYarbrough will be groomsman each year of
two" counting system. If you
age and persons
and Larry Mitchell Jones, are to come in
SALISBURY. Rhodesia (API house in the suburbs when dis- no qualifications, no trade
can hold your hand over the
Homecoming dance will be at
costume. Note
nephew of the bride-elect, will change in place.
heat for three to four seconds,
the Murray Country Club from - There may be other jerry- aster struck.
tests, nothing - anybody can
the fire is ready.
be ringbearer
"Our one and only contractor be a contractor. The only stipu
9:30 p.m. to 1:30 'a.m. with built houses in Rhodesia, but Su
Fleet says that only hers is the made a mess of it before it was
lation is that you hire regisGroup I of the Baptist music by B.G. and Sebastin's real thing.
The ushers will be James
hardly started. And we knew tered labor."
Cat
(formerly
Byron
rk****************
Larry Jones, brother of the Women of Hazel Baptist Church
Su, a Salisbury model, and what would happen if we let Husband George designed the
bride-elect, and Owen Garrison. will meet at the home of Mrs. Gallimore ). This will be an open her architect husband had them cart-)on.
obvious
house.
for
him
hired
"I
•
* Thurs.
Thurs.:
Following the ceremony a Maggie Russell with Mrs. Ora dance and the charge is ten started building their dream
"We'd have had to pay a lot reasons," says Su.
reception will be held at the Joyce in charge of the Bible dollars per couple.
of money for an inferior job
:
"Scarecrow"
Carpenters, plumbers, elec"Last Days:
CINEMAS
study.
that wouldn't last and wasn't tricians and others are hired di- *
church.
ow ,b4 N.....
.
••
,•••
Fall•Festival will be held at
what we wanted in the first rect. •
of.Sheila":
*
_
All friends and relatives
place. So I went into Salisbury
"NOrmally •
coniratVer *
We rata tiePartment of the Lynn Grove School with the
invited to attend.
----*
and tried to register as my own does all the hiring for you.- at
Murray Woman's Club will doors to open at 5:30 p.m. The
*
contractor
that way you don't know what
meet at the club house at 7:30 event is sponsored by the FTC,
Jerry Builders is the new quality or quantity of materials
p.m. with Dr. C.S. Lowry, as
firm's name and Su is director, are being used or even if they
speaker. Hostesses will be
proprietor, shareholder and key are the ones you want. You
Fall Festival will be held at
Mesdames A.D. Wallace, Henry Almo School
employe.
don't know when it will be finwith the doors to
Fulton, Vernon Riley, Glen
She was amazed that nobody ished. You don't know the
open at six p.m. The event is
THEATRE
tried
to
stop
forming
her
&gm
Hodges and Henry Holton.
standards of the workers.
sponsored by the FTC.
Jerry Builders.
,"Once you start stipulating
NOW thru NOV. 1
•'They
didn't
elen ask me to preferences, the costa shoot up.
Baptist Women of Kirksey
Sunday, October 2S
lay a brick. All I did was pay You can't win," Su declared.
Baptist Church will have a
Tea for members of the
and a thonce for a
$10 'about U.S. $14) with $100
George believes that "nobody
Fray est, crania overawe at as
mission study at 6:30 p.m. at the Business and Professional
0...00.
9throws
(U.S. $140) deposit. I'll get that in this country seems to give
3 claw free trip for 2to
a
Pm scar autchose necessary to wan
church.
Women's Club will be held ato
deposit back when I dissolve damn about living in
Disnegland or Disneidworlds
jerry-built
WWI•MIIIMICIS
I
the company.
Business and Professional the home of Mrs. Vernon Nance,
houses. Nobody cares that they
The pmmution Jars not.
-xylstkIsz on comuals;or cr Q'X5,,5i'Cs mr
what
"So
amounts
it
is
to
1229
Dogwood,
are
from two to five
being taken for a ride.
Women's Club will have a
Sur:ass-madeo Otinestscrrl Daravstrad cr
ant ot *vs resryir.1 ror—s-sres
that for $10 - no experience, Well, we do."
hospitality hour to honor p.m.
mass0
Mrs. Dick George
volunteer
workers
the
at
•Lawnal Palum letivenie
-Member of Month
"Harvest
Home
Sunday"
will
irdd-AnI401.
Murray-Calloway County
CINEMA 2 *
be observed at the Locust Grove
5:
00-7:30- 10:00
Hospital from 8:30 a.m. to 12
Nazarene at the
Church
the
of
noon
This movie Is about one hell of a man
regular services, followed by a
who lived
when Dillinger was slamming banks,
basket dinner and a special
and Roosevelt was awakening the nation.
ceremony honoring charter
N. Main Street Benton, Ky.
•
•
members of the church.
He's
a hard-time fast-tracker who's been
•
•
where
Phone 527-1577
it's
Mean.
A grizzly with a sense of humor.
•
•
A wandering rebel, living off the
The
Welcome
Wagon •
land
•
*
OCT. 25-26-27 * *
*
753 3314
by his wits and his fists.
Newcomers Club held its Oc•
tober meeting at the Army
Now he's taking on his biggest run.
41/4
0
A love story for wives
Reserve building with Mrs_
A challenge no one ever survived.
Tom Muehleman, president,
who are tired of being
presiding.
taken for granted....
LEE MARVIN ERNEST BORGNINE KEITH
It was announced that the
CARRADINE
"October Member of the
— and —
Month" was Mrs. Dick George.
She was presented with a red
OF'THE NORTH
rose by the club president.
Adm. Adults
fts nOt a place rtt a Druet
Various activities for the club
members were discussed by
Mrs. Pat Ryan. A progress
report on the Christmas Ball
was given by Mrs. Scott Seiber,
11111111ms ND DESSERT?
dance chairman. Ticket sales
aomisstora
for the dance were begun by
stesrsetc -seo
was PROUClY PRESf N rs
presenting the president with
the first ticket,, compliments of
the club. All members may buy
tickets for the December 8th
dance by cOntacting Mrs. Joe
Prince or Mrs. Roy Kirk.
The theme of the program,
(Don't say it, hiss it)
"Crazy Bridge," was explained
by Mrs. Tom Holcomb and the
members Then enjoyed playing

Woman Becomes Contractor
To Build Her Dream-House

Cook

CENTRAL

-JESUS
CHRIST
SUPERSTAR'

••••••••••••••••••••••
:Lakeland Cinema•
:
•

Newcomers Club Has
Regular Meet; Mrs.
George Is Honored

•"OKLAHOMA CRUDE":
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
t..11.11a7a, •
•
•
,inferesUt"
-w.--peiasonsiT
•
especially newcomers to

EMPEROR

99;

"GEO.-SEGAL-°r'14e
SHELLY WINTERS
SUSAN ANSPACH
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON

barrkg
trems
Theley WhoCried Werewolf
os as Rips tas-smPut.s

' pc st-r+

Murray, are cordially invited to
attend club meetings. For
further information contact
Mrs. Joe McCoart, Welcome
Wagon representative.
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The Alice
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The Alice Waters Circle tithe
First United Methodist Church
Women met at the home of Mrs.
O.C. McLeomore, 101 Hickory
Drive, on Tuesday morning,
October 9.
Mrs. I.B. Mayfield, chairman
opened the meeting with
prayer. Minutes of the last
meeting and its rolj call were by
the secretary,Alles. Aid!
Alexander.
Mrs. Otis Brooks gave the
Mrs.
report.
treasurer's
Mayfield reported all pledges
and the Thank Offering should
be in by the November meeting.
Mrs. W.B. Graves and Mrs.
A.C. Lafollette gave an interesting and enthusiastic
report from _ the General
_Assembly of the United
Methodist Women at Cincinnati,
-Ohio. Mrs. W.B. Graves
reported World Community
Day was Friday, November 2,
and the group voted to give two
certificates to this project.
Mrs. Max Brandon reported
the pledge service for the new
officers for 1974 would be at the
November general meeting.
Mrs. Graves discussed the
books available for the fall
study.
Rev. Mickey Carpenter spoke
to the group on the "importance
of the women's roll in the
church in these changing
tunes."
Mrs. McLemore served
delicious refreshments to 13
members, two new members,
Mrs. Robbie Uddberg and Mrs.
Violet Speight and two visitors,
Rev. Carpenter and Mrs. Bill
McLemore.

Mrs. Paul Cunningham
opened her home for the
Mrs. Ruth Weston, president,
meeting of the Cumberland
Presbyterian Women of the
Prof the Pottertown Homemakers
North Pleasant Grove Church
Inntinagt
r ymee
da
olie
to
°cb
the
the
ttH
b heldaa
Club
held on Thursday,October 11, at
ten a.m.
seven p.m.
The devotion from Ezekiel
Program leader was Mrs.
3:11 and a poem, "What Each
'Margaret Nell Boyd who had as
Day Brings," were given by
her topic, "Human Need: The
Mrs. Bessie Colson. Mrs. Iva
Elderly? John 21:18; "What Are
Alford called the roll with
Some of Their Problems and
members answering with their
Needs? Matthew -25:35, 36:
for
costumes
favorite
About Retirement
"What
I
Halloween as a child.
By Abigail Van Buren,
Years? Exodus 20:12.
Mrs. Louise Short gave the
Mrs. Edwin Cain and Nix
WITCHES WITH brooms and smiling jack•o4anterns came to entertain the Parent-Teacher Club landscape notes on "Lawns,
the
for
up
standing
for
Crawford assisted in the at New Concord School Thursday evening. The little goblins were from the first grades, taught by Colors of Leaves, and Fruits."
DEAR ABBY: Congratulations
presentation of the program. Mrs. Martha Leet and Mrs. Maxine Pool. The featured number was sung by Miss Jan Coleman, Housing notes on family living
snake. I had a pet boa constrictor for many years and kept
The opening prayer was led by daughter at Mr.and Mrs.Joe Pat Coleman. who is shown here singing "Delta Dawn."
him until he became too big to feed, after which I gave
were given by Mrs. Lucy
Paul Cunningham.
him to the zoo.
Alderdice.
between
Mrs. Boyd, also Bible study
I have taught our children to differentiate
on "Dried
The lesson
chairman, gave the discussion
poisonous and nonpoisonous snakes and encouraged them
Flowers" was presented_hy_
EDGERA-TIMES
to hold snakes in their hands so that this irrational fear of- -00:. "Priscilla" women of the
Mrs. Mary Gertzen. She said
New Testament. She said she
snakes did not occur in my family.
should be gathered in
important
materials
an
are
and
home
her
insects,
homemaker,
was a
Snakes eat rodents and
early spring
we
snakes,
more
was open to visitors and to the
part of the balance of nature If we had
drying.
.
study
to
me
Sign
time
the
pesticides
found
church,
dangerous
less
need
would
HOUSTON LAWYER
the scriptures so that she was
g for
the
Bobbie Cook gave
ve
eror
dr
open to His leadership, and
math
lesson
She
gave
Catholic
"Quilts."
Roman
a
lose
might
we
But
LAWYER:
DER
prepared for the tasks that
the history of quilt making and
priest. Read on:
came her way as a leader in the
read two poems on quilting. She
Christian faith. Mrs. Boyd said
also showed a friendship quilt
DEAR ABBY: Your defense of the much-maligned serPriscilla found the time
made in 1941, and her sister,
side
another
a
home
her
e
pent was very thought-provoking, but there is
make
to
required
The Calloway County High_ Mrs. Volene Roberts, showed a
gib
to that story.
house beside the road and to be
School Spanish Club met for its quilt she had started.
.
that
I am a Roman Catholic priest, and I have found
a friend to those who came her
regular meeting on Thursday,
herpetoThe
was
door
prize
WM
by
many otherwise quite "normal" people suffer from
way.
school.
• 1 Py. October 18 at the
biblical
phobia-the fear of snakes. It is no mere prejudice,
The president, Mrs. Nix
Members of the club will join Mrs. Klara Wutzkt. Otherand as
present'', were
Crawford, conducted the
or otherwise, but actually a fear as deeply rooted
with the French Club of members
acrodifficult to treat as claustrophobia [fear of ehclostire I.
business meeting.
Calloway County High School Mesdames Rosezella Outland.
Refreshments were served by
phobia [fear of heights], or any other phobia.
for the foreign language festival Olive Steele, Blanch Larson,
dicik
is
Most herpetophobes will readily agree that their fear
the hostess. Others present, not
to be held at Marray State Gussie Adams, Katie Overcast,
B. Melugin, and Patye Overpreviously named, were Mrs.
entirely irrational, but that makes it no less real.
University on November 9.
Delia Graham, Mrs. Greg
Some herpetophobes nearly have heart failure just comThe club officers for 1973-74 cast. One visitor was Mrs.
know-I am
Sinclaire, Mrs. Franklin
.ing upon a picture of a snake in a magazine. I
are Amanda Hoke, Jean Shirley Werts, who became a
knew there
even
I
before
since
been
have
and
Carroll, Mrs. Thomas Jones,
them,
of
one
Walker, Kim Gray, Candy new member.
do
Lunch was served bi- the
Mrs. Edwin Cain, Mrs. Glyco
was a Bible. I have no idea why I am this way, but I
Arbaugh, Sandra Duncan,
Wells, and Mrs. James
know that if anyone tries to bring a snake into this 'rectory.
Janet Usrey. and Brad Belcher. dining room
A HERPETOPHOBIC PRIEST
Coleman. The next meeting will
I'm leaving'
be a potluck supper on
P S. One fear I do not have is signing my name to Letters
JOHN TREVOR Miller and John Michael Belt show some of the
where
November 8 at the church.
to-the-Editor and the like, but this is one instance
pumpkins which are. props for the Haunted House,
painted
it, but
prudence may dictate an exception. I will sign
by the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's
sponsored
are too
please don't use my name in your column There
Club, on October 29, 30, and 31. These pumpkins are also available
PHONE 753-1272
many clowns around here for comfort
for sale with proceeds going to the Haunted House project.
TIONS A SPECIALTY!!
PRECRIP
are
boys
Anyone interested should call 753-5222 or 753-7550. The
00-the sons of Mr,and Mrs. Dan Miller and Mr. and Mrs. John Belt.
DEAR ABBY: I am a fairly attractive widow, living
We live 11-We Will_Let It-Or It Can't Be Had
what is laughingly called -widov..'s row
Marine
I have been completely captivated by a retired
widower and
The Bethel and Brooks Chapel
officer who lives next door to me. He is a
woman
United Methodist Women and
everything a woman could want in a man, but no
United Methodist Men had as
seems able to attract his attention.
the
their guest, Rev John Archer,
Many evenings I go to sleep listening to him play
heard, but it
on Thursday, October 4, at the
piano. It's the most beautiful music I've ever
meeting at Bethel Church.
Ilotmds so sad.
when
Rev. Archer showed slides of
FABRIC CENTERS
Those who have known him say that his wife died
built a
the .Reelfoot Ministry. He exthey were both very young, and since then he has
to paw.
plained how much progress had
shell around himself that no woman has been able
been made and how the church
.
trate.
that
could help.
Obviously, my problem is, bow can I let him know
A barbecue supper and
NEAR AND YET SO FAR
I am interested in him?
the
followed
fellowship
special
DEAR NEAR: Invite him to join you in some
program. The groups then
good
a
of
start
the
see
may
dinner. If be reciprocates, you
met separately for their
friendship, at least. After that-who knows?
business meetings.

Family taught not
to fear snakes

or and about

Calloway Spanish

Club

Mrs. Frank Kane
Hostess For Meet
Mrs. Frank Kane opened her
home for the October meeting of
the Bessie Tucker Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Women.
The chairman, Mrs John
Irvan, made annoweements of
coming events
In an effort to gather material
to compile a becik of Devotions,
various members brought
prayers, poems, and comments
to the meeting.
The minutes were read by the
acting secretary, Mrs. James
Diuguid, and the treasurer's
report was given 'by Mrs.
Conrad Jones.

NW
111G EMIEll NMI
ANOTHER BIG WEEK

Look Uniformity
Good!
900 a.m.-4:30 p.m
307
Murras

di

-

&bride

th,

FABRIC SELL—A—BRATION

Mrs. Lola Jones, president of
the women, read two verses
from the fourth chapter of
Philippians, and made an interesting talk on "What We
Think Is What We Are." Mrs,
iadys Jones led in prayer with
yeawainstgs1-11-41111hetterit-yenRealism! V
n women present.
For a peisastal repW; write to ABBY: Box No.SITIO, L. A..
Visitors were recognized.
Calif. seMS. Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope,
Mrs. Auberna Perkins read the
please.
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding," secretary's report and Mrs.
Hills, Mamie Evans gave the
send SI to Abigail Van Buren. 122 Lasky Dr., Beverly
treasurer's report. Eight books
Cal. 10212.
from the Bible were read by
members last month.
The next meeting will be held
at -brooks Chapel on Thursday,
November 1. This will be for
the regular program and also
for the election of officers for
the 1974 year.

SPECIALTY
SHOP

Has Meeting

WALLIS DRUG

Rev. John Archer
Speaker At Men
& Women's Meet

CONFIDENTIAL TO "KENTUCKY GIRL WHO NEEDS
hoping he
HELP IN INDIANA": Don't "hang around"
until he
him
with
do
to
more
nothing
might change. Have
resume the
has "changed." Then. if you still care for him,
relationship.

The

Musical Program fs
Presented At Meet
Of B&PW Club

Great
New
Gifts
are

Lessons Presented
At October Meet
Of Pottertown Club

Mrs. Cunningham Is
Hostess For Meet
Of Church Women

Rev. Carpenter Is
Speaker At Meeting
At McLemore Home

we the
i low to
in extra
'portant
makes,
is to the
family.
million
to are
ly have
ice and
ts, paid
I.-Mrs.
Maple
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Aria Dunn Circle
Elects Officers
At October Meet

For The Bride-To-Be
MIKASA

POTTERY
STAIN LESS
Unique
IMPORTED
GIFTS
for, Every
Occasion

4I
\
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Mrs. Betty Riley, president,
presided at the dinner meeting
of the Business & Professional
Women's Club held on Thursday, October 18, at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
The Arra Dunn Circle of the
Mrs. Opal Roberts was in
United Methodist Church
Hazel
She
program.
the
of
charge
for
introduced Martha Cooley, Women met at the church
Lynda Pitman and Fay the October meeting with the
Lowes
Stephens and their ac- circle chairman, Mrs.
companist, Bobby Crysler, who Smotherman, presiding.
Plans were made for the
presented three numbers
meeting to be held at
November
"Oh
Same,"
the
"Jesus Always
of Mrs. Olga
home
the
What a Happy Day," and "Not
Freeman. The women to take
Thy Will."
Mrs. Jessie Shoemaker gifts to the nursing home.
Mrs. Freeman presided
showed slides on the National
Foundation of the Business & during the election of officers
Professional Women's Club. for the year 1974. They are as
Two new members were in- follows:
Mrs. Lowes Smotherman,
troduced, Mrs. Dorris Warren
Mrs. Ralph Edchairman;
Graham.
and Mrs. Chris
It was announced that wards, secretary-treasurer and
members bring their Christmas publicity.
The program leader, Mrs.
gifts for Western State Hospital
patients to the November Koska Jones, held the first
session on the mission study on
meeting.
Book of Romans" The
"The
inwas
Miller
Dr. Bulah
held on
troduced as a guest. Members second session was
present were: Helen Basel, October 16 at the church
Mrs. Bradie White, hostess,
Freda Butterworth, Laurine
during
Doran, Willlna Hall, Betty Lou served cake and hot tea
Betty the social hour. Other members
Hill, Bea Hughes,
Jackson, Evelyn Lockhart, present, not prof**
.)24.:.
'Annie Nance, Katie Outland, were Mrs. Wit•vr
urn
.Rtibye Pool, Betty Riley. Opel, Rus :Taylor, litre:. A
-15ber
-ii'
)1rs:
Newport;
Rowland,
Roberts, Doris
-S?r,ea, - Jessie sad Mrs. Roberta Brandon. _
Frames
Shoerniiker, Faye Stephens,
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Lucille
Talent,
Madelle
Lennis N. Riley, of Kirksey
Thurman', Odell Vance, Jo
Brandon, Leta Parker, Gussie Route One has been a patient at
Adams, Betty Vinson, Myrtle the Western klaptist Hospital,
Paducah
Wall, and Frances Whitnell.
4
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DOUBLE
KNITS

Ii

I

100% POLY ESTER

•iiiimmimmiumismouffininsti
ACRYLIC
E
EI
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I
I
I

. Aoniversory special, a great buy'
• Designer lengths, 60" wide
• Ribs, mini -ribs, waffle wea...s,
twills, diagonals, fancies, more'
• Permanent press, trovel-perfect
• Sew into new fashion looks

ma

II
II

67

II

vi'

DOUBLE
KNITS
• None like these at this low pricey
• Prints, solids, 60" designer lengths
. Selection of beautiful fall colors
. Machine wash and machine dry
• Sew into new sweater -look fashions,
sportswear, children's clothes

67

a

YD.

REG Si 99

,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••OOOOO
100% ACRYLIC KNITS
PRELINED ORLON KNITS
I•

•
pre-lined
• • 100% Orlon
• with 100% acetate
I• •.60" wid• on bolts
REG.
•
$1.99
•
•
I•
•
•
•
•
• Special group usually
• togged much higher REG.
• 45" to 60" wide
I•
•
•

I••
•

•
•
I
•

Y D.

•

YD

CUTTING BOARDS

SPECIAL GROUP
YD.

• 72" x 40" size, marked
in 1" squares
REG.
• Folds for storage
$1.99

SIMULATED PEARLS

ANIMAL FUR

,Leopards, tigers, zebras ,n :er•etal colors. 100% cotton back.
•
•

77

• Prints, checks, plaids
• Machine wash and dry
• 60" wide, Terrific buy' REG.
$1.99

97
yd.

2

• White and colors
• For iewelry, crafts
strs.
• Free pattern
REG. 59e for

•I
•
•

•
•
•

4:1
:
•

•
••••••••••wwwww•••••
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FASHION KNITS
What it takes to travel

light and smooth! Sew easy care
vacation fashions on this soft, 100 per cent Arnel Jersey
widths Machine wash and
and-S4"
45"
in
Designer lengths
dry.

Reg. 99e

33197ct

&brit&
FABRIC

CENTERS

Assorted

BUTTONS
Values to 79'

7Card

Uncle Jeff Shopping Center------Prices Good thru Oct. 30
J
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Every Life

GUEST EDITORIALS

State Government Report

Has its
Dividend Poor
0
1
/047
0

In the latest issue of its Share Owners' Quarterly
the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. prints a
query from one of the elder persons who have
-savings invested in the big concern: "We old folks
peed a few more dollars to meet expenses. How
About a rise in dividends?:. The printed answer is that AT&T dividends -now
Are at as high a rate as federal guidelinespermit, but
(:)nie increase may be possible if 1974 earnings are
adequate.
Now we are no special friend of giant corporations, but we do want to be a friend tp small
investors whose limited money is in them. While
labor spokesman and enemies of big business can be
relied on to protest larger earnings except for
"workers, it is unjust to expect shareholders,
especially the little ones, to get by on income that
'diminishes relatively as prices go up, while others
get raises intended to compensate for the higher cost
:of living. — Knoxville (Tenn.) journal
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By HAL BOYLE . . .
NEW YORK (AP) — Things
that make life worth living:
An unexpected smile, a
pleased palate, a philosophic
mind, an answering love.
By SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD
The excitement of spending
your first night outdoors in a
MAY FIELD, Ky. - It's not often that Kentucky's
sleeping bag.
As a child, calling up the zoo governor and four of his predecessors get together but
and asking if Mr. Bear or Mr. it happened at Morganfield last Saturday as Earle C.
Wolf can come to the telephone. Clements Day was celebrated in his home county of
Winning the daily double at a Union.
Praise for the 77 year-old Clements, who served as a
racetrack with the only $2 you
Union County official for 20 years prior to being
brought along to bet.
Drinking a triple-dip malted elected Congressman, governor and U. S. Senator,
milk with a plump lady on a came from Gov. Wendell H. Ford and former Goys.
day when you both feel like Edward T. Breathitt, Lawrence Wetherby and Albert
B. Chandler. The only living former chief executive of
saying to hell with all diets.
The conversation of lawyers, Kentucky not present was Bert T. Combs.
Clements, regarded by many as not only an
when they are at their ease and
therefore not under oath to tell outstanding public official but also as a very effective
either the whole truth or noth- politician because of his organizational and
fund-raising abilities, was honored at three events.
ing but the truth.
Putting your ear to a train The Morganfield American Legion, of which
rail and hearing a train singing Clements is a charter member, honored him with a
its way around a curve in the breakfast. Portraits of Clements and his wife, Sarah,
were presented to Union County at a courthouse
distance.
Reeling in a big one in a ceremony before a large crowd in the newly
fished-out lake from which the decorated circuit courtroom. Later several hundred
wise guys said all the big ones people gathered at the Union County High School
football stadium for a two hour program.
had been taken long ago.
Gov. Ford praised Clements as a man with
Sitting on the front porch at a
family reunion and listening to "wisdom and common sense to an uncommon
a tipsy elderly uncle cackle degree" and Congressman Carl Perkins, D-7th
District, said Clements "has had no equal as a
with laughter as he recalls how
he defeated the Kaiser almost builder."
Perhaps it was such compliments as Perkins' that
singlehanded in the first World
'Pilot to tower-request permission to take off !'
caused some old political scars of the past to begin
War.
Having the pretty red-haired itching among some of the former governors. Former
girl in your kindergarten class Gov. Wetherby touched it off when he credited
tell you, with a deep and tre- Clements with starting Kentucky's rural roads system
which "that man sitting next to him (former Gov.
mulous sigh, how much she
Chandler) claims to have stated."
wished she could draw a white
That seemed to rile 75 year-old "Happy" Chandler,
lamb
a
green
in
field
as
pretty
President Nixon's selection of
ident should be part of the adminwhose second term (1955-59) as governor of
as the one you drew.
Rep. Gerald Ford to be the new
istration, and he wouldn't fit in
Kentucky followed Wetherby's four years as our No.
The sight of a picnic table in
vice president was a reasonable
unless he could enthusiastically
1 state official. Chandler was next to speak after
the park, loaded with tempting
and sensible choice.
Wetherby. The crowd anxiously listened as "Happy"
support most of what the Presand colorful edible; and pobegan, believing that Chandler, whose bitter political
Although we do not agree with
ident proposes. As minority leadtables, just before a dozen
fights with the man he so often called "Wetherbine"
much of Ford's political and govwhooping children reach for the
er of the House, Ford has been one
and "the man who bought this $20,000 rug for the
sandwiches en masse.
ernmental philosophy, we believe
of the primary ball carriers for
governor's office," would respond to Wetherby's
overwhelmin
The
g
feeling
of
he can be of great benefit to the
the various Nixon game plans, so
remarks.
protectivenes
s
when
get
you
President, and likewise to the
there is no question but what he
Chandler bluntly struck back, saying: "I know I .
your best girl rests her head on
country, in developing better reand Mr. Nixon are on the same
was twice as good a governor as Wetherby. I can
your shoulders as you both are
lations between the executive and
prove it by him. I was governor two times. He barely
wave length politically and legisgazing into firelight. Why is
legislative branches of governmade it the first time. I won't let anybody, in jest car
latively.
there never a dragon handy
as a liar, say I did not institute the rural road system,
ment.
when you need one to slay?
With 25 years in Congress, Ford
because I did."
Sneaking down in your bathFurthermore, although he is an
has been undergoing public scruChandler did agree with Wetherby on one point in
robe
and
pajamas
to
see
the
avid partisan, he is not given to
tiny for a long, long time, Obvithat they both referred to Clements as 'the most
brightly decorated yule tree on
inflammatory rhetoric; he does
ously, Congress has a duty to carastute man in government of our time."
Christmas morning before anynot make wild and unsubstantiryout a thorough investigation of
Actually, both Clements and Chandler deserve
one else in the house is awake.
ated charges against the opposithe nominee, but there seems
credit for the rural road system. It was initiated by
Scoring the winning run in a
tion party or against critics of his
Chandler during his first term (1935-39) but it took a
little doubt but what he will be
sandlot baseball game by beattwo-cents gasoline tax urged by Clements in 1948 to
party or critics of administration
ing the throw to home plate by
confirmed by both houses about
adequately fund the system.
a foot in the last of the ninth
policies. Thus, he can be a force
as quickly as any nominee could
The crowd really enjoyed watching Clements and
inning. Doesn't it happen
for national unity, in contrast with
be.
Chandler when they first got together Saturday. The
ery
kid
at
least
once
his
in
life?
the previous vice president who
This will enable the nation to
Finally realizing, much later-- two ex-governors who have fought many political
was perpetually encburaging diquickly put behind it one of the
battles in the past shook hands and warmly
than you should, just what a
visiveness.
sorriest spectacles of its history,
sheltering grace the love of embraced. One wag joked that they were probably
We agree with the criteria Mr.
the forced resignation of a vice
your father and mother has al- frisking each other but they were actually embracing,
indicating to those present that they were friends
Nixon statOd as a basis for his
ways been. And, when you try
president, and move on to the imwith stumbling words to tell even though they have had differences of opinion in
choice, particularly the part emportant business of trying to whip
the past.
them this, simply getting a nod
phasizing that the vice president
inflation and eliminate shortages
U. S. Sen. Walter (Dee) Huddleston bronglit
and
quiet smile from each.
should be ideologically in tune
at home while working for peace
laughter when he said, "I was too young to remember
For these and other benefits
with the President. The vice presthroughout the world.
the beginning of the rural road system but it may be a
of being, our thanks, Amen.
shock to many Kentuckians to know we have one."
Au AP News Analysis
Clements enjoyed the day and at one point
displayed deep emotion. When receiving tributes at
the portrait unveiling, he admitted: "This is an
emotional moment to me."
Clements, his wife and family live in Washington,
D. C. where he is. executive director of the Tobacco
Institute. His record as a public official has been
REPORTS TO THE PEOPLE OF KENTUCXY
made and historians can refer to it in the future as
"an excellent one." The facts are there to back it up
By WALTER R. MEARS
as accurate.
tinues, it is unlikely any Nixon
WAR POWERS BILL
Associated Press Writer
***
nominee could win the Senate
Both the House and the Senate have now passed
confirmation required to reInformation
this
legislator
gathered in Frankfort
legislation which defines the role of both Congress and
WASHINGTON f AP) — Pres- place Richardson
last week indicates that the organized opposition at
on a perthe
President
the
in
commitment
of
American
ident Nixon went to the brink manent basis.
troops to
Dawson Springs and Hopkins County to the proposal
combat. Administration spokesmen have said the Presiand came back without ArchiRichardson was confirmed
to
close Outwood State Hospital and School has been
dent will veto the bill (indeed he may already have done
bald Cox.
only after promising that the
so successful and effective that no state official now
by
so
the
tune
this
column
appears).
I
think
that
would
By yielding to a court order special Watergate
wants to touch it. It can be safely predicted that
prosecutor
be a tragic mistake because the war-making authority of
for Watergate-related tape would be fired only for
Outwood
extraorwill remain at Dawson Springs for at least
this
country
is
badly
out
of
balance
at the present time recordings, the President dinary improprieties
another two years.
.
Congress almost totally excluded from such decisions.
with
stepped back from a conThe Senate Judiciary ComHowever, watch for a steady decrease in the
Under the legislation passed, the President would be
stitutional crisis. He did so mittee is meeting
patient-resident population at Outwood. There are
required to report to Congress within 48 hours of comtoday to disafter firing Cox as special Wa- cuss just what
311 residents there now, with 135 of these
mitting forces to hostilities abroad in the absence of a
was promised,
being
tergate prosecutor.
and by whom. Richardson
under age 21. Regretably, some of these 311 will
declaration of war, and to specify: first, the constitutional
be
But Nixon has more Water- maintains the
and statutory authority under which the action was taken;
transferred to other state institutions. In the future
President has a
gate troubles ahead, a prospect right to change the
second, the circumstances which necessitated the action;
watch for more young patients to be admitted
terms under
at
he is almost certain to address which any
and third, the expected scope and duration of the action.
Oakwood (at Somerset) than Outwood.
official was hired,
in his speech to the nation and therefore
key
The
provision
of
the legislation provides that troops
did not break a
Another concern for the people in the Dawson
tonight.
could not be deployed for longer than 60 days without
promise by directing him to
Springs area is that there is some consideration
being
And, if the White House fire Cox.
specific Congressional approval. Also, Congress could
given at Frankfort to changing the
residents at
couldn't get along with Cox as
terminate the involvement prior to the 60-day limit should
In the House, preliminary imOutwood from patients to convicts whose ages
are 65
special prosecutor, getting peachment
it desire. But by allowing the 60-day leeway, the Presiand over. This idea would change Outwood
inquiries continued
from the
along without him may prove despite Nixon's
has
dent
ample
opportunity to quickly respond to any
Department
decision
to
of
reHuman Resources to the Department
,
difficult, too.
emergencies.
lent on the tapes.
of Corrections.
Thus,
In Congress there is proposed
war
the
powers
legislation
represents
one
method
White House officials said
If the people of Dawson Springs
and Hopkins
by which we .an strengthen our democratic process - one
legislation for a Watergate Tuesday the
firing of Cox was
County can be as persuasive in opposing the
means of bringing the collective judgment of Congress and
prosecutor the President cannot neither planned
decrease
of
nor foreseen
patients at Outwood and the possibility
the executive branch to bear on the use of our Nation's
fire.
of
when Nixon announced a soswitching patients for convicts at
armed forces outside our borders.
Outwood as they
The White House said the called
compromise on the
have
been
thus far in keeping Outwood open, then
It is a means by which we can have decisions resulting
President plans to have the tapes. But there
count on Outwood as is.
clearly were
from deliberations by two heads of our Government rather
case handled within his Depart- some in the
White House who
*•*
than one - including input from those elected officials
ment of Justice.
had wanted Cox ousted in any
Coal operators attending the 1973 Kentucky
closest to the people. It represents a means by which
That is where it i'as six event.
we
River
Mining Institute's "Coal Appreciation
may seek to restore a constitutional balance, as well as
months ago, before Nixon
a
and Safety
Richardson said there was
balance among the views, opinions, and options.
Day" at Hazard last Saturday indicate
reluctantly agreed to the ap- some discussion
they believe
of the firing of
that the present severance tax on
If this legislation becomes .law, it should hopefully
pointment of a special prose- Cox early last
coal should be
week,, before
prevent American involvement in a war which the people
decreased during the next legislature.
cutor. He resisted that step. Nixon's proposed
"The state
do not support - or continued involvement of American
treasury has about $140 million in
tapes mettlethen took it to help resolve an inent was
surplus funds and
even outlined to'the
troops without the opportunity of Congressional
the
tax
put
on
us in 1972 should be reduced,"
review
eatlier administration crisis, a .1pkciaI gtrosecutpr.
say
and approval.
several top coal operators in Perry
"shaketip in-The -Cabinet-ina-,.
County.
ttinkilieli
Furtherinore, *hen he had
1
eope or itentaki
• Goa •firedoNizoes alsodid away
senatocs Juid congressmen,to have a rote ja Assi_ew...
Y1111001_ oi. MALMO'_State
Now the Justice 'Department with 'he special
making aboin the commitment of American
--see the beautiful and spaciousUniversity alumni will
prosecution
troops to
Roy Stewart football
Itself is shaken.,F3libt I, Rich- force as a
hostilities-. Congress was elected to represent the
separate entity. The
stadium for the first time next weekend
views of
ardson resigned as attorney head man was
when they
constituents,
their
-and this is most certainly an area
fired for defying
return to the MSU campus for 1973
in
general rather than obey Nix- the President;
Homecoming
which the pubbe's views should be considered,
the rationale for
festivities. Highlight of the weekend
That being
on's order to fire Cox. And, dismantling
will be the
the case, I think the President would be making a
the entire operEastern Kentucky University-MSU
mistake
while the Watergate case con- atiop is not clear.
football game at 2
to veto the war powers bill.
p.m. Saturday.

7

Steak By No Other Name
The meat industry has moved to standardize the
names by which cuts of meat are labeled.
The action should be popular with the poor consumers who have been bedazzled by such distinctive
names as "Delmonico," "his and her steak," and
,"Yankee pot roast."
" Under the new labeling program meat counters
would use general names everywhere. These labels
:will tell where the cut came from on the steer, pig, or
7Iamb.
' Markets may still use their own, informal names,
but along with the standard terms. It is estimattA
that the number of names used on meat custs will be
reduced from 1,000 to 300. — Anniston ( Ala.)Star

Ten Years Ago Today
Kathy Rayburn, Rebecca Hendon, Mike Jones,
Janice Wilkinson, Robert Forsee, and Laura Moss,
all local high school students, received music
scholarships by the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
The Murray High School Marching Band, directed
by Phil Shelton, will do a difficult bock band drill
during the halftime of the Murray-Hopkinsville
football game tomorrow at Ty Holland Stadium.
Dr. Viola Hansen spoke on "Woman's Role In
Today's World" at the annual meeting of the
Calloway County Homemakers Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Miss Patricia Ann Key and Charles Stephen Knott
were married September 22 at the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church.

Ford" a logical selection
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Twenty Years Ago Today
Coach Ty Holland's Tigers continued their winning streak last night by winning 21 to 0 over the
Blue Devils of Grove High School, Paris, Tenn., in a
'football game.
"DL. Divelbiss is a fellow who get things done,"
From the column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray."
The condition of Max Jones Workman, eight year
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Workman, is improved,
according to members of the family. He is a polio
patient at Louisville General Hospital.
, Mrs. Harlan Hodges reviewed the book, "The
Greatest Story Ever Told" by Fulton Oursler, at the
meeting of the Zeta Department of the Murray
-Woman's Club.

More Watergate
Troubles Ahead

Senator
Dee Huddleston

TAKI
to thr
Ron J
commi
Bureau

Bible Thought For Today
And they began to be sorrowful,
and to say unto
by one, is it 1?—Mark 14:19.
When a charge of delinquency
is broadcast it is
wiser to indulge in
self-examination that in accusation of others.
N‘.

Ehim, one

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet, jr.
I am one of those unbelievers who stands
astonished when I see an airplane in flight. Experts
k
1have explained to me the theory of flight and just
why the air flow helps to take such a relatively
flimsy craft up into the wild blue younder. I can
understand why it goes up and why it comes down,
but I will never understand why it remains in flight
. %Ode the pilot-captain practices elocution on the
public address system in the ceiling just above my
- sleepy head.
;,e,
"Then he will talk-good gods
ee
how he will talk.—Nathaniel Lee. 1677
1
P.
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Health Care Costs Quintuples
In Period From 1950 To 1972

rt

NEW YORK (AP) — In 1950 $757.02 per capita In 1180, which
national expenditures on health means that in all liklihooci good
care, a conglomerate category health will remain'a luxury to
that includes everything from many.
These high prices aren't all
the cost of building hospitals to
to
be attributed to the fnedical
avercuring simple headaches
profession and its ancillary ocaged $78.35 per person.
By 1972 that figure had quin- cupations, trades and busitupled to $394.16, as health care nesses, because huge increases
costs outpaced the cost of living in building and technology costs
and any of the components that contribute heavily.
The major portion of the inmake up the cost of living.
After such a leap many crease nevertheless remains a
n.
Americans believed the in- strictly medical phenomeno
medical
that
shows
study
The
the
crease would slow, one of
reasons being that the pitifully care prices rose at an average
cent in
inadequate wages paid to hospi- annual rate of 3.9 per
and 6.5
'60s
the
in
4.7
the
'50s,
the
in
tal service personnel
1950s were now considered in 1971.
more nearly adequate in the
Consumer goods prices for
the same periods rose 2.1 per
1970s.
Moreover,the federal govern- cent, 2.7 per cent and 4.3 per
ment was cracking down on the cent, respectively.
advertising claims of patent
The board attributed the inmedicine makers and pressures creases to "money spent on
were also being exerted to re- achieving medical advances
duce the prices of prescription which require the development
of new, expensive medical fapharmaceuticals.
In addition, Blue Cross and cilities and treatment techBlue Shield and other medical niques."
It said increased in-hospital
and hospital insurance plans
were being encouraged to ac- medical care has also contribtively resist higher prices rath- uted to the rise. Other sources
er than merely paying out say this tendency to bed down
whatever bills were submitted. a patient who could be treated
Competition between hosp- as an ambulatory or outpatient
itals was also being discouraged has been one of the major
and ways to cooperate were faults and chief expenses in
being sought. Why should two hospital administration.
—The cost of hospital care,
hospitals in an area each have a
$10,000 piece of equipment when the researchers determined,
has risen at an average of 8.5
one would suffice?
But if you have faith in the per cent a year for the past two
projections of the Conference decades, and since 1966 the
Board, and many businessmen rates has been nearly 14 per
arid educators rely upon them cent a year.
In explanation, the board
heavily, prices are going to rise
a lot more — nearly doubling nottd that between 1950 and
1970 the number of full-time
by 1980.
The board projects national hospital personnel providing a
outlays on research, construc- day's care for a patient rose
tion and personal health care at from 1.7 to 3.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Kentucky's tobacco industry, which
has come under fire in recent
years because of health
problems associated with
cigarette • smoking, will eventually 'be saved by the
development of a "safe"
cigarette, according to Gov.
Wendell Ford.
Ford,speaking recently at the
24th annual convention of the
Burley and Dark Leaf Tobacco
Association, pointed out that
such a cigarette, termed the
"reference cigarette," has been
developed by the University of
Kentucky Tobacco and Health
Research Institute.
More than 10 million of the
cigarettes have been produced
and "when perfected, it could
be a most significant boost for
the tobacco industry," he added.
The governor emphasized the
importance of tobacco in the
Kentucky economy, pointing
out that it is the state's leading

money producer. Last year
Kentucky marketed more than
413 million pounds of tobacco, 70
per cent of the nation's burley
product.
The "reference cigarette" is
the result of a bill enacted by
the 1970 General Assembly
creating the Kentutky Tobacco
and
Board
Research
authorizing UK's Tobacco and
Health Research Institute to
begin an intensive research
program.
A special half cent per pack
tax on all cigarettes sold in
Kentucky has provided $3.4
million a year for the research.
"As lieutenant governor, this
was one of my pet projects, and
I have always been proud to
have helped lead the fight to
begin tnis program," Gov. Ford
said.
He praised the tobacco institute at UK, pointing out that
20 per cent of the world's
tobacco and health research is
being conducted at UK.
Because of this research, the
governor said, "someday it will
be possible to produce a
cigarette that will not be labeled
"Dangerous to your health."
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TAKING THE OATH--Chief Justice John S. Palmore administe
From left are
Justice.
of
nt
Departme
created
newly
the
in
to three commissioners
Robert Clark Stone,
Ron Johnson,s,mmissioner for the Bureau of State Police,
commissioner for the
commissioner for the Bureau of Training, and Charles Holmes,
Bureau of Corrections.
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Having out-of-town guests for the
Homecoming Festivities and need
an extra car?

tins
,ase
inf
hey
hen

Look Up Parker Ford!
We're in the business of
renting cars, too. You can
get a beautiful new Ford, a
sporty Maverick, luxury
Torino, or economical
Pinto for just as long as you
need it.
It's the easiest way we
know to avoid those oc-

ver
ety
eve
be
ate
Ind
say

family

car

casional
problems.
Our Rent-A-Car rates are
low, so there's no strain on
the family budget either.
And insurance is always
included.

The next time it looks an
if the family car might be
over-worked, look us up.
We're right in the neighborhood.

FORD RENT-A-CAR SYSTEM

"We

.1"11110oust.,

ARKER FORD
701 Main St

Murray, Ky.

Phone

7s3-5273

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Losing
two legs and an arm might
make a lot of people give up—
but not Danny Cuzzart_ If
anything, Danny has fought
harder than ever to make his
life a meaningful one
Last week, Danny was
presented the first Disabled
_Veterans Award given by the
Mayor's Committee for the
Handicapped at its annual
awards luncheon held at the
Gait House.
The award will be presented
annually to a veteran of any
branch of the Armed Forces,
seriously disabled in combat,
who has distinguished himself
in overcoming his disability,
and who has helped or inspired
o other disabled veterans in
becoming rehabilitated.
A veteran of the war in
Vietnam, Danny, 26, is married
and the father of a small son. He
enlisted in the Marine Corps in
June, 1965, and was severely
wounded in Vietnam in May,
1966, when he stepped on a
booby trap.
The accident resulted in the
loss of both legs and his left
arm. Although he must use a
wheelchair to move about, this
does not stop him from driving
his car or performing his duties
on the job.
After completing two years of
college, Danny was employed
by the Disabled America
Veterans (DAV) where h
currently holds his position
National Service Officer. In this
position, he counsels other
disabled veterans concerning
their claims.
"The very tact that I'm
disabled gives me a closer tie to
the claimant," said Cumirt.
"I'm interested in helping the
disabled veteran who is trying
to help himself."
Cuzzart is highly respected by
his associates and other
veterans. According to them,
his attitude is exceptional and
he has the ability to succeed in
virtually any task.
Danny Cuzzart's loss wasn't
an ending—just a beginning
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NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Miss Sheila Jo Bright, Route
2, Arlington, Mrs. Robbie
LaVerne Barnett, Route 6,
Murray,•Mrs. Kathy Hufnagle,
It added that "the'-11V- Route 7, Box 281, Murray,
troduction of highly complex, Etward
Housden, Route 2,
potentially life-saving machin- Haiel, Dalton Dee Parker, 108
ery, such as intensive care N. 101h, Murray, Mrs. Patricia
units and open-heart surgery Ann Wilson, Route 1, Hazel,
equipment, has also caused Mrs. Sue Ila Conner, Route 1,
Benton, Clarence Hogard
hospital,prices to increase."
Hulse, Jr., 202 N. 8th, Murray,
In the meantime, life ex- Miss Martha Dean Thomas, 203
pectancy, which rose from 47.3 N. 16th, Murray, Mrs. Sharod
years in 1900 to 68.2 years in McIntosh Wells, Route 7,
1950, rose only 2.6 from 1950 to Murray, Mrs. Judi Ann Warren,
1970, insurance industry figure'', Route 4, Murray, Mrs. Mary
show.
Emily Rowlett, New Concord.
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•.Has its

•

Dividend Poor

Moments

In the latest issue of its Share Owners' Quarterly
the American Telephone iSr Telegraph Co. prints a
query from one of the elder persons who have
.savings invested in the big concern: "We old folks
peed a few more dollars to meet expenses. How
About a rise in dividends?"
,
The printed answer is that AT&T dividends now
re at as high a rate as federal guidelinespermit, but
some increase may be possible if 1974 earnings are
:Adequate.
Now we are no special friend of giant corporations, but we do want to be a friend to small
:
. investors whose limited money is in them. While
labor spokesman and enemies of big business can be
relied on to protest larger earnings except for
workers, it is unjust to expect shareholders,
;especially the little ones, to get by on income that
kliminishes relatively as prices go up, while others
iOt raises intended to compensate for the higher cost
2tif living. — Knoxville (Tenn.) Journal

Steak By No Other Name
The meat industry has moved to standardize the
names by which cuts of meat are labeled.
The action should be popular with the poor consumers who have been bedazzled by such distinctive
.names as "Delmonico," "his and her steak," and
"Yankee pot roast."
- Under the new labeling program meat counters
would use general names everywhere. These labels
:will tell where the cut came from on the steer, pig, or
lamb.
' Markets may still use their own, informal names,
..,but along with the standard terms. It is estimated
that the number of names used on meat custs will be
reduced from 1,000 to 300. — Anniston (Ala.)Star

'Pilot to tower-request permission to take off !'

Ford a logical selection

Ten Years Ago Today
Kathy Rayburn, Rebecca Hendon, Mike Jones,
Janice Wilkinson, Robert Forsee, and Laura Moss,
all local high school students, received music
scholarships by the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
The Murray High School Marching Band, directed
by Phil Shelton, will do a difficult bock band drill
during the halftime of the Murray-Hopkinsville
football game tomorrow at Ty Holland Stadium.
Dr. Viola Hansen spoke on "Woman's Role In
Today's World" at the annual meeting of the
Calloway County Homemakers Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Miss Patricia Ann Key and Charles Stephen Knott
were married September 22 at the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church.

• Twenty Years Ago Today
Coach Ty Holland's Tigers continued their winhing streak last night by winning 21 to 0 over the
Blue Devils of Grove Higb School, Paris, Tenn., in a
-football game.
"DL. Divelbiss is a fellow who get things done,"
from the column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray."
The condition of Max Jones Workman, eight year
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Workman, is improved,
according to members of the family. He is a polio
patient at Louisville General Hospital.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges reviewed the book, "The
Greatest Story Ever Told" by Fulton Oursler, at the
meeting of the Zeta Department of the Murray
:Woman's Club.

Bible Thought For'Way
And they began to be sorrowful,
and to say unto
him, one by one. Is it I?—Mark 14:19.
When a charge of delinquency is
broadcast it is
wiser to indulge in self-exam
ination that in accusation of others.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet, jr.
I am one of those unbelievers who stands
astonished when I see an airplane in flight. Experts
Zhave explained to me the theory of flight and just
t why the air flow helps to take such a relatively
1.
:flimsy craft up into the wild blue younder. I can
understand why it goes up and why it comes down,
but I will never understand why it remains in flight
while the pilot-captain practices elocution on the
public address system in the ceiling just above my
sleepy head.
"Then he will talk-good gods
how he will 1,31k."
—Nathaniel Lee, 1677
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President Nixon's selection of
Rep. Gerald Ford to be the new
vice president was a reasonable
and sensible choice.
Although we do not agree with
much of Ford's political and governmental philosophy, we believe
he can be of great benefit to the
President, and likewise to the
country, in developing better relations between the executive and
legislative branches of government.
Furthermore, although he is an
avid partisan, he is not given to
inflammatory rhetoric; he does
not make wild and unsubstantiated charges against the opposition party or against critics of his
party or critics of administration
policies. Thus, he can be a force
for national unity, in contrast with
the previous vice president who
was perpetually encouraging divisiveness.
We agree with the criteria Mr.
Nixon stated as a basis for his
choice, particularly the part emphasizing that the vice president
should be ideologically in tune
with the President. The vice pres-

ident should be part of the administration, and he wouldn't fit in
unless he could enthusiastically
support most of what the President proposes. As minority leader of the House, Ford has been one
of the primary ball carriers for
the various Nixon game plans, so
there is no question but what he
and Mr. Nixon are on the same
wave length politically and legislatively.
With 25 years in Congress, Ford
has been undergoing public scrutiny for a long, long time, Obviously, Congress has a duty to carry out a thorough investigation of
the nominee, but there seems
little doubt but what he will be
confirmed by both houses about
as quickly as any nominee could
be.
This will enable the nation to
quickly put behind it one of the
sorriest spectacles of its history,
the forced resignation of a vice
president, and move on to the important business of trying to whip
inflation and eliminate shortages
at home while working for peace
throughout the world.

By HAL BOY1-E .
NEW YORK (AP) — Things
that make life worth living:
An unexpected smile, a
pleased palate, a philosophic
mind, an answering love.
The excitement of spending
your first night outdoors in a
sleeping bag.
As a child, calling up the zoo
and asking if Mr. Bear or Mr.
Wolf can come to the telephone.
Winning the daily double at a
racetrack with the only $2 you
brought along to bet.
Drinking a triple-dip malted
milk with a plump lady on a
day when you both feel like
saying to hell with all diets.
The conversation of lawyers,
when they are at their ease and
therefore not under oath to tell
either the whole truth or nothing but the truth.
Putting your ear to a train
rail and hearing a train singing
its way around a curve in the
distance.
Reeling in a big one in a
fished-out lake from which the
wise guys said all the big ones
had been taken long ago.
Sitting on the front porch at a
family reunion and listening to
a tipsy elderly uncle cackle
with laughter as he recalls how
he defeated the Kaiser almost
singlehanded in the first World
War.
Having the pretty red-haired
girl in your kindergarten class
tell you, with a deep and tremulous sigh, how much she
wished she could draw a white
lamb in a 'green field as pretty
as the one you drew.
The sight of a picnic table in
the park, loaded with tempting
and colorful edibles and potables, just before a dozen
whooping children reach for the
sandwiches en masse.
The overwhelming feeling of
protectiveness you get when
your best girl rests her head on
your shoulders as you both are
gazing into firelight. Why is
there never a dragon handy
when you need one to slay?
Sneaking down in your bathrobe and pajamas to see the
brightly decorated yule tree on
Christmas morning before anyone else in the house is awake.
Scoring the winning run in a
sandlot baseball game by beating the throw to home plate by'
a foot in the last of the ninth
inning. Doesn't it happen to every kid at least once in his life?
Finally realizing, much later
than you should, just what a
sheltering grace the love of
your father and mother has always been. And, when you try
with stumbling words to tell
them this, simply getting a nod
and quiet smile from each.
For these and other benefits
of being, our thanks, Amen.

An AP News Analysis

More Watergate
Troubles Ahead
By WALTER R. MEARS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon went to the brink
and came back without Archibald Cox.
By yieldini to a court order
for Watergate-related tape
recordings, the President
stepped hack from a constitutional crisis. He did so
after firing Cox as special Watergate prosecutor.
But Nixon has more Watergate troubles ahead, a prospect
he is almost certain to address
in his speech to the nation
tonight.
And, if the White House
couldn't get along with Cox as
special prosecutor, getting
along without him may prove
difficult, too.
In Congress there is proposed
legislation for a Watergate
prosecutor the President cannot
fire.
The White House said the
President plans to have the
case handled within his Department of Justice.
That is where it was six
months ago, before Nixon
reluctantly agreed to the appointment of a special prosecutor. He resisted that step,
then took it to help resolve an
earlier administration crisis, a
'
shilkiiip in
i an•d
the cabir-•ei
the
White House staff.
Now the Justice Department
itself is shaken. Elliot I. Richardson resigned as attorney
general rather than obey iliaon's order to fire Cox. And,
while the Watergate case con-

Senator
Dee Huddleston
SMITS TO THE PEOPLE OF KEHTUCre

tinues, it is unlikely any Nixon
WAR POWERS BILL
nominee could win the Senate
Both the House and the Senate have now paged
confirmation required to relegislation which defines the role of both Congress and
place Richardson on a perthe President in the commitment of American troops to
manent basis.
combat. Administration spokesmen have said the PresiRichardson was confirmed
dent will veto the bill (indeed he may already have done
only after promising that the
so by the time this column appears). I think that would
special Watergate prosecutor
be a tragic mistake because the war-making authority of
would be fired only for extraorthis country is badly out of balance at the present time dinary improprieties.
with Congress almost totally excluded from such decisions.
The Senate Judiciary ComUnder the legislation passed, the President would be
mittee is meeting today to disrequired to report to Congress within 48 hours of comcuss just what was promised,
mitting forces to hostilities abroad in the absence of a
and by whom. Richardson
declaration of war, and to jpecify: first, the constitution
al
maintains the President has a
and statutory authority under which the action was taken;
right to change the terms under
second, the circumstances which necessitated the action;
which any official was hired,
and third, the expected scope and duration of the action.
and therefore did not break a
The key provision of the legislation provides that troops
could not be deployed for longer than 60 days without
promise by directing him to
specific Congressional approval. Also, Congress could
fire Cox.
terminate the involvement prior to the 60-day limit should
In the House, prelirninary imit desire. But by allowing the 60-day leeway, the Presipeachment inquiries continued
dent has ample opportunity to quickly respond to any
despite Nixon's decision to relent on the tapes.
ernergenc
Thus, it es
he war powers legislation represents one method
White House officials said
by which we can strengthen our democratic process - ope
Tuesday the firing of Cox was
means of bringing the collective judgment of Congress and
neither planned nor foreseen
the executive branch to bear on the use of out Nation's
when Nixon announced a soarmed forces outside our borders.
called compromise on the
It is a means by which we can have decisions resulting
tapes. But there clearly were
from deliberations by two heads of our Government rather
some in the White House who
than one - including input from those elected officials
had wanted Cox ousted in any
closest to thr people. It represents a means by which
we
event.
may seek to restore a constitutional balance, as well as
a
Richardson said there was
balance among the views, opinions, and options.
some discussion of the firing of
If this legislation becomes law, it should hopefully
Cox early last week, before
prevent American involvement in a war which the people
Nixon's proposed tapes settledo not support - or continued involvement of American
rnent was even outlined to the . troops without the opportunity of Congressiona
l review
and
sbeciai Prosecutor—
Furthermore, when he had 'da
Nai.
lh
e-peri
I
tMa
PP
1'
pe of'tar-inlay rind hNailaa in.
Cos fired, Nixon also did away
their.senstors and congressmen to hive a role
decision
with the special prosecution
making about the commitment of American introops
to
hostilities. Congress was elected to represent
force as a separate entity. The
the views tif
constituents
their
,
and this is most certainly an area
head man was fired for defying
in
which the public's views should be considered. That
the President; the rationale for
being
the case, I think the President would be making a mistake
dismantling the entire operto veto the war powers bill.
atiop is not clear.

By SENATOR
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MAY FIELD, Ky. -- It's not often that Kentucky's
governor and four of his predecessors get together but
it happened at Morganfield last Saturday as Earle C.
Clements Day was celebrated in his home county of
Union.
Praise for the 77 year-old Clements, who served as a
Union County official for 20 years prior to being
elected Congressman, governor and U. S. Senator,
came from Gov. Wendell H. Ford and former Goys.
Edward T. Breathitt, Lawrence Wetherby and Albert
B. Chandler. The only living former chief executive of
Kentucky not present was Bert T. Combs.
Clements, regarded by many as not only .an
outstanding public official but also as a very effective
politician because of his organizational and
fund-raising abilities, was honored at three events.
The Morganfield American Legion, of which
Clements is a charter member, honored him with a
breakfast. Portraits of Clements and his wife, Sarah,
were presented to Union County at a courthouse
ceremony before a large crowd in the newly
decorated circuit courtroom. Later several hundred
people gathered at the Union County High School
football stadium for a two hour program.
Gov. Ford praised Clements as a man with
"wisdom and common sense to an uncommon
degree" and Congressman Carl Perkins, D-7th
District, said Clements "has had no equal as a
builder."
Perhaps it was such compliments as Perkins' that
caused some old political scars of the past to begin
itching among some of the former governors. Former
Gov. Wetherby touched it off when he credited
Clements with starting Kentucky's rural roads system
which "that man sitting next to him (former Gov.
Chandler) claims to have stated."
s
That seemed to rile 75 year-old "Happy" Chandler,
whose second term (1955-59) as goversor_ssif.
Kentucky followed Wetherby's four years as our No:
1 state official. Chandler was next to speak after
Wetherby. The crowd anxiously listened as "Happy"
began, believing that Chandler, whose bitter political
fights with the man he so often called "Wetherbine"
and "the man who bought this $20,000 rug for the
governor's office," would respond to Wetherby's
remarks.
Chandler bluntly struck back, saying: "I know I
was twice as good a governor as Wetherby. I can
prove it by him. I was governor two times. He barely
made it the first time. I won't let anybody, in jest or
as a liar, say I did not institute the rural road system,
because I did."
Chandler did agree with Wetherby on one point in
that they both referred to Clements as'
411he most
astute man in government of our time."
Actually, both Clements and Chandler deserve
credit for the rural road system. It was initiated by
Chandler during his first term (1935-39) but it took a
two-cents gasoline tax urged by Clements in 1948 to
adequately fund the system.
The crowd really enjoyed watching Clements and
Chandler when they first got together Saturday. The
two ex-governors who have fought many political
battles in the past shook hands and warmly
embraced. One wag joked that they were probably
frisking each other but they were actually embracing,
indicating to those present that they were friends
even though they have had differences of opinion in
the past.
U. S. Sen. Walter (Dee) Huddieston brought
laughter when he said, "I was too young to remember
the beginning of the rural road system but it may be a
shock to many Kentuckians to know we have one."
Clements enjoyed the day and at one point
displayed deep emotion. When receiving tributes at
the portrait unveiling, he admitted: "This is an
emotional moment to me."
Clements, his wife and family live in Washington,
D. C. where he is executive director of the Tobacco
Institute. His record as a public official has been
made and historians can refer to it in the future as
"an excellent one." The facts are there to back it up
as accurate.
Cs,
Information this legislator gathered in Frankfort
last week indicates that the organized opposition at
Dawson Springs and Hopkins County to the proposal
to close Outwood State Hospital and School has been
so successful and effective that no state official now
wants to touch it. It can be safely predicted
that
Outwood will remain at Dawson Springs for at least
another two years.
However, watch for a steady decrease in
the
patient-resident population at Outwood. There
are
311 residents there now, with 135 of these
being
under age 21. Regretably, some of these 311
will be
transferred to other state institutions. In
the future
watch for more young patients to be
admitted at
Oakwood (at Somerset) than Outwood.
Another concern for the people in the Dawson
Springs area is that there is some considerati
on being
given at Frankfort to changing the
residents at
Outwood from patients to convicts whose
ages are 65
and over. This idea would change
Outwood from the
Department of Human Resources to the Departmen
t
of Corrections.
If the people of Dawson Springs
and Hopkins
County can he as persuasive in opposing
the decrease
of patients at Outwood and
the possibility of
switching patients for convicts at Outwood
as they
have been thus far in keeping Outwood
open, then
count on Outwood as is.
*5*
Coal operators attending the 1973
Kentucky River
Mining Institute's "Coal Appreciati
on and Safety
Day" at Hazard last Saturday
indicate they believe
that the present severance tax
on coal
decreased during the next legislature. should be
"The state
treasury has about $140 million in
surplus funds and
the tax put on us in 1972
should be reduced," say
several top coal operators in Perry
County.
,-- • .• •
Hundreds of Murray State University alumni
will
see the'ggrardiful and spacious
Roy Stewart football
stadium for the first time next weekend
when they
return to the MSU campus for
1973 Homecoming
festivities. Highlight of the weekend
will be the
Eastern Kentucky University-MSU
football game at 2
p.m. Saturday.
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Health Care Costs Quintuples
In Period From 1950 To 1.972

rt

October 19, 1973
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Miss Sheila Jo Bright, Route
2, Arlington, Mrs. Robbie
LiVerne Barnett, Route 6,
Murray, Mrs. _Kathy Hufnagle,
Route 7, Box 281, Murray,
Housden, Route 2,
Edward
Hazel, Dalton Dee Parker, 108
N. 10th, Murray, Mrs. Patricia
Ann Wilson, Route 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Sue Ila Conner, Route 1,
Benton, Clarence Hogard
Hulse, Jr., 202 N. 8th, Murray,
Miss Martha Dean Thomas, 203
N. 16th, Murray, Mrs. Sharon
, McIntosh Wells Route 7,
Murray, Mrs. Judi Ann Warren,
Route 4, Murray, Mrs. Mary
Emily Rowlett, New Concord.

the inNEW YORK (AP1 — In 1950 9/57102 per capita i;1980, which' It added that
national expenditures on health means that in all liklihood good troduction of highly complex,
to potentially life-saving machincare, a conglomerate category health will remain a luxury
many.
ery, such as intensive care
from
that includes everything
These high prices aren't all units and open-heart surgery
the cost of building hospitals to
curing simple headaches aver- to be attributed to the medical equipment, has also caused
profession and its ancillary oc- hospital prices to increase."
aged $78.35 per person.
By 1972 that figure had quin- cupations, trades and busiIn the meantime, life extupled to $394.16, as health care nesses, because huge increases
costs outpaced the cost of living in building and technology costs pectancy, which rose from 47.3
years in 1900 to 68.2 years in
and any of the components that. contrtbute heavily.
In:tile
of
portion
major
Tfie
rose only 2.6 from 1-950 to
1950,
living.
of
cost
the
up
make
After such a leap many crease nevertheless remains a 1970, insurance industry figure':
Americans believed the in- strictly medical phenomenon. show.
crease would slow, one of the The study shows that medical
reasons being that the pitifully care prices rose at an average
in
inadequate wages paid to hospi- annual rate of 3.9 per cent
and
6.5
'60s
the
in
4.7
'50s,
the
the
in
personnel
tal service
1950s were now considered in 1971.
Consumer goods prices for
more nearly adequate in the
the same periods rose. 2.1 per
1970s.
Moreover,the federal—govern- cent, 2.7 per cent and 4.3 par
ment was cracking down on the cent, respectively.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — KenThe board attributed-the in- tucky's tobacco industry, which
advertising claims of patent
medicine makers and pressures creases to "money spent on has come under fire in recent
were also being exerted to re- achieving medical advances years because of health
duce the prices of prescription which require the development problems associated with
of new, expensive medical fa- cigarette • smoking, will evenpharmaceuticals.
In addition, Blue Cross and cilities and treatment tech- tually 'be saved by the
Blue Shield and other medical niques."
development of a "safe"
It said increased in-hospital cigarette, according to Gov.
and hospital insurance plans
were being encouraged to ac- medical care has also contrib- Wendell Ford.
tively resist higher prices rath- uted to the rise. Other sources
Ford,speaking recently at the
er than merely paying out say this tendency to bed down 24th annual convention of the
whatever bills were submitted. a patient who could be treated Burley and Dark Leaf Tobacco
Competition between hosp- as an ambulatory or outpatient Association, pointed out that
itals was also being discouraged has been one of the major such a cigarette, termed the
and ways to cooperate were faults and chief expenses in "reference cigarette," has been
being sought. Why should two hospital administration.
developed by the University of
—The cost of hospital care, Kentucky Tobacco and Health
hospitals in an area each have a
$10,000 piece of equipment when the researchers determined, Research Institute.
has risen at an average of 8.5
one would suffice?
More than 10 million of the
But if you have faith in the per cent a year for the past two cigarettes have been produced
projections of the Conference decades, and since 1966 the and "when perfected, it could
Board, and many businessmen rates has been nearly 14 per be a most significant boost for
and educators rely upon them cent a year.
the tobacco industry," he adIn explanation, the board ded.
heavily, prices,are going to rise
a lot more — nearly doubling noted that between 1950 and
The governor emphasized the
1970 the number of full-time importance of tobacco in the
by 1980.
The board projects national hospital personnel providing a Kentucky economy, pointing
outlays on research, construc- day's care for a patient rose out that it is the state's leading
tion and personal health care at from 1.7 to 3.
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money producer. Last year
Kentucky marketed more than
413 million pounds of tobacco, 70
per cent of the nation's burley
product.
The "reference cigarette" is
the result of a bill enacted by
the 1970 General Assembly
creating the Kentucky Tobacco
and
Board
Research
authorizing UK's Tobacco and
Health Research Institute to
begin an intensive research
program.
A special half cent per pack
tax on all cigarettes sold in
Kentucky has provided $3.4
million a year for the research.
"As lieutenant governor, this
was one of my pet projects, and
I have always been proud to
have helped lead the fight to
begin this program," Gov. Ford
said.
He praised the tobacco institute at UK, pointing out that
20 per cent of the world's
tobacco and health research is
being conducted at UK.
Because of this research, the
governor said, "someday it will
be possible to produce a
cigarette that will not be labeled
"Dangerous to your health."

Man Given
Disabled
Vets Award

tin
lost
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ski
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Losing
two legs and an arm might
make a lot of people give up—
but not Danny Cunart. If
anything, Danny ha fought
harder than ever to male his
life a meaningful one.
Last week, Danny was
presented the first Disabled
Veterans Award given tin the
Mayor's Committee for the
Handicapped at its annual
awards luncheon held at the
Galt House.
The award will be presented
annually to a veteran of any
branch of the Armed Forces,
admousters the oath of office seriously disabled in combat,
Palmore
S.
John
Justice
Chief
OATH-THE
TAKING
Department of Justice. From left are who has distinguished himself
to three commissioners in the newly created
Police, Robert Clark Stone, in overcoming his disability,
Ron Johnson, commissioner for the Bureau of State
commissioner for the and who has helped or inspired
Holmes,
Charles
and
Training,
of
commissioner for the Bureau
o other disabled veterans in
Bureau of Corrections.
becoming rehabilitated.
A veteran of the war in
Vietnam, Danny, 26, is married
and the father of a small son He
enlisted in the Marine Corps in
June, 1965, and WM severely
wounded in Vietnam in May,
1966, when he stepped on a
booby trap.
The accident resulted in the
loss of both legs and his left
arm. Although he must use a
wheelchair to move about, this
does not stop him from driving
his car or performing his duties
on the job.
After completing two years of
college, Danny was employed
by the Disabled America
Veterans (DAV) where he
currently holds his position of
National Service Officer. In this
position, he counsels, other
disabled veterans concerning
their claims. .
"The very fact that I'm
disabled gives me a closer tie to
the claimant," said Cuzzart.
"I'm interested in helping the
disabled veteran who is trying
to help himself."
Cuzzart is highly respected by
his associates and other
veterans. According to them,
car
The next time it looks as
family
casional
his attitude is exceptional and
We're in the business of
if the family car might be
problems.
he has the ability to succeed in
renting cars, too. You can
over-worked, look us up.
Our Rent-A-Car rates are
virtually any task.
get a beautiful new Ford, a
We're right in the neighlow, so there's no strain on
Danny Cuzzart's loss wasn't
sporty Maverick, luxury
borhood.
the family budget either.
al
economic
an ending—just a beginning.
Torino, or
And insurance is always
Pinto for just as long as you
included.
need it.
It's the easiest way we
know to avoid those oc-
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Bullets Run Off With 101-84
Victory Over New York Knicks
By HOWARD SMITH ..
Associai -el Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — K.C.
Jones, head nurse of the Capital Bullets traveling hospital
ward, was less than confident
leading his battered troops into
Madison Square Garden against
the World Champion New York
Knicks Tuesday night.
Not only were the Bullets seriously' understaffed due to injuries, but the Knicks were
aroused after a horrendous 85-

69 loss to Chicago, New York's
poorest offensive performance
An 18 years.
"I thought they'd beat us by
50 points," admitted Jones.
"They don't usually have two
in a row like that."
But New York looked like
hell, Capital played like hell and
the Bullets ran off with a 101-84
verdict.
"Our guys illd some job,"
crowed Jones. "It's really
something when you win a

Lee MacPhail Named
As New AL President
By JOE 0100SHIL
Associated Press Sports Writer
CHICAGO AP) — Lee MacPiled, a baseball man who prefers interleague play and a
shorter season, has been named
president of..s the American
League,succeeding Joe Cronin.
Cronin, who has been the
league president since 1959, will
.step down Jan. 1, 1974, and become chairman of the board.
Cronin, 67, will preside over the
league meetings in Houston in
December.
MacPhail, 55, said Tuesday
after being named to the post
that he would spend the next
two months winding up his
duties as general manager of
the New York Yankees.
MacPhail is the son of Larry
MacPhail who introduced the
major leagues to night baseball
and owned the Cincinnati Reds,
New
York
Yankees and
Brooklyn Dodgers.
MacPhail said he didn't contemplate any immediate
changes. However, he said he
is opposed to three leagues but
favors inIerleague play and a
shorter season to be cut at the
end in order to move up the
playoffs and the World Series.
MacPhail said "I hate to
change from being active or
leaving the New York Yankees.
I spent one year in the commissioner's office and I don't like
being neutral.
"But neither did I want to
miss this opportunity," said
MacPhail, who added that one
of his objectives when he takes
over is to improve the relationship with the National League.

MacPhail said, "The new
ownership of the Yankees had
nothing to do with my leaving
the club. I found my relationship with the new owners excellent. I only feel I left my
real quest unaccomplished
without getting the Yankees
back on top."
Meanwhile, American League
owners said they would make
every effort to make the designated hitter rule permanent.
Currently it is on a three-year
experimental basis.
Bob Short, owner of the
Texas Rangers, was one of the
stronger designated hitter backers.
"We want to be able to put
the rule to use when we play in
ow- home parks in exhibition
games, the All-Star and World
Series. We've used it for a year
we like it ... and the fans
like it."
Cronin read a statement from
the Yankees that it was with
great "trepidation" that they
gave MacPhail permission to
accept the appointment.
They said they regretted
their loss which they called the
American League's gain.
"I echo those sentiments,"
said Cronin, the Most Valuable
Player in the American League
An 1930 and named to the
game's Hall of Fame in 1956.

Pete Rose Is Top Vote-Getter
in Major League All-Star -Team

By BERT ROSENTHAL .
Associated Press Sports Writer

ters, and sluggers Willie Stargell and Reggie Jackson, leaders in home runs and runs batNEW YORK (AP) — Batting
ted in, were named today to the
champions Pete Rose and Rod
1973 Major League All-Star
Carew, primarily singles hitteam announced by The Associ-
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• 1,570 rickets Left
BALTIMORE (AP) — The
---itAreaare—Calts ..armoiyieed
Tuesday that 1.570 tickets remain unsold for Sunday's National Football League game
against the Oakland Raiders.
If all the tickets are sold by 2
p.rti. Thursday, the local television blackout will be lifted.
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Marty Domres Is Named
Offensive Honor Player

JOHNSON'S
W

ated Press.

Yogi Berra Given New
Three-Year Contract
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Kentucky Lake
Bowling League
Team
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casters, but the NL champion .332 mark and 1972 at .318, capNew York Mets failed to land a tured his third title with
a .350
National Leaguers dominated player.
average, highest in the majors.
In
the balloting based on He was the only American
the voting, winning seven of 10
places on the squad selected by regular-season performances League player to collect at
game under these conditions. It
sports writers and broad- only, Rose, the National League least 200 hits, finishing with
batting champion for the third 203, including 156 singles
shows you got something to
.
time with a .338 average, was
work with."
He beat out Atlanta's Dave
the top vote collector.
In other National Basketball
Johnson for the second base
The hustling Cincinnati Reds' spot by 29 votes. Johnson, after
Association games, the Cleveland Cavaliers defeated the
outfielder received 251 votes, 20 setting a major league record
Portland Trail Blazers 103-96,
more than runner-up Stargell.
for second basemen with 43
the
Los Angeles Lakers
Stargell, the husky Pittsburgh homers, received 107 votes.
trimmed the Houston Rockets
Pirates' outfielder-first baseThe closest vote was for
107-98 and the Golden State
man who led the NL in home
right-handed pitcher. Ryan,
Warriors whipped the Phoenix
runs with 44 and in RBI with with
a 21-16 record in addition
Suns 121-109.
119, accumulated 231 votes.
By
to bettering Sandy Koufax' seaHAL
BOCK
summe
rs at Shea Stadium. "I shoes. He looked happy, with
In the American Basketball
Jackson, the pacesetter of the sonal
strikeout record of 382,
Association the San Antonio Associated Press Sports Writer asked if I could have it and his contract, if not his
American League and World
golf.
polled 105 votes in besting Nathey said, fine."
Spurs won 112-110 over the San
Security was an important Series champion Oakland A's,
HAWORTH, N.J. ( AP —
tional League strikeout leader
Then Yogi went out for 18 part of the new
Diego Conquistadors.
Yogi Berra, dressed like Jack
agreement won the other outfield berth on Tom Seaver
of the Mets.
holes of golf. He did better at which include
Jones, in his first year as Nickla
d a substantial the All-Star team with 200
us but hitting the golf
Seaver garnered 86 votes,
the negotiation table than he raise, probably
Capital Coach, has seen his ball
to $75,000. More votes. He won the AL home run highest
very much unlike the pro
among the NL chamhighly-regarded squad deci- golfer,
did on the White Beeches Golf than once, Berra
heard the title with 32 and the RBI cham- pions.
reflected for a moment
Jim Palmer, Baltimore's
and Country Club course. "I wolves at his
mated by injuries. Center Wes on his
door when the pionship with 117.
new contract to manage
22-game winner, finished third
Unseld is out with an arthritic the
am playing lousy golf," the Mets were draggi
Carew, the Minnesota Twins'
New York Mets.
ng along in
knee, guard Archie Clark is on
manager confessed.
last place during what seemed slick second baseman, led the with 71 votes, and Jim "Cat"They were very good to
fish" Hunter, a 21-game winner
the injured list with a shoulder
Berra rounded the course in to be an endless summe
infielders with 136 votes. Joinr.
with Oakland, was fourth with
separation and top draft choice me," said Berra, who agreed a snazzy outfit that included
The announcement was made ing him in the infield were first
63.
Nick Weatherspoon is sidelined Tuesday to spend his next three two-tone red and white golf two days after
the Mets lost the baseman Tony Perez of the
Bryant received 88 votes in
with a broken hand.
seventh game of the World Cincinnati Reds, shortstop
outpoll
As a result, the Bullets have
ing three other 20-game
Series to the Oakland A's. That Chris Speier of the San Franwon just two of seven games.
was seven games farther than cisco Giants and third baseman winners—Vida Blue and Ken
Cavaliers 103, Portland 94
anybody, Berra included, ex- Darrell Evans of the Atlanta Holtzman of Oakland and Wilbur Wood of the Chicago White
Lenny Wilkins scored 30
pected them to go this season.
Braves.
Sox—to win top honors for leftpoints and Bobby Smith collectYogi admitted there was a
Johnny Bench, Cincinnati's
ed 24 points and 15 rebounds as handed pitchers.
NEW YORK (AP) — The Domres was named today
The point during the season when irrepressible catcher-, was the
Cleveland posted its first win Baltimore Colts were tired
Bench, a .253 hitter with 25
of Associated Press Offensive the World Series was the last only repeater from the 1972
and Portland took its first loss. getting pushed around
homers and 104 RBI for Cincin. So was Player of the Week in the Na- thing on his mind.
team.
Lakers 107, Rockets 98
nati's NL West Division chamMarty Domres.
"I didn't think we had a
tional Football League.
Ron Bryant of the San FranLos Angeles pulled away to a
So Domres and Coach HowOther nominees included Cal- chance in July and August," cisco Giants, the only National pions, was a landslide winner
31-14 lead after one quarter and ard Schnellenberger got togethas catcher. He got 184 votes,
vin Hill of Dallas, who rushed said Berra. "I'll admit that."
League piteher with at least 20
was never headed. Gail Goodr- er last week and did
something for 129 yards in the Cowboys'
Berra had company then, victories--he had 24—was cho- easily outdistancing Thurman
ich led the surge by burning about it. And on
Sunday, the 45-28 victory over the New with the Mets playing simply. sen as the All-Star left-handed Munson of the New York YanHouston's Calvin Murphy for 17 Colts still got pushed
around— York Giants; Mike Phipps of bad. Ilhat was when talk about hurler, and fireballing Nolan kees, runner-up with 57 votes.
points in the first period. but this time they pushed
Perez, fourth in batting in the
back Cleveland, who passed for two firing the manager was loudest. Ryan of the California Angels,
Goodrich wound up with 29 and upset the Detroit Lions
National League with a .314 av29- touchdowns and ran for two Then, when some of his injured who set a major league
strikepoints and running mate Jerry 27.
more in the Bros' 42-13 club- players returned, the team out record with 383, was picked erage in addition to hitting 27
West added 27.
Domres, who had sat res- bing of Houston, and Billy Kil- started to mesh and Berra's job as the top right-handed pitcher. homers and driving in 101 runs,
Warriors 121, Suns 109
received 90 votes for first base
tlessly watching rookie Bert mer of Washington, who passed no longer became in jeopardy.
Hank Aaron, Atlanta's 39Carrie Russell brought GoldJohn Mayberry of the Kansas
"I could have signed ear- year-old slugger who hit
Jones try and wrest the No. 1 for 294 yards and two touch40 City Royals finishe
en State from behind with 19
d second
quarterbacking role, won his downs in the Redskins' 31-13 lier," he said, "but I said, 'let's homers for a Career total
of with 64 votes.
points in the last quarter and
wait until the season is oiier." 713, only one short
victory
job
back
over
with
St.
his
first
Louis.
start
of
of Babe
took game honors with 27
Evans, a surprising third in
The Mets didn't wait long.
"Marty came to roe last
Ruth's all-time record, wound
points. Nate Thurmond had a the season.
the
National League with a caThe
last
Tuesda
time
y aiternoon after I told
Berra managed up fifth among the outfielders
big game for the Warriors with
Playing coolly and conreer high of 41 homers plus a
19 points, 20 rebounds and four servatively, the five-year pro him that he would start against a team into the Series was in with 124 votes. San Francisco's
.280 batting average and 104
Detroit," Schnelienberger re- 1964 when the New York Yan- Bobby Bonds was fourth
blocked shots.
from Columbia University, who
with runs batted in, was
tabbed the
kees
lost
called,
to
"and
St.
Louis. The day 157 votes.
he said to me, 'If
- Spurs 112, Q's 110
had replaced the great Johan,
best third baseman on 119 balThe 31-year-old Rose, NL batJoe Hamilton sank a pair of Unitas a year ago, completed this is my game, coach, can I after that Series ended, Yogi
lots. Oakland's Sal Bando was
put in some new plays that was fired.
ting champion in 1968 and 1969
free throws with lust three sec- nine of 13 passes for 177
yards, worked for
next with 87 votes.
Now
the
me
Yankee
last year" It
s will share with averages of .33t and .348,
onds left to give San Antonio its one of them a 66-yard touchThe slick4i*10g Speier, a
was sure his game and I'm Shea Sta.dium with Yogi's Mets respectively, won the title
margin of victory and lift the down pass to Glenn Dought
this
y. never
going to tell a quarter- and rumors persist that their year by rapping out a major .249 batter with 11 homers and
Spurs out of the ABA West Di- And he ran for
yards, inback no on something like that manager will be Dick Williams, league-leading total of 230 hits, 71 runs batted in, collected 103
vision basement. Rich Jones cluding a one-yard touchd
own
votes in winning easily at shortbecause he wouldn't suggest it who resigned at Oakland after including.181 singles.
wound up with 36 points for the plunge.
stop. Bill Russell of the Los Anif he didn't have confidliace in beating Berra in the Series. It
winners.
Carew,
also
winner of AL geles Dodger
For his steady performance,
s was a distant
is, obviously, a small world.
what he wanted to run."
batting crowns in 1969 with a
second with 53.
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Pitchers Greg Engler,left, and Mike Sims,each with 2-1 records, led Murray State's baseball team
to the fall western division championship of the Ohio Valley Conference. Engler beat Middle Tennessee 3-2 and Sims beat the Raiders 2,1 last Saturday to assure the title.

MSU Baseball Team
Wins Division Title
Murray State's baseball team
wrapped up its fall schedule and
the fall championship of the
Western Division of the Ohio
Valley Conference by sweeping
a doubleheader from Middle
Tennessee last Saturday.

Reagan said three of his freshmen pitchers, Mark Wezet of
Evansville, Dana Pearson of
Cobden, Ill., and Curtis King of
Owensboro, were most impressive in the exhibitions.
Frosh outfielder Terry Brown of
Hagerstown, Md., also received
The 3-2 and 2-1 victories over high praise from Reagan.
Middle gave the Racers a 4-2
The Racers will play an
record in the division. Middle
exhibition game with Lambuth
and Western Kentucky tied for
game
second place with 3-3 records Friday at 2:30 p.m. The
activity
and Austin Nay finished last at- will be the team's last
of the season. Larnbuth is
2-4.
coached by former Murray
'Hawk' Taylor.
Greg Englaiivent all the way assistanA Bob
game,
chamdivisional
spring
A
for the victory in the first
his second of the season against pionship will also be held by the
one defeat. Mike Sims, also 2-1, OVC. Should Murray win that
was credited with the victory in race, the Racers would advance
the second. Engler had a 2.70 to the league playoff with the
earned-run average for his eastern division winner. Should
three games; Sims had a 1.89 one of the other western teams
win, a one-game playoff betERA.
ween the two champions would
Engler and Sims each had determine the league playoff
game-winning hits in Satur- entrant.
day's doubleheader. Englar had
a 2-run single in the sixth inning
to put Murray ahead 3-1 in the
first game. Sims drove in both
runs in the nightcap with a
double.

CHICAGO (AP) — Oakland
A's owner Charlie Finley will
hold Manager Dick Williams to
his contract which has two
years to run, the Chicago SunTimes reported today.
Williams announced his resignation Sunday following the A's
victory in the seventh and final
game in the 1973 World Series.
It was speculated that Williams
would take a similar position
with the New York Yankees.
According to the Sun-Times,
Finley was approached by
George Steinbrenner, the new
Yankee owner, Tuesday at a
meeting of American League
owners in Chicago.
Steinbrenner reportedly asked Finley for permission to
contact Williams, to which
Finley replied "Nothing doing,'
saying he intends to hold
Williams to his contract.'
Finley told Steinbrenner that
if the Yankees talk to Williams
he will charge them with tampering, the Sun-Times said.
Steinbrenner reportedly promised he would not contact Williams.
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Fulton Player
Gains 472 Yards
FULTON,Ky.(AP)—Thomas
Walker, a halfback for Fulton
County, Ky., put on an offensive
show Tuesday night in a 45-7
high school football victory over
Dresden, Tenn.
He gained 472 yards and
scored five touchdowns 113 three
quarters of play. His TO runs
covered 55, 65. 15, 96 and 341
yards.

Tickets Still
Available For
UK Homecoming - •
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
The University of Kentucky
says tickets are still available
for its homecoming game Nov.
3 against'Cuisine, though tickets
for the final home game of the
season are sold out

By DAVID HILL
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Lynn Grove has emerged as
the front-runner in the County
Elementary Schools basketball
race this season after putting
away unbeaten New Concord
...Tuesday. night 55-44.
Hazel and New Concord are
now tied for second with records
of 3-1. The Hazel Lions defeated
Almo on its home floor Tuesday
48-36.
In the third county game,
Kirksey defeated Faxon by the
score of 72,55 Tuesday.
Gene Lockhart paced the
Lynn Grove Wildcats with 16
points in the battle of the unbeatens Tuesday. David
Williams was high-point man
for Concord with 17 points.
It was a close match all the
way, as Lynn Grove jumped
out in front by five at the end of
the first quarter, 11-6, but led by
only two, 26-24, at the half. At
the end of three quarters the
'Cats were holding a 39-30 edge.
Lynn Stone placed in double
figures for Concord with 13,
while Glen Olive had 13for Lynn
Grove, Allen Stone had 11, and
Mavis had 11.
Lynn Grove will host Kirksey

Friday, while Concord will trek
Hazel.
SCORING
Lynn Grove (55)—Olive 13,
Stone 11, Lockhart 16, Morris 2,
Chavis 11, Crittendon 2.
New Concord (44)—Stone 13,
Beard 2, Myers, Kingins 8,
Walker, Williams 17, Allbritten
4, McCuiston.
Hazel--Almo
Although the Almo quint is
winless this season, they gave
the Hazel Lions all they wanted
in the way of a fight Tuesday
before falling 48-36.
Leading the way for Hazel
was Clay Latimer with 21, while
Amos Randy Stalls matched
him with 21 points, also.
Hazel jumped out in front 124
at the end of the first quarter,
and owned a 21-13 edge at the
half. At the end of three quarters it was 31-25.
Hazel will take on Concord
Friday at Hazel, and Alm will
travel to Faxon.
SCORING
Hazel (48)—Latimer 21,
Gibson 2, Harrell 8, Garland 6,
Barrow 5, Rogers 6, Carraway.
Almo(36) —Crouse 1, Dumas
3, Cleaver 7, Stalls 21, Walker 2,
Phelps 2.

Defensive Honor Player

Lyman Dixon
Dave Bradford
Jim Neale

616
592
574

Women
Marilyn Chatman
Parker
Judy
Virginia Buthattan

484
475
468

High Ind. Series (HC)
Men
Lyman Dixon
Jim Neale
Art Gunson
Dave Bradford
Women
Patty Campbell
Marsha Ernstbeirger
Virginia Buchanan
High Averages
TOP FIVE MEN
Dave Bradford
Delmar Brewer
Lyman Dixon
Tommy Jones
Dan Jones
TOP FIVE WOMEN
Betty Dixon
Marilyn Chatrrian
Judy Parker
Patsy Neale
Virginia Buchanan
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Lynn Grove Takes Over Top
Spot In County• Basketball

THURSDAY COUPLES
October IC 1973
•
Bowling League
Team
.L
W.
......_
tilernonS
-Tr- 15
Breds
20
II
Red Birds
19 9
Strikes
19 9
Rockets
16
a
Night Owls
18 10
Alley Cats
18 10
Ups & Dowos
13 11
Hits & Misses
15 13
Whiz Kids
14 14
Road Runners
14 14
Rs & Ms
11 13
Caraway
11 17
Bs &Cs
8 16
Frustration
7
/
Bergers
7 17
8 20
Ten Pens
8 20
Fisher Price No 1
Fisher Price No. 2 ' .
8 20
High Team Game (SC)
745
Night Owls
728
Red Birds
707
Rs & Ms
High Team Game (NC)
Rs &M5
865
Night Owls
864
Red Birds
847
High Team Series (SC)
2009
Night Owls
1975
Red Birds
1874
Rs &Ms
High Team Series (NC)
Night Owls
2366
Rs & Ms
2348
2332
Red Birds
High Ind Game (SC)
Men
Jim Neale
215
Lyman Dixon
214
Dave Bradford
204
Women
••••
\J
4g.
udy Parker
216
'rginia Buchanan
202
Betty Dixon
193
High Ind. Game (HC)

667
637
634
634
632
613
606
152
180
179
177
173
1St
153
141
140
140

St. Louis Defeats Boston Bruins
For Fourth Straight Time Tuesday

, hay

.29

Finley To Hold To
Williams Contract

First
baseman
Don
Derrington, a junior college
transfer playing his first games
for Murray, was batting
champion for the fall season
with an average of .455. Outfielder Ftichie White hit .429,
By HOWARD SMITH
second baseman Jack Perconte
played a pretty good hockey
.440, and outfielder Rick Associated Press Sports Writer game."
The St. Louis Blues turned to
Weisman 294.
Esposito picked up two asdefensive specialist Wayne sists on the evening but manWeisman led the team in Merrick for a little clutch ofaged just five shots before sufRBI's with 5.
fense Tuesday night just in fering a chest injury.
Coach Johnny Reagan said he time to beat the Boston Bruins
Precautionary X rays were
was surprised at the Racers' for the fourth straight time.
taken after the game. The
The 21-year-old Merrick was Bruins also lost rookie center
winning the division championship as the established supposed shadow Boston super- Rich Leduc, who suffered a
hitters on the team slumped star Phil Esposito, but Espo possible broken shoulder whet)
throughout the schedule. We left with an injury midway he was checked hard into the
were carried by our pitching through the last period. That boards.
and our defense," Reagan said, left Merrick free to try his
Elsewhere in the NHL, the
"and some timely hitting by a hand at offense and the young Vancouver Canucks doused the
few new players. I'm really center connected on a wrist Atlanta Flames 3-0 and the
quite encouraged about our shot with just 4:16 left to give Minnesota North Stars skated
spring season as I'm certain our St. Louis a 3-2 National Hockey to a 2-2 tie with the Toronto
Maple Leafs.
veteran hitters will bounce back League win.
"I was really scared going
In World Hockey Assedation
then."
Into the game," said Merrick. games, the Edmonton Oilers
In addition to the six-game "He's a pretty good hockey dropped the Toronto Toros 4-2
regular schedule, the Racers player, probably the best I've and the
Los Angeles Sharks deplayed eight exhibition games, ever seen. All I wanted to do in feated the Cleveland
Crusaders
winning them all, largely with the game was keep him from 4-3.
freshmen and untested players. scoring. If I did that I felt I
Canucks 3, Flames 0
Andre Boudrias scored the
first and last Vancouver goals,
and Don Lever got one in the
middle for Vancouver. Goalie
Gary Smith checked Atlanta on
26 shots.
Stars 2, Leafs 2 tie
Defenseman Bob Neeley's
screen shot from the point with
less than four minutes to play
lifted Toronto into the deadlock
and kept Minnesota winless.
The North Stars have three
losses and four ties on the year.
Bill Goldsworthy scored one

8

.1r

Minnesota goal and assisted on
the other.
Oilers 4, Toros 2
Chris Worthy replaced the injured Jack Norris in goal for
Edmonton in the second period
and held Toronto scoreless the
rest of the way. Rusty Patenaude and Ron Mink connected in the third period to
give the Oilers the winning
margin.

'Skinny' Fred Dryer Getting
Ready For Rams-Vikings Game
WS ANGELES'(AP) — If
Pred Wier ever finds whoever
called him too thin to be a defensive end in professional football ... look out.
The guy will fare worse than
quarterbacks Scott Hunter and
Jim Del Gaizo of the Green
Bay Packers.
"I'd really like to find him,"
the 6-foot-6, 235-pound Dryer
Said of the name hanger who
claimed the San Diego State
product was skinny and
couldn't protect against the
run.
Today, he really isn't looking
for anyone because Dryer is too
busy preparing for the battle of
undefeated teams this Sunday—
his Las Angeles Rams against
the Vikings at Minnesota.
"You have to concentrate in
workouts, concentrate even on
the plane if it is an away
game," explains Dryer, the
man named National Football
League Defensive Player-of-theWeek for his play against
Green Bay last Sunday.
Never in its history, dating
back a half century to 1920, has
the NFL had a player twice
toss opponents behind the goal

for safeties in a single game.
Dryer, slashing in from right
defensive end, did it twice in
the fourth quarter. First he
slammed Hunter to the turf and
then Del Gaizo.
"What I did really wasn't
that much," the 27-year-old
commented. "Our linebackers
had shut down the Green Bay
running game until it was nothing so we knew they'd have to
fall back and pass.
"That made my job very.
easy. I didn't have to protect
against the run.
"It's like a new life for me
here because I've got three
great men playing on the same
line. We think like a wonderful
unit."
This week the Rams face the
job of trying to stop Minnesota's Frank Tarkenton and
Dryer admits to a tough assignment.
But the Rams' front four has
prp,ven tough all season with
Jack Youngblood at the left
end, Merlin Olsen and Larry
Brooks at the tackles.
Overall, the Rains limited
Green Bay to just 63 yards
gained.

Kiriuley-Faxon
Kirksey will take on unbeaten
Mike Watson and Randy Lynn Grove Friday, while
McCallon were the big men for Faxon will host Almo.
Kirksey, scoring 28 and 25
SCORING
points respectively in tne
Kirksey (72) — Watson 28,
Eagles' 72-55 triumph over Boggess 6, Adains 6, McCallon
Faxon.
25, Roxers 7.
Tim Ross had 19 for the . Faxon 155) — Darnell 4, Guy
losers, and Cunningham ant. I; -Ross 19,- Cunningham 14,
Morris had 14 and 12 points.
Morris 12, Elliott 2.
Kirksey led all the way,
STANDINGS
holding a 12-10 advantage at the Lynn Grove 4-0
end of the first quarter, and Hazel 3-1
leading 40-16 at the half. At the Concord 3-1
end of the third period it was 58- Kirksey 2-2
28, before Faxon outscored Amino 0-4
Kirksey 27-14 in the final period. Faxon 0-4

Furgerson Praises
Racers For Victory
Over East Tennessee
"What do you say about a
team that comes from behind
game after game to win other
than they have lots of class?"
Murray State Coach Bill
Furgerson said of his Racers
who scored twice late in the
fourth quarter to beat East
Tennessee 20-14 last Saturday.
The Racers have trailed
every game this season, but
have come back for wins in five
of the six. They were behind 144
before recovering two East
Tennessee fumbles and driving
for scores.
"East Tennessee is a fine
team, maybe the best we've
played," Furgerson said, "and
Chadwich ( East Tennessee's
quarterback) is a great offensive player. He really tested
our defense. However, after he
led them to a touchdown on
their first possession, I thought
our defense played exceedingly
well. They forced them into five
turnovers and that's what won
the game hr us."
Defensive heroes
for the
Racers were linebacker Bruce
Farris who had 11 tackles and 8
assists, back Don Deicken with
8 and 3, back Al Martin with an
interception and a fumble
recovery and Matt Schappert
and Alfred Caldwell who
recovered the fourth-quarter
fumbles that led to Murray's
come-from-behind touchdowns.
Tailback Don Clayton paced
the Murray offense with 141
yards and a touchdown in 29

rushes. "East Tennessee keyed
on him the entire game and he
still came up with an AllAmerican performance,"
Furgerson said. Clayton is the
leading college-division rusher
in the nation and with 839 yards
is well on his way to a new
Murray season rushing record.
Quarterback Tom Pandolfi
completed 8 of 21 passes for 121
yards and one touchdown and
wide receiver Willie DeLoach
and fullback Jim Engel has
three
receptions
each.
Tightened Bill Farrell had only
one reception but it was for a
scopriece
a.
kicker Don Wright had
field goals of 39 and 46 yards
and punter Steve Martin
averaged 42.3 yards on 3 punts.
Offensive tackle Charlie Carpenter graded 75 percent on
blocking assignments, Rod
Pickering 67 percent and Dale
Willis 64 percent.
—1llurfray playectentire
game without a turnover.
The Racers will play at hem
for the first time in a motAlh
Saturday when they are hosts to
Eastern Kentucky at Murray's
Homecoming. Eastern, 5-2, lost
35-0 to Western Kentucky last
week.
"Eastern's a good ball club,"
Furgerson said. "They have a
fine
quarterback,
good
receivers, and one of the best
rnnthg backs in the league in
Alfred Thompson.

HARDWARE STORES

THE CARR RATINGS
--111114-013K-Cast
TOP TWENTY TEAMS - OCTOBER 21, 1973
1 - ALABAMA
2 - OKLAHOMA
3 - OHIO STATE
4
.MICHIGAN
5 - NEBRASKA
6 - SO. CALIFORNIA
7 - PENN STATE
- HOUSTON
9 - NOTRE DAME
10-u. C. L. A.

II 12 13 II 516 17 18 19 20 -

ARIZONA STATE
TENNESSEE
KANSAS
MISSOURI
L. S. U.
TEXAS
COLORADO
TEXAS TECH
MIAMI-OHIO
TULANE

-

106.8
106.2
105.4
105.3
105.2
103.9
103.7
102.9
102.5
102.2

COLLEGE DIVISION TOP TWENTY TEAMS - OCTOBER 21, ;973
1 2345678910-

WESTERN KENTUCKY
TENNESSEE STATE
DELAWARE
GRAMBL(NG
BOISE
SOUTH DAKOTA
LOUISIANA TECH
NORTH DAKOTA ST
CAL IFORNIA- S L .0
TROY STATE

- 92.6
90.1
67.4
87.1
66.3
85.7
85.4
82.0
81.3
81.2

-

11 12 13 14 15 16 I? 18 19 20-

ELON
EMPORIA STATE
LAS VEGAS
ABILENE CHRISTIAN
EASTERN MICHIGAN
HOWARD PAYNE
MONTANA STATE
WITTENBERG
HAWAII
WESTERN ILLINOIS

-

40.4
80.7
80,5
79,8
79.7
78.2
77 7
77.6
76.8
76.5

MAJOR COLLEGE GAMES - WEEK OF OCTOBER 28 1973
MAR GIN
OPPONENT
FAVORITE
MARGIN
OPPONENT
42
AIR FORCE
DAVIDSON
OKLAHOMA
14
KANSAS STATE
31
ALABAMA
VIRGINIA TECH
OREGON
10
WASHINGTON
ARIZONA
UTAH
3
PACIFIC
7
SANTA CLARA
ARIZONA STATE
1
OREGON STATE
PENN STATE
35
WEST VIRGINIA
10
ARKANSAS
TULSA
PENNSYLVANIA
7
PRINCETON
ARLINGTON
3
S. W. LOUISIANA
PITTSBURGH
NAVY
3
ARMY
HOLY CROSS
3
PURDUE
7
MICHIGAN STATE
BOSTON COLLEGE 24
VILLANOVA
RICHMOND
7
N. E. LOUISIANA
21
BOWLING GREEN
MARSHALL
RUTGERS
17
COLUMBIA
17
CALIF .-S.L 0.
FRESNO STATE
SAN DIEGO STATE 24
FLORIDA STATE
1
CINCINNATI
LOUISVILLE
SAN JOSE STATE
1
NEW MEXICO
APPALACHIAN
CITADEL
3
SO. CALIFORNIA
I
NOTRE DAME
7
COLGATE
BUCKNELL
TAMPA
28
NO. MICHIGAN
COLORADO
MISSOURI
3
TENNESSEE
17
T. C. U.
7
COLORADO STATE
EL PASO
TEXAS
17
RICE ._
YALE
3
CORNELL-N.Y.
TEXAS A C M
10
BAYLOR
10
DAYTON
DRAKE
TEXAS TECH
7
S. M. U.
DELAWARE
IO
TEMPLE
TULANE
17
GEORGIA TECH
FURMAN
10
EAST TENNESSEE
U. C. L. A.
CALIFORNIA
35
AR
la
D
KENTUCKY
VIRGINIA
7
WAKE FOREST
HARVARD
10
DARTMOUTH
WASHINGTON ST
1
STANFORD
7
HOUSTON
AUBURN
W. MICHIGAN
I
OHIO U.
ILLINOIS
IOWA
10
WILLIAM lb MARY
it
V. M. I.
KANSAS
.7
IOWA STATE
WISCONSIN
7
INDIANA
KENT STATE
3
UTAH STATE
AMY'N
LAMAR
I
ARKANSAS STATE
PRO FOOTBALL QE 10-21-73
LONG BEACH
10
RIVERSIDE
CHICAGO
10
HOUSTON
L. S. U.
7
SOUTH CAROLINA
CLEVELAND
3
SAN DIEGO
MARYLAND
14
DUKE
DALLAS 10
PHILADELPHIA
MIAMI-FLORIDA
17
SYRACUSE
GREEN RAY
DETROIT
I
MIAMI-OHIO
24
TOLEDO
MIAMI
NEW ENGLAND
14
17
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MINNESOTA
I
LOS ANGELES
.,VANDE911111LT
,44DISI3SAPPI
N. Y. JETS
3 "DENVER
MISSISSIPPI 5T.
SO. MISSISSIPPI
HI
6AKLXP03
•
_MONTANA STATE
7
IDAHO
PITTSBURGH
CINCINNATI
14
NEBRASKA
7
OKLAHOMA STATE
ST.'LOUIS
T. MAWS 5----7—"'"`“'
NEW MEXICO ST
WORTH TEXAS ST.
SAN FRANCISCO
7
ATLANTA
- NORTH CAROLINA
WASHINGTON
EAST CAROLINA
17
NEW ORLEANS
NO.0 AROI_ INA Sr
IF
CLIDIRSON
PRO FOOTBALL OF 1O-211-73
42
04410 STATE
MORTMWE STERN
KANSAS CITY
BUFFALO
I

WEST BEND

12.95
VALUE

FAVORITE I

—16-3110..'n1.4owe
'-'11'7

SEASONS flEcOffb.

MISSEU- 298
firr-I102
TIES 33
OPyRIGHT 1973 SY YHE CARR RATINGS SERVICE

1/4

PCT-787

now 6.77
BUTTER-MATIC CORN POPPER
Butters the corn as it pops
. automatically. Simply put
popcorn kernels and oil in the no-stick bottom, butter pats
on the top. When it s finished. it shuts off automatically.
Then you lust flip it over, remove the base and serve from
the see-thru Texan cover 4 quart capacity 25467

-UR R

HOME4
AUTO 753-2571 Chestnut Street
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The earliest recorded history
of the origin of rice is Chinese.
An ancient Chinese script
recorded that the sowing of rice
was an important religious
ceremony more than 5,000 years
ago. Rice was first brought to
the Western Hemisphere by
Christopher Columbus on his
second voyage to the New
World. Today, rice ranks among
the most valuable crops in the
United States.
Rice has long been known as a
popular and versatile food. It
has unique nutritional qualities
which make it a healthful and
tasty food for all purposes. It is
one of the most easily and
quickly digested of all foods,
being fully digested in one hour.
Most other foods require two to
Got a question or a comment about homemaking? Address
four hours for digestion. Rice is It to -The Asket Basket," in care of Mrs. Sally DuFord, P.O.
an excellent source of iron and Box 1283, Parts.
B-vitamins.
American rice is processed
Dear Sally,
and packaged under strict
Do any of the readers have a recipe for "Red Velvet
sanitary conditions. It never
Cake"? It is made with red food coloring and looks pretty at
needs to be rinsed before or after
Christmas time.
Cooking. The only thing that
happens when you wash rice
before cooking is that you send
%reliable vitamins and minerals
Spread rice over a greased
'
I C. rice
down the drain.
glass 14s quart shallow baking
2 guts. chicken stock
dish about Voi inches deep.
salt and pepper
CHINESE OMELET
Cover with the pineapple pie
1 T. melted butter or margarine 3 egg yolks
filling. Pour on the milk.
Juice of one lemon
3 Tbs. flour
Bring stock to a boil, add rice, Sprinkle the brown sugar evenly
42 tsp. dry mustard
then salt and pepper to taste and over the pineapple. Bake at 350
44 ts. salt
continue to cook rapidly for 15 degrees for 40 minutes or until
44 C. milk
minutes. Whisk the egg yolks, the milk is absorbed and the
an C. grated cheese
add the lemon juice and brown sugar melts. Serve
3 egg yolks
continue whisking tW the topped with whipped topping.
3L2 C. cooked rice
mixture is smooth, even frothy. Serves 8 to 10.
3 egg whites.
Blend butter, flour, and Lower the heat under the soup,
VEGETABLE
seasonings until smooth. Add stir in the egg and lemon sauce CHICKEN
milk slowly and cook, stirring and stirring all the time to avoid SALAD
constantly until thick. Stir in curdling, simmer for'2"minutes. 1 C. diced cooked chicken
cheese, then stir in the rice and Take the pan from the fire, 1 C. forzen peas, cooked and
the egg yolk. Beat egg whites cover it and leave for 5 minutes cooled
1 C. cooked cooled rice
until they are stiff and shiny but before serving the soup.
/
4 C. diced celery
still moist. Fold them into the
rice mixture. Pour into a PINEAPPLE DESSERT "PIE" 2 Tbs. diced pimento
Pineapple and bubbly brown 44 C. mayonnaise or salad
greased baking pan. Set pan in
hot water. Bake at 325 degrees sugar make this dessert a dressing
for 45 minutes or until a knife special favorite. It is pie-like but 4s tsp. salt
inserted in the center comes out there is no pastry making to it. dash of pepper
1 tsp. lemon juice
244 C. cooked rice
clean. Makes 6 servings.
I lb. 5 oz. can pineapple pie Lettuce
tomato wedges.
filling
Combine chicken, peas, rice,
1 C. milk
celery and pimentos. Blend
374 C. brown sugar, packed
mayonnaise, seasonings, -ss
whipped topping
lemon juice; pour over chicken
vegetable mixture. Toss lightly.
Adjust seasonings to taste.
Cover and chill before serving.
Serve on lettuce and garnish
with tomato wedges. Serves 6 to

8.
GERMAN RICE
% C. diced celery
/
1
4-C. chopped oak=
1 Th. butter or margarine
3 C. cooked rice
I Tb. flour
6 Tbs. mayonnaise
1 tsp. prepared mustard
42 C. milk
1 is. salt
44 tsp. pepper
Saute celery and onion in
butter until tender. Stir in rice.
Blend flour, mayonnaise and
mustard to a smooth paste.
Gradually stir in milk. Add
seasonings.
Add
to
rice '
mixture and mix well. Pour
mixture into a greased 11
/
4 quart
casserole. Cover and bake at 350
degrees for 30 minutes. Garnish
with sliced hard cooked eggs
and pimento slices. Makes 6
servings.

It can be done by installing full
insulation where there is none. In this
region the requirements for full
insulation are 6 inches over the
ceiling, 3/
1
2inches and vapor barrier
in outside walls, and 2 inches and a
vapor barrier under the floor.(The
vapor barrier should go on the room
side of insulation.)
Insulation saves money on cooling
costs, too. You can reduce cooling
costs about one-third by installing
adequate igcsulation in a home without
any...
See us for more information. Start
saving money on heating and cooling
bills today.

GLORIFIED RICE
This is an old standby dessert,
but it is so good it bears
repeating. Your family should
enjoy having this again.
2 C. warm cooked rice
;
,4 C. sugar
I can 8 ox. she, crushed
pineapple, drained or 1 C.
drained manclarine oranges
I C. miniature marshmallows
/
1
4 C. chopped maraschino
cherries
2 Tbs. cherry juice
2 C. whipped topping
Gently fold all ingredients
together mixing well. Chill until
firm. Serves 4 or 5.

Scientific Learn While Shopping for Antiques
Cliff-Hanger
Scheduled
WASHINGTON t AP) — A
leading space scientist has reported that a nail-biting, scientific cliff-hanger is in the offing
for next month—involving the
possible destruction of an
American spacecraft now gunning towards Jupiter.
The word came fracas...Eta
James Van Allen, University of
Iowa physicist and the chief
discoverez of the radiation belts
that surround the earth.
Van Allen told a Navy-sponsored scientific conference
Tuesday that America's Pioneer-10 unmanned spacecraft,
heading for a "fly-by" of Jupiter on Dec. 1, could be destroyed by radiation belts presumed to surround the faraway
planet—if the belts are as fearsome as he and some other scientists believe they might be.
On the other hand, he said,
some other scientists hold this
belief:
The presumed Jovian radiation belts—believed formed by
the entrapment of electrified
particles from the sun by Jupiter's magnetic field—might be,
in effect, softened up by the influence of some of Jupiter's
multiple moons as they orbit
the planet.
And, according to this theory,
Pioneer-I0 would safely ride
through the belts.

By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures Writer. _
One-stop shopping is making
great inroads into the antiques
world and, newest of such extataishments, the New York
Antiques Center has more than
eighty dealers under one roof.
Business has been so brisk that
a restaurant is being built within it.
Not all of the objects are antique. But there are people for
those things, too. For example,
an 8-foot beaded snake made
by. a Turkish prisoner of war in
1917.
-In addition to _, the convenience, there. is an opportunity to be educated in one's favorite collectible. Dealers seem
to have time to chat as collectors pursue questions concerning their favorite subject at
the Third
Avenue establishment.
Would you recognize an 18thcentury belly dancer's stomacher if you saw one? Made
into a necklace? It is a different kind of antique, but in one
booth there it was alongside a
600-',ear-old Spanish religious
woo-den doll, a 66,000 Aubusson
tapestry, and rock crystal
sconces.
nut, then, observed Pamela
Qirran, who shares the booth
with Ted Peckham of escort
service fame, "people like to
see many different kinds of
things in one place, sort of like
a bazaar. And the merchandise
is priced for the public, not just
for decorators, so they get a
good deal."
Adding to one's existing silver may be a thought when one
encounters the booth of Samuel
Strauss who was explaining the

difference between sterling and mm and sealing them with wax wares from the not too distant
min silver to one customer.
to escape duty.
past. Old movie posters, trays,
"One nice thinwabout secondThere was a good deal of cans and signs marked with
hand silve0 is you find many scrimshaw, the whalebone that merchants' names were to be
things that are no longer
was etched by seafaring men; found among old mirrors, keys,
made," he explained, holding other souvenirs from boats as dolls, playing cards, exposition
ip a Louis XV asparagus well as telescopes, ships in- spoons, trinkets and toys.
server and some stuffing struments, ships wheels and an
From time to time the center
spoons.
1815 oil painting of an English has lectures on various anMany patterns are in the old sea captain. The dress regalia tiques by experts.
heavier weight. For example, epaulets of an English rear adMany dealers were bemoanone punch ladle at $85 is cheap- miral would give any land- ing the dollar problem abroad.
er, he said, than the - lighter lubber status at a shipwreck It will cut into buying, comweight one made now. Ditto ball.
mented dealer Sam Resnick,
grapefruit spoons, which he had
who has been told by friends in
at $6 apiece.
the business that "everything
A dealer in "flow blue," the
abroad is up 25 per cent:"
semi-per-Main-Whirl!'was Origiz-nally given away in oatmeal
boxes,. explained it was made
in New Jersey and West Virginia although the most soughtafter flow blue is English. Of
the 225 pieces he had located
there were four complete sets
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
of dessert plates and cups. AsA DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES. INC
sembling them had been an adventure for him, he remarked.
Flow blue, a dark blue design
WHILE-YOU -WAIT
that blurs into a white background, originated as the result
PRINTING AND
of an accident at a pottery
DUPLICATING
plant, said the dealer, Garnett
&own. Although most people
attribute the mistake to Englishmen, his own research, he
insisted, showed that it was
made by a pair of Dutchmen
who migrated to England.
Another booth, the Port of St.
James, was a treasure trove
for salty types. Among the old
lanterns, sextons, seascapes,
Union Jacks and enbroidered
ships' pictures, there were
"revenue cheaters" which resemble rolling pins. Sailors
bought the cylinders — one
S0443 MAIN STREET — PHONE 753-11462
message painted on one said
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
"when I am far at sea, remember me" — filling them with
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Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily
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Prices Good thru Oct.. 29, 1973
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Johnson
No More
Tangles

Timed Action
Cold Capsules
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The Central News Agency
has reported in Hong Kong
carrying
balloons
that
speeches by Nationalist Chinese President Chiang Kaishek were sent to the mainland
The balloons also contained
Nationalist flags and "special
passes to freedom" for mainland Chinese who sailed to the
offshore island of Quemoy. —
CHICKENS' LIE
Chickens' Lib, an organization of London women who object to assembly-line methods
of. handbag. goonitry,,. fprced_
their way into the-Ministry Oi
Agriculture with four bedraggled hens to show officiaLs the condition in which
the birds are marketed after
their egg-laying days are
over. — CNS
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Coal Production,
Employment Are Up
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky has moved into first place
in the nations coal production,
according to the latest figures
from the U.S. Department of
Mines.
As of Sept. 15, Kentucky had
edged out West Virginia, last
year's leader, by nearly 10
million tons.
So far this year, Kentucky has
produced more than 88 million
tons of coal. This is about 3
million more tons than were
pr2duced during the same
period last year. Kentucky also
led the nation in coal production
in 1971.
Employment in Kentucky's
coal fields was also up to a
record 28,700 in September,
2,100 more than the 1972 monthly average. The record
production and employment
totals come in spite of decreases
in the number of mines licensed
and presently in operation.
Figures from the state
Department of Revenue show
that the number of mines
licensed in Kentucky, including
both auger and strip, was
nearly 200 below last year's
total at the end of September.
As of Sept. 30, 1973, there were
1,013 mines in operation as
compared to 1,180 active mines
through the same period last
year.
Governor Wendell Ford cited
the coal production and employment figures during a
recent address to the Kentucky
Coal Association. "When
Kentucky's coal industry shows
a sharp increase in production
and record levels of employment, we have to be doing
things right. And this is exactly
the situation, which means the
economic factors are indicators
of good times," he said.

Double Chocolate Chips
Butter Pecan Coconut Choc. Chips Pecan Choc. Chip Apple Pan Dowdy

Northern

PAPER
TOWELS
Jumbo Rolls

3

for $100
Heavy Duty

LIQUID

ALCOA FOIL
WRAP

New Crop Florida Red

State Police To
Crack Down On
Parking Motorists

ns

son
lore
gles

9
lore

FRANKFORT, Ky.—
Kentucky'State Police officials
are working with military
personnel throughout the state
to promote highway safety.
A one-day seminar is
planned later this fall to better
acquaint the military with
Kentucky's traffic regulations.
Enlisted men :from Ft. Knox,
Ft. Campbell and the National
Guard are expected to attend
the seminary.
State police and other
will
government officials
conduct sessions on simulated
traffic situations typical to
utilizing
and
Kentucky
automobile safety features.
Lt. Ernest Bivens, of the 100th
Division of the U.S. Army
Reserve, pointed out that a
great number of highway
deaths involve military personnel. "The military is largely
a transient population and is
often unfamiliar with local
traffic laws," he added.
The State Police is also
planning local instrtiction at
Army reserve centers. Lt.
Bivens said one solution to
traffic fatalities is to "bring the
problem down to a local level."

Funds Allocated
To Alcohol Group

use
;h

GILBERTSVILLE, Ky.—The
Kentucky Department for
Human Resources has announced the allocation of
$31,540 in federal funds to the
Kentucky Alcohol Studies
Alumni Association.
The announcement came at
the third annual meeting of the
Association recently held at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park. John Ballantine, with the
department's Bureau for Health
Services, noted in presenting
the grant that approximately
140,000 Kentickians are victims
and
abuse
alcohol
of
alcoholism.
The Kentucky Alcohol Studies
Alumni Association is composed of persons having attended an alcohol studies school
and interested in the field of
alcohol abuse and alcoholism.
Aims of the 400 member group
are to stimulate interest and
concern about alcohol related
problems in the Commonwealth
and promote effforts to reduce
them.
Margarita Reeves, incoming
president of the' association,
indicated the funds would be
used to work more aLively to
inform Kentuckians of the
seriousness and extent of the
alcohol problem Goals izullude
prerentton tiwough educatioct
and support ot. programs for
treatment and rehabilitation.
The group's annual conference is featuring workshops
on types of treatment education
and community relations.
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Indictments
Returned In
Grass Case

Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Dyan shakes the sand from his
shoes after returning from a visit to Israeli troops on the west
bank of the Suez Canal. Israeli spokesmen said the bridgehead is
being reenforced, while Egypt claimed the Israeli troops there
were surrounded and facing destruction.
(AP Wirephoto via cable from Tel Aviv)

IOILL NOTE THAT 1 LETIRE
'TREE e3NEKE IT 4'6!

HAFIAHAHA!!!

GUESS WHAT?
SALLY IS PLANNING
TO GET MARRIED

RUSSELLVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— The Logan County grand
jury has returned indictments
against four Logan County
men, charged in connection
with confiscation of marijuana
which State Police estimated
had the street sale value Of45
million.
Logan County Atty. Jesse L.
Riley Jr. said Tuesday the men
were charged with violation of
the Kentucky Controlled Substance Act and with possession
of marijuana for the purpose of
resale.
The men—Henry Noe, 50,
and Henry Noe Jr., Jesse Batey
and Carl Baldwin
were free
on bond.
State Police earlier in the
month discovered marijuana
plants growing between the
rows of a 50-acre corn field on
a farm near here. The men
were subsequently charged in
connection with the,discovery.
Officers also confiscated 35
bags, containing 15 pounds of
processed marijuana each, in a
nearby barn and a similar
amount of the unprocessed
drug.
Another indictment was returned in the case Tuesday, but
Logan Circuit Court Judge William G. Fuqua ordered it
sealed by the court..

Trials for four area men
previously indicted by a federal
grand jury here and charged
with falsely identifying burley
tobacco at the time of sale have
been continued until December
in U.S. District Court before
Judge James Gordon.
The alleged violations occurred in 1969 and 1970 at
tobacco
warehouses
in
Mayfield.
Indicted last July were
producers Robert L. Beasley,
LaCenter,(two counts), Clinton
Doran, Sedalia (one count),
and two persons connected with
a tobacco warehouse. They
were identified in the indictments as Robert H. Kemp,
Lynn Grove, (12 counts), and
James R. Adams, Farmington
(four counts),. Also indicted
was J.B. Evans of Fair Bluff,
N.C. (two counts).
Conviction on each count
could carry a penally of a $10,000
fine, five years in prison or
both.
Trials for the five men, according to the office of the clerk
of the Western District of
Kentucky's U.S. District Court
in Louisville, will be held before
in
here
Judge Gordon
December
Beasley, Doran, Kemp, and
Adams previously had entered
pleas of not guilty in
proceedings before Judge
Charles M. Allen here. Kemp's
trial, which had been scheduled
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Oct. 15, has been continued until
Dec. 10. Trials for Beasley and
Evans, originally set for today,
have been rescheduled for Dec
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED,
Beat the price of ii.eat.
12.
three days per week, 8:30 a.m.have a carefully seasoned.
Adams' trial was delayed
4:30 p.m Prefer lady with
& slenderizing
from Oct. 18 to Dec. 11, and
transportation. Phone 753-1275. CAMPER—USED, long wheel
•-!rtable Plate. Duly 89
Doran's trial was moved from
base, $85.00. Oil heater, $55.00.
Used couch and chair with
Friday to Dec. 14.
NIGHT ATTENDANT wanted for covers, $20.00. New 6' bar, black
Doran is charged with
knowing and willfully falsely
coin laundry. Janitorial duties. slate top, green leather, $130.00.
identifying and selling 530
Ideal for retired person. Apply at Black upholstered bar, $55.00.
Boone Laundry & Cleaners, 605 Phone 753-3800.
pounds of tobacco on Nov. 25,
Main Street, Murray, Kentucky.
1969, on the Within Quota
Marketing Card issued to
James L. Cook for a farm in
YORK SPRING Co, Route 3
Graves County.
Murray is accepting applications G.E. RECORD player and stereo
The alleged violation ocemployment. Call in person at sale. Lay away for Christmas
for
curred, the indictment says, at
York Spring C,o, Route 3, Murray, now. Model V-211, Regular
the New Enterprise, Floor
$18.95-sale price $16.88. Model
Kentucky.
Warehouse
in
Tobacco
V-639, Regular $34.95—sale price
Mayfield. The indictment
$24.88. Model V-936, Regular
HELP WANTED
charges that Doran had full
155.95—sale price $44.88. Model
Cashier or waitress, night
knowledge the tobacco sold was
V-946, Regular $59.95—sale price
shift, part time. Apply in
not produced on the farm to
$47.88. Model T-361, Regular'
person
to
which it was attributed.
WILL THE person who bought a
$79.95—sale price $59.88. Roby
Long John Silvers
Beasley and Evans are little trunk, Shirley Temple mug
Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
7U S. 12th St.
charged similarly in two and black kettle from Willie
November2C
Kentucky.
separate counts. The first Falwell please write Mrs. Eulalai
alleges that on Jan. 13, 1970, Falwell Dean, No. 8 Hatcher
PRACTICALLY NEW Maytag
1,034 pounds of leaf were Drive, Bella Vista, Arkansas 1
washer, wringer type, $75.00
illegally identified as being 72712.
WILL SELL or lease service cash. Phone 436-2404.
produced on a Ballard County
station and repair shop in
farm, the card of which was SEE WHAT Mary Kay Cosmetics Coldwater. Phone 489-2215.
issued to Beasley.
EARLY MORNING Heater wood
can do for you
Call Sonya
The second count charges Futrell 753-4505 for a comstove $35.00. Two Captains eh/firs
that 882 pounds were sold under plimentary facial.
$15.00 and two bunk beds $20.00.
the same circumstances on
Call 436-2289
Dec. 16, 1969. Both violations ANYONE FINDING A UFO INSURANCE!! HOMEOWNoccurred at the New Enterprise down, we will furnish the paint ERS, farmowners, mobile DINING TABLE with four
Floor, according to the in- free to paint it. Hughes Paint homes, automobiles, low rates, chairs, $25.00. Set of two lamps
..excellent claim service. See us and one large lamp. Phone 753dictment.
Store.
before you buy. Galloway In- 9924.
Adams is charged with four
surance & Realty, phone 753instances of illegally identifying
5842.
October25C
and selling tobacco at the New
ADVERTISING
/
Enterprise floor.
DEADLINES
The first count alleges that
506 pounds were sold on Dec. 16,
All display ads, classified
1969, on a quota card issued to
APPROXIMATELY 1(1 acres,
display
and
regular
William P. McReynolds for a lpdisplay, must be submitted
non tillable land,five or six miles
Graves County farm; the
from Murray. Phone 492-8837
by 12 noon, the day before
second listed 1,126 pounds sold
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
publication.
on Dec, 12, 1969, on a card
All reader classifieds
issued to Rectus Howard for a
must be submitted by 4
Graves farm; the third alleges
.m, the day before
that 660 on a card issued to tpublication.
Bobby G. Wilferd for a Graves tfr••••••••••
farm; and the fourth allegedly
involves the sale of 540 pounds
on Dec. 5, 1969, again involving
the Wilferd card.
I would like to thank everyone
The 12 counts against Kemp for the flowers, cards, phone calls
Involve dates occurring in and gifts during my stay in the WANT TO BUY 60 acres or more
January and February of 1970. Murray-Calloway County of tillable land with or without
Poundage and quota cards of Hospital. A special thanks to the house. Phone 762-2557.
eight separate individuals were nurses on the second floor, Dr
named in the indictments. They Hutson and Dr. Lowery.
were:
Fay Foy
Herbert Underwood, Henry
TWO AIR conditioners; 100 gal.
Keel
Tenn.;
Fred
B.
County,
Butane gas tank; metal cabinet.
and Donald Smith, both of
Phone 753-7851.
BASS BOAT, 16' Astroglass, 150
Graves County; Lancie Morris,
Crawford Armstrong, Daniel LOST 1974 Calloway County High RCA PORTABLE stereo and H.P. Mercury and custom trailer.
Billington, Otto Chester and School graduation ring, •initials cabinet. ALeytwin osize mattress Phone 753-1553.
R.B. Winslow, all of Calloway KDC. Reward offered. Phone 753- and springs. Phone 436-5410
5942
County.
ONE FENDER Bassman amplifier, 3100 series. One RCA MUSIC - LESSONS, band inmicrophone. One Custom 200 struments, piano, guitar,
head. One Univox electric guitar. beginner violin. Phone 753R.N., L.P.N., registered lat One 1971 Kawasaki 350, in ex- 1470.
November SC
The Rare Breeds Survival technician needed immediately. cellent condition. Phone 753-0686
Inquire
at
personnel
office
at
Center in Glos, England, has
between 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
GIBSON LES Paul electric
crossed a wild boar with a Community Hospital, Mayfield,
guitar, 8 months old, just like
Tamworth sow to produce Kentucky. Phone 247-5211.
new, $400.00. Arnpeg V-2 ampiglets with the black and
plifier, 9 months old, $700.00.
characterisbrown markings
FEMALE SALES help wanted..
Phone 753-0222.
tic of Iron Age domestic pigs. Mature individual required. THREE PIECE bedroom suite
The litter will be used to Ample salary. Apply in person to Also little girl's clothes size 2, 3
PIANO
eTUNISG—repairstock the reconstruction of an Store Manager, Murray Home & and 4. Phone 436-5439.
rebuilding. Prompta expert serancient settlement near Auto.
vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
Petersfield. Hans. — CNS
26" BOY'S bicycle. Phone 753- W. 'Dyer, Murray, Kentucky.
5447 after 5:00 p.m.
Phone 753-8911.
TFC

• BAtTERI1
car, discou
Batteries,
753.1572.
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Classified Ads

ONE OF the finer things of life—
Blue Lustre carpet cleaner. Rent
electric shampooer $1.00.
Western Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."

CALL NOW

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
Church bench
Strip of leather
Bone of body
12 Macaw
13 Pertaining to
the tides
14 Before
15 Separated
17 Knocked
19 Lavishes
fondness on
21 Also
22 Allowance
for waste
24 Sink in middle
26 Apothecary's
weight
29 Renovate
31 Recompense
33 Cravat
34 Hebrew month
35 Obscure.
37 Things, in law
39 A continent
(abbr.)
40 Footlike part
42 Joke (slang)
44 Auxiliary verb
46 Narrow, flat
board
48 Existed
50 The sweetsop
51 Condensed
_
moisture
53 Pastimg
55 Buy back
58"Public esteem
61 Native metal'
62 Tapestry
64 Mslh
65
victorlala
'889,0selsolt—tr
67 Cafes'
DOWN

6 Road jabbr.)
7 Swiss river
8 Real estate
map
9 Rumor
10 Anger
11 Article of
lurniture
16 Carried
18 Seed container
20 Weaken
22 Snares
23 Revolutionary
25 Long. slender
fish
27 Passageway
28 Repasts
30 Hairpiece
32 Affirmative
36 Stomach
38 Keen
41 ,Becorne
melancholy
43 Aeriform fluid
1

7

3

CLEAN CARPETS the save and
safe way with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1.00. KwikPik Market, Five Points.
A GOOD buy.. give it a try. Blue
Lustre America's favorite carpet
shampoo. Big K, Belaire Shopping Center.
45 Put in harmony
47 Golf mound
49 Pole which
crosses a
fore and aft sail
52 Dampens
54 Bacteriologist's
wire

gt*,4
.....9!

5

6

17•UW13
.

16

15

7

Quarrel
Silkworm
Small rug
Game at
marbles
60 Organ of svght
53 Pa ent
(collog )
55
56
57
59
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EXPERT GUITAR
INSTRUCTION
Beginners and advanced
Study with one a; Ky's finest
teachers Now scheduling
limited enrollment Call Ed
Monroe between and 7 P.M.
Phone 753-6492.

23. Exterminating

KELLY'S TERMITE and Peet
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
13th Street. "Every day you
CONCRETE STEPPING stones delay lets bugs have their way."
and concrete splash blocks.
Murray Lumber Company, 104 FOR THE best in pest control
Maple Street.
service and termite control call
Superior Exterminating CornBEI,TONE FACTORY fresh'`pany. 753-7266.
TFC
hearing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids. Wallis
Drugs'

24. Miketlaneous

GAS COOKING stove, $25.00.
Good condition. Black couch,
$10.00. Good condition. One
chrome dinette set with 4 chairs,
$20.00. Two fire alarms. Phone
7534605 or 753-2282.
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CARPORT SALE, UO3 Melrose
Drive, 6th .street past Murray
High, 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.,
Thursday, October 25. Clothes,
household and. tieby items, and
odds and ends.

CLEAN I
Phone '75:

200 TO 30
or beans
and west
492-8613 i

Will I

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, Tennessee.

PIANO SALE. As low as $595.00.
CLOTHES, FOR sale, good Lonardo Piano Company, across
condition, cheap. Call 7674453 from Post Office, Paris, Tenafter 5:00 p.m.

- 753-1916

TWO BEI
electric Is
building
month. PI

CO

209

BEE 24, 1973
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Sell It With A Classified,95:16
11111111111111111111111111W,

Another View

111111111

nderpenned
3-5461

long wheel
ater, $55.00.
chair with
6' bar, black
her, $130.00.
bar, $55.00.

s* and stereo
r Christmas
1, Regular
[6.88. Model
5-sa1e price
36, Regular
44.88. Model
5-sale price
31, Regular'
159.88. Roby
38, Benton,
November2C

Maytag
7
..W
:YPe, $75.00

Heater wood
ptains cheirs
beds $20.00.

with four
f two lamps
. Phone 753-

)ucti,

good

3-2382.
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FURNITURE stripping (3 x 8
• BA
.
ITERIES $8.95 to $1415:An'NICE EFFICIENCY apartment ONE-SECOND litter yorkabire
foot Vats) and complete chair
car, discount to dealers. Atomic for one or two students, across sow, will pig in 5 or 6 weeks.
caning service. The Olde Shoppe
Batteries, 401 North 41h. Murray street from MSU campus. Registered with papers. Phone
next to the Dairy Queen. Call 753753-8572.
November 6C
8240.
November 5C Private parking. Available now. 4924790 after 6:00 p.m.
Phone 753-4342 or after 5:00 p.m.
FALL FENCE sale, now through 753-4978.
22-FIRST calf Charolias cross
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
November 28. For free estimate
heifers. 100 head young white
installation.
Phone 753-7850. TFC
TWO
BEDROOM
apartment,
Call Larry Lyles at Sears, 753faced cows, calving now. 25
near university. Carpeted,range,
2310.
Choice Angus cows, calving now.
ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
disposal, washer-dryer hook up.
n Holstein hereford cross cows,
Custom building and remodeling.
$110.00 per month. Phone 753calving now. Phone Vienna,
Houses trimmed-formica tops
7550
Illinois days 618-658-7203, or
workand doors-Quality
A BUSINESS without a sign is a
nights 618-658-6301.
TFC
753-0790.
Phone
manship.
Sigr
Hanna
business.
,sign of no
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
TFC 1140.00. Unfurnished $120.00.
Company,753-8346.
TIMBER-LODGE on Tenn-.
Located at Embassy ApartTucky Lake, Route Lppringville,
27. Mobile Home Sales • ments. Available now. Phone 753- AKC REGISTERED miniature
Tennessee, will build complete
4331.
9C
November
MOBILE HOME, LT i 55', two
schnauzer, male, 8 months old.
!fireplaces, starting at only
bedrooms, carpeted, air conPhone 753-1748.
$695.00. seliction of stones
t:t
ditioned, duo-matic wasber,
available. Satisfaction
utility house, storm windows,
guaranteed. Phone 901-593per
complete furnishings including FURNISHED SLEEPING room TWO ENGLISH setters, 90
TFC
3534.
Fascias
Breeding:
white,
cent
linens, dishes, etc. $3900.00. with bath and refrigerator,
registered.
AKC
Kan,
Phone 753-7489, 753-8640 or collect private entrance. Also adjustable and Koom
SIGNS PAINTED. Phone 434-2107
'' YOUNG MAN, WHAT I HAVE TO 5AY I'LL
dress form for sale Phone 753- Call 753-7787.
395-4643.
after 5:00 p.m.
ON
SAY
MY
f3UMPER
1394.
Germaiii'
AKC REGISTERED
WILL DO trash and brush
1972 DOUBLE wide Living, SLEEPING ROOMS for .men, shepherd puppies. Phone 437hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
dining rooms, den, three furnished, private entrance, air
753-6130.
TFC
bedrooms, two baths, utility, conditioned, refrigerator.
central air. 102 Riviera Courts, Zimmerman Apartments, South
EXTRA CLEAN 1967 Plymouth, LICENSED ELECTRICIAN. FURNITURE STRIPPING &
753-9827
16th. Phone 753-6609.
Having trouble getting those odd Antiques, The Barn, 5 miles
SWEET POTATOES,field run or Fury III, four door, hardtop,
done? Free estimate. No job West of Murray on Hwy. 94. Dan
jobs
50',
bronze
x
10'
tires,
power and air, new
FOR SALE OR RENT aded Phone 354-6641
McDaniel, owner. 753with black vinyl top, black in- to small Phone 753two bedroom trailer, electric
October24C 7499.
6005.
November 8C
Phone
753-0525.
or
r,
753-7619
conditioned.
Call
ior.
air
heat and
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom 1111011111111111r
492-8892 after 7:00 pm.
house pear the college. Available
SCARBOROUGH PLUMING &
November 1. Phone 753-2227.
Electric Complete pump repair
AUCTION SALE, every Friday 7;$1t******* ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
TFC
Let us check your old
service.
Phone
642-6551.
Paris,
night, 641 Auction House, Paris,
pump for you before you buy a
THREE BEDROOM house with
• \t I
*
I
Tennessee at 6:30 p.m. This week
AIR CONDITIONER, 10,000
SEAMLESS GUTTERS. Baked new one. 24 hour emergency
glass enclosed breezeway and another load from St. Louis.
BTU, 1973 Fedders model.
• on enamel finish, guaranteed 30 service. Phone 753attached garage. Located on
*.tate.ri%%ileori
%1
clock,
Secretary desk, old mantle
$225.00. Phone 767-4745.
October30C
Hazel Highway. Phone 753-5105 or
• years. For free detailed esttrnate 5543.
•ew tires, excel!. •
old tables, rockers, chairs, *
*,
phone Atkins Gutter Service,
753-5436.
neon.
chests, cedar chests,old watches,
Murray, 753-8407 or 753-8992.
Phone 753-301s
LYNN WARNER, bacithoe and
razors, odds and ends of all kinds. *
p.m.
5:00
after
•
gravel. Phone 474'
two
NEW MOBILE home,
HOUSE IN country, carpeted, Shorty McBride-247 and James
Seara
GUTTERING BY Sears.
October29C
2713.
bedrooms, all electric, carpeted. basement, $115.00 per month. E. Travis-278.
r******** seamless gutters, installed per
$50.00 deposit. $125.00 month. Also large two bedroom apartyour specifications. Call Larry
GARAGE BUILDING, aluminum
Water furnished. Phone 753-2377 ment, $85.00. Phone 753-7671 or AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
l.yles at 753-2310 for free
carports and additions.
siding,
or 753-8921.
after 4:30 p.m. 753-8333.
2 mile FORD- 1970 one ton dual wheels
.
October 27, 10:00 a.m., ;
TFC
estimate.
Now is the time to build. Call
west of Lynn Grove on Highway V8 motor with new grain bed.
house, 94. This is the biggest and best Burton's Service Station, LynnCollect Mayfield 247-7672.
FOX MEADOWS and Coach THREE BEDROOM
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
air auction of the season with an ville, Kentucky 382-0114.
furnance,
gas
carpeted,
Estates Mobile Home Parks.
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
utility room has extra large collection of antique
DOZER SERVICE D-6 caterSmall parks. Superior ac- conditioned,
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
required.
Deposit
ups.
pillar. Phone 753-9007.
hook
sedan,
door
four
FORD-1969
dealer.
antique
an
from
furniture
TFC
area
Residential
p.m.
commodations.
or 354-8161, after 5:00
$115.00. Phone 753-2835 or 753-2376 ALso the close out goodies from automatic, air, power steering,
South 16th Street, 753-3655.
after 5:00 p.m.
two old estates. There will be a new tires. Phone 753-6322.
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY WILL DO ironing in my home.
nice old -spinning wheel, old
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet Phone 753-9629.
W WIDE trailer, electric beet, TWO BEDROOM brick, large
dressers, buffets, some little DODGE-MI (Phoenix), very Master 489-2504.
TFC
Trailer
excellent condition. Dill's
living room, dining room, and walnut pieces of furniture, nice clean. Phone 753-3516 after 5:00
WILL KEEP children in my
Court, Murray, Drive In Theatre kitchen, utility and storage
living room suite, naughahyde p.m.
TIMBER-LODGE of_Tenn- home. Phone 753-7785.
entrance, Phone,763-1551 or 753- rooms. Furnished or un• Vucky I,ake, Route 1,
that makes into a bed, Like new,
Springville,
211110.
furnished. Close to University. chrome dinette set, round breakTennessee will do your stone B & C CONSTRUCTION, Com753-1980.
Phone
Pets.
Vinyl
No
fast set, extra large lot of real IMPALA CUSTOM-1969,
work. Large selections of stone plete basements, foundations,
TWO BEDROOM trailer, oil or
good glass and china. Depression roof, air, power steering, 327 Phone 901-593-3534.
TEC patios sidewalks, driveways,
electric heat. Water and storage FOUR ROOM house with two car of all kinds and patterns, some automatic. Phone 753-6202 after
retaining walls etc. Septic tank
building furnished. $65.00 per garage and yard. Stove, carnival, pressed cut glass, lots 4:00 p.m.
JERRY'S REFINISHING & installations. 437-4734 or 437-4765.
conditioner
air
and
refrigerator
month. Phone 46-2513.
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
of old stoneware, little cast iron
furnished. Gas or electric heat. cook stove and laundry stove, FORD VAN-1966, new tires and South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
WILL DO baby-sitting in my
Five room house, stove and nice old pie safe, too many good mags,tape player. $500.00. Phone Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492home, all ages. Phone 753-8737.
refrigerator furnished. Gas heat. items to list and describe.
8837.
753-7738, ask for Monty.
TFC
Newly
privacy.
CLEAN UP shop, near Midway. Two acres of
For information phone Chester
ASPHALT Driveways, and
redecorated. $85.00 per month
Phone 753-5311.
& Miller Auction Service, 435- CHEVROLET-1988, V8, JOHN'S REPAIR Service. parking lots sealed, professional
each Located in New Concord.
4012, Lynn Grove. "It Pays To automatic transmission, in- Plumbing-electrical-roofing and finishing. Estimates freely
Phone 436-2374.
Sell The Chester-Miller Way." sulated topper. Real good con- carpentry. Phone 753-6897 days or given. Phone collect 247'31.
dition. $1600.00. Phone 753-5576 753-7625 nights.
TFC 2423.
November 6P
200 TO 300 acres of land for corn
after 4:00 p.m.
north
on
44.
Salt
For
tots
Preferrably
beans.
or
B.C. CONSTRUCTION. Complete
and west side of Murray. Phone 41,4 YEAR old mare, broke to
basements, foundations, patios,
of
south
641,
U.S.
on
LOTS
WIDE
ride. Phonp 489-2436.
CHEVROLET CAPRICE-1967,
492-8613 after 5:00 p.m.
Murray, for your new home or four door hardtop, all power and sidewalks, driveways, retaining AURTHER SEED wheat, WOO
mobile home. Call owner 753- air, vinyl top,45,000 miles. Phone walls, etc. Septic tank in- per bushel. Contact Bobby
001,6
stallations, 437-4734 or 437Mohler, Route 1, Almo or call 753023C
0774.
7534235.
4765.
October23C 6692.
SHORES-Large PLYMOUTH COUPE-1948 with
KENIANA
For the convenience of the Citizens of
wooded lots for $25 down & $25 1971 model motor, nice. $575.00.
Murray and Calloway County.
per month-All utilities including Phone 753-4334 after 5:00 p.m.
water-Lake access-All weather
streets. 'Phone. 436-5320 or 436City of Murray property taxes are due. A ten per cent
October 27C 1966 -GTO, good mechanical
2473.
per cent) penalty will be added to all unpaid tax
(10
Will Be From: 7-4 Monday thru Friday
bills November 1. October 31 is the last day to avoid the
condition and many extras.
7-12 Noon Saturday
penalty. Taxes are payable at the office of the City
Phone 753-0437.
in the City Hall Building. The Clerk's office is
Clerk
CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
open each Saturday in October from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00
1402 STORY Ave., two bedroom CHEVROLET-1951, two door
Starting September 1, 1973
Noon.
house, den, carpted, electric hardtop, 283 engine and power
heat, refrigerator and stove, glide transmission Excellent
utility house. Lot 100' x 180'. condition. Phone 489-2436.
- RADIATOR SHOP
$15,500.00. Phone 753-7489, 7538640 or collect 395-4643.
VOLKSWAGEN BUS-body-1967
NEW COTTAGE 20' x 24', L4 mile with sun roof, new tires, with
901from lake. Water, lights and without tape player. Phone
AUTOMOTIVE and TRUCK
sewerage. Phone or write H.G. 642-3440 after 4:00 p.m. weekFoster, 436-2404, Route 1, New days.
Concord, Kentucky.

oolli

111111111111111.1111

•Sfer-9

)240.

Three bedrooms, two baths, family room with fireplace,
recreation room, double garage, redwood patio, central
heat and air, adjacent to city.
a.

IVIMMINPIr mspipprg
•
Three bedrooms, fireplace in family room, plus
recreation room, entry hall, dining room, 3 sets of sliding
glass doors to patio, two baths, carpeted throughout.

rz‘

11101011111111111111111111111

411
Three bedrooms, 1½ baths, living room, dining room,
family room with fireplace, priced in early 20',- Located
near Hardin.

11111111111111111110
1111111111111111111111W

E; washing
Phone 753-

h grain bed,
753-3629.

x with plow,
r. Excellent
14795 before
17-3775 after

NMI

boat, 7 H.P.
T. Phone 767-

troglass, 150
stom trailer.

MEI

, band in), altar,
ie 753liovembir IIC

ul electric
d, just like
ig V-2 am)1d, $700.00.

G-repair. expert set-or sale. Ben
Kentucky.
TFC
and organs.
an. Lonardo
cross from
Tennessee.
s, as $596.00.
any, across
Paris, Ten-

TAR
ON
dvanced
finest
heduling
Call Ed
Ind 7 P.M.

: and Pest
4, 100 South
r day you
their way."
iest control
control call
iting CornTFC

1. It will
Dff your

bowies -

';,;4•"";

Three bedrooms, 2 baths, dining room, utility, west of
Murray, under 20.

*alto

Two bedrooms, dining room, electric heat, fireplace, 8
miles north of Murray, under 17.
•

•

N -0-T -I-C-E

The Land Fill Hours

Living room with dining area, 2 or 3 bedrooms, family
room, city schools, electric heat.
•
r

COMPLETE RADIATOR and
HEATER SERVICE

Sholar's Auto Repair

Phone 753-1751
209 So. 7th Street
"Bring Your Radiator By"

Special of=Week
12 WIDE MOBILE HOME
All Electric with Following Options:
4" Paneling, fully carpeted,
1
•/
house type windows.
For Only

e - No

Three bedrooms, carpeted, ceramic bath, utility room,
built in kitchen, central electric heat, north of Murray.
under 20.

327500

with Free
Delivery and Set Up

We have a good selection of used homes arriving daily.
Before you buy see..Jerry Morris or Gary Young
(you'll lze glad you did)
e

Joe Moms & Sons
Mobile Homes
Lot No. 2

753-9636

Almo, Ky.

Two bedrooms, dining area, carpeted, newly decorated,
located near South shopping.

TWO BEDROOM house, bath,
carpeted, stove, refrigerator, air
conditioner. Located on 2 acre
lot, one mile from Kentucky
Lake. $10,000.00. Phone 753-0489
or 753-3417.

MURPHY'S CLOSE out prices on
all 1973 recreational vehicles.
Example: 27' Fifth Wheel
Trailer,6 sleeper, seltcontained $433020' MotorHome,6 sleeper,
Chevrolet chassis, self contained
THREE BEDROOM brick home, $7,836. These are just two of the
central heat and air, four acres. many units that must go. No
2 miles east on 94. Phone 753- trade ins at these low,low prices.
1
3/
6648
Sale starts Friday September 28.
Open 7 days a week through
October.
Murphy's Camper Sales & SerFORD-1965, extra nice. With vice "Your complete RV
power steering and air con- Headquarters" Hwy 62 east,
Dawson Road, Princeton, Ky.
ditioning. Phone 753-8168.
October29C
365-5082.
JEEP-FOUR wheel drive, five
good tires, all side curtains.
$395.00. Phone 436-5570.
ALL your additionsremOdelIng, reiddentlal
FoRri
straight shift, extellent running,.cominerciaL New or Jold. Fret
condition and appearance. Phone estimates. Call 753-6123.
TF
7534935.
CERAMIC TILE repair work.
BUICK-1967 LaSabre, four door, Repair or remodeling, also
air, power steering and brakes. shower doors and tub enclosures.
$300.00. Phone 753-0525
November 10C
Call 474-2263

11111.1.111111111

Replace Your Burned Out
Color TV Picture Tube

Unique-Carved and beaded staircage and entry to living
room-double solid oak pocket doors to family room and
dining room-library off master bedroom plus den off
master bedroom-sun room-basement-wooded lot

With A Full 3-Year Warranty
Tube for only ...

Contact...

Wilson Real Estate

lst Quality .
$195
49•
CENTER
TV SERVICE
Shopping Center

Central
"Near The Kroger Store"

753-58651

Phone 753-3263 -

- 1-Member'Multiple
Wayne Wilson, Broker - 753-5086
Loretta Jobs-753-6079
Realtor Associate
•

•

•
•

Ronnie Pea-435-5792

Alecman
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Nixon's Promise To Surrender Tapes
Does Not Still Calls For Prosecutor

Deaths and Quotas Reported Imposed
Funerals After Promise Of Funds

This letter discusses a matBy BROOKS JACKSON
tapes oe papers be- ferred them to the Judiciary
ter of some delicacy and of sigAssociated Press Writer
By BROOKS JACKSON . begin reviewing the nine tapes presidential
Committee, which announced a
Hillimpact,"
— nificant political
of Nixon's private conversa- sides those Nixon agreed to
I AP )
WASHINGTON
Associated Press Writer
preliminary inqdiry into whethNixon.
wrote
Sirica.
ings
give
scanWatergate
the
about
WASHINGTON(A?) — Pres- tions
Shortly after he was promised
the evidence warranted a
er
Republican
that
reports
former
were
a
also
Billings,
There
ident Nixon's promise to sur- dal. These are tapes that spe$2 million in campaign contrito impeach Nixon.
move
old
proseNixon's
special
from
of the
congressman
rendecoine Watergate tapes cial prosecutor Archibald Cox the staff
butions from the dairy inBarely two hours later, in Similk
said
to
prepared
California,
was
in
force
district
cution
fired.
was
he
before
imdustry, President Nixon
has blunted an impeachment had sought
rica's packed, hushed courthad "followed our
Sirica will listen to them in resign as a group.
posed import quotas on ice . producers
Initiative, but hasn't stilled
Wright announced that
room,
so
do
will
and
Humphrey,
H.
explicitly
—Sen. Hubert
cream, cheese and other dairy , advice
calls for a new special prose- private and decide what, if any,
the papers he had filed with the
contributed
to
AMPI
decision
the
future.
said
the
in
[)-Minn.,
I
prebe
should
them
parts of
retired products.
cutor.
Gunter,
Est°
tapes judge were being withdrawn
to Republican candiNixon spent the night at his sented to a grand jury. They release the White House
Patricia Dame Clark
The promise wasmade in a $135,000
associate professor of business
election."
l im- and that the President would
1970
dates in the
Camp David mountaintop re- likely will become public this would deflate congressiona
at Murray State University, letter to Nixon Dec. 16, 1970,
comply with the appeals court
group
dairy
the
Jiumphrey
said
then
moves.
He
peachment
evias
on
television
if
presented
only
a
way
treat, working on
died Tuesday at 2:10 p.m. He which also requested action
order to give Sirica the tapes.
channels
up
speset
new
to
a
working
favored
still
was
he
said
address to be delivered to the dence at a trial.
was stricken at his home at 1638 the quotas. "We write you both
"This President does not defy
mil$2
to
contribute
to
prosecutor,
AMPI
—The Senate Watergate com- cial Watergate
and as advocates and supporters," "for
nation at 9 p.m. EDT tonight.
Avenue
Farmer
the law, and he has authorized
re-election."
by
or
your
Sirica
for
by
either
lion
named
be
fightcourt
lawin
House
back
was
at
White
Hillings,
mittee
wrote Patrick J.
He returned to the
pronounced dead on arrival
me to say he will comply in full
In the next paragraph, Hilling its own separate, uphill Congress.
shortly before 10 a.m. today.
the Murray-Calloway County yer for the Associated Milk
of
with the orders of the court,"
matter
the
reup
to
brought
vowed
togs
—Cox himself
Producers, Inc.
Hospital
He was expected to appeal battle for the tapes. Sirica had
Wright said.
the U.S.
that
the
noted
for
He
quotas.
Washington
in
main
uncommittee,
politically
the
at
that
ripe
"The time is
Mr. Gunter, age 69, was
for national unity in the wake ruled
Another possible factor in
urged
had
Commission
citizens
all
know
Tariff
"I
being.
time
Murray State University for and economically to impose the
of Tuesday's startling about- like Cox, had no legal authority
decision were remarks
on
Nixon's
quotas
the
of
the
that
am,
imposition
I
Miss Patricia Diane Clark, face when he surprised even to use the courts to get the will be happy, as
fifteen years before his recommended quotas," he said.
three
by Elliot L. Richardson, who
nearly
1970,
re21,
to
Sept.
chose
wisely
President
a
is
necessary
tapes.
had
-All that is
1504 Oak Drive, has been his closest advisers by deciding
retirement in 1969. He
quit as Nixon's attorney genermonths earlier. "No presidenPreviously, it appeared the spect the rule of law," he said.
a
full tuition to obey a federal appeals
awarded
previously served as director of simple proclamation ...
isal rather than fire Cox.
been
has
proclamation
whether
was
tial
—Also in doubt
committee had struck a deal
Nixon issued that proclamascholarship by the College of court order on the tapes.
College High School, lab school
noted.
he
tapes
supply
sued,"
would
Nixon
and
House
days
15
White
just
He
the
1970,
with
tion Dec. 31,
Law at the University of
at MSU, for three years.
Meanwhile, today the House
"The problem is this," he
sought in the Vesco case. Forserved as principal of Kentucky after the letter was sent. The continued. "The dairy industry Kentucky, where she is a first of Representatives continued a would settle for an edited tranmer Cabinet members John N.
the
authentitapes,
the
disclosed
years
of
Press
script
Associated
fifteen
law
student.
for
year
High School
preliminary impeachment inwhy these
understand
cannot
Mitchell and Maurice H. Stans
Stennis,
C.
Monday
John
Sen.
the
letter
by
the
cated
existence of
She is a member of the quiry, begun just before Nixand as principal of
imnot
were
ions
recommendat
trial in New York on
face
Student Bar Association, the on's lawyers announced the D-Miss.
elementary school at Kingsport, and later obtained a copy of it.
plemented very quickly. The
interfering with a govcharges
the
to
Hillings
appealed
and
panel
the
House
But
White
The
year.
the
and
Caucus,
one
Women's
Law
Tenn., for
tapes would be given to a fedWASHINGTON (AP) — The
Democrats ever
the
longest
investigation in return
ernment
acthe
full
for
on
Court
comment
his
Circuit
for
received
U.S.
were asked
Student Division of the eral judge.
The Murray man
of Ohio didn't stake a
State
a
implement
Tariff
campaign
to
took
$200,000
secret
a
for
made
cess, denied that it had
American Bar Association. She
B.S. degree from Murray State matter. Neither responded.
House leaders said the probe
on the Ohio River for
claim
recommendairy
financier
Commission
from
is also a cellist with the would continue at least until any deal not to continue the contribution
in 1927 and his Master of Arts
more than a century and a
16 days."
was
dation
Vesco.
L.
Robert
apthere
Nixon
College,
told
and
suit,
degree from Peabody
University Orchestra.
the effects of Nixon's action beHe complained of low federal
Nixon apparently reached his half, and it's too late to do it
peared to be confusion about
Nashville, Tenn., in 1936. He
Miss Clark was a Summa come known.
Court,
goods,
farm
for
supports
price
the comrpomise eventful decision after being now, the US. Supreme
graduate of
was a member of the University
Cum Laude
It was clear, however, that the terms of
in effect, held again Tuesday.
"Farmers generally
said,
and
Republicans
House
that
told
served
had
agreement.
and
Church of Christ
Murray State University in initial reaction to the PresiThe high - court gave that exare unhappy with the economy.
After that, and after Nixon would not defend-him strongly
as an elder until ill health forced
May, 1973, when she received dent's reversal was favorable.
last March 5 when it
planation
losses
belt
farm
our
tapes.
know
the
You
over
turned
he
The annual Fall Festival will
on the tapes Cox had unless
him to relinquish his duties.
her Bachelor of Arts degree,
"Thank God," said Sen. Bar- gave in
accepted the recommendations
election."
importhe
in
said
sources
Reliable
Elementary
Alma
at
withheld
of
be
House
White
the
member
sought,
a
a
Mr. Gunter was
with a major in French and
ry Goldwater, R-Ariz. "I'm
The quotas Nixon imposed
congressmen, in- of a special master that the
Education School on Saturday, October 27,
the Kentucky
minor in history. She is a glad it came to pass," said drew its offer to the committee. tant GOP
lowcream,
ice
of
imports
limit
B. Anderson of n- Ohio boundry remain at the rivJohn
Alpha Chi, Democratic Chairman Robert
—Crucial questions remained cluding
Association, National Business sponsored by the Parentmember of
certain chocolate
cheese,
Rhodes of Ari- er's low water mark on the
fat
J.
John
linois,
will
Admission
Club.
Teacher
Southern
of
future
the
about
unanswered
Teachers Association,
scholastic honorary, Pi Delta Strauss.
animal
certain
and
products
C. Arends of Il- Ohio side.
Leslie
and
zona
doors
the
with
cents
25
n
and
10
be
Educatio
Business
Phi, French honorary, Pi Alpha
Wall Street's Dow-Jones in- the Justice Department's newly
Tuesday the court rejected
presifeeds containing milk or milk
and dustrial average jumped 17 inherited inquiries into the Wa- linois, gave that word to
Association, Delta Pi Epsilon, to open at six p.m.
honorary
history
Theta,
without comment Ohio's bid to
kThe President's acHarlow
Bryce
prctiucts.
counselor
dential
dogs,
jiffy
;
Hamburgers
for
It
organization
matters.
. national
Delta Chnieron, Music frater- points in less than an hour on tergate and related
morning. reopen the dispute with Kenon quotas came less than
wasn't known if prosecutors at a tneeting Tuesday
business teachers, Pi Omega homemade pie, and drinks will tion
nity for women.
Nixon's decision.
of
news
cona
before
had in- tucky, standing on its original
months
three
Nixon
that,
Before
Pi, national honorary business' be served in lunchroom with
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
It was a day of surprising would be allowed to get any tended to fight the matter ,by argument.
administration decitroversial
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and
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the
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and
organization
teachers
Armin L. Clark, Miss Clark events. Here is where things
Ohio Atty. Gen. William
claiming he had settled the disbeing sold at the concession sion to increase the level of fed- also
Marshall stood when the dust settled:
FDEA.
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Wranglers Riding Club
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on
siipports
price
eral
pute out of court by firing his Brown and Sen. William Saxbe,
stand.
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in
where
1904,
University,.
18,
Born March
—U.S. District Judge John J.
R-Ohio, had attempted to rePublic interest groups are
adversary, Cox.
Features at the festival will
awarded a Board of Regents full Sirica was scheduled soon to Will Meet On Thursday
Calloway County, he was the
administration over
filed with open the suit on the basis of a
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been
suing
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Papers
cake
store,
country
include
She
scholarship.
tuition
son of the late Eddie Gunter and
and that price boost, contending received scholarships from
The Wranglers Riding Club Sirica. But, at noon, Nixon in- court decision in another borLaura Alderson Gunter. He and walk, house of horror,
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payoff
a
was
it
that
will
have an important business formed his chief courtroom der dispute.
others.
many
Delta Omicron in the summers
his wife, the former Annie Lee
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more
for
industry
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The
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contributhe
campaign
produce
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$400,000
would
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that
Court House in the court room
Queen will be at nine p.m.
terlochen National Music
married December 31, 1927.
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that
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25,
tapes.
various
on
Thursday.
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the
from
Entrants
Camp.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
About the same time, several graphic boundry in the middle
contest are as Nixon campaign three days beThe Fall Festival will be held seven p.m., according to Gary
Before entering college, she
Gunter, 1638 Farmer Avenue, grades in the
was anincrease
the
fore,
impeachment resolutions were of the Sabine River.
on Wicker, president.
School
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Many Political Leaders Express Happiness
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Many political leaders across
the nation have expressed happiness and relief over President
Nixon's decision to surrender
the White House tapes. There
were also expressions of bewilderment over its timing.
Several said Nixon had acted
in the best interest of the country and they expressed hope his
concession would silence his
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Some groups feel a proposed
air pollution regulation affecting new shopping centers and
parking areas might harm development, but a state official
says it would cover few such
sites as drafted.
Views on the regulation being
proposed by the State Department of Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection were
expressed at a public hearing
on the proposal Tuesday. The
record will be left open for another 10 days for written comments on it before the agency
takes any action on it.
In the regulation's present
form,• anyone would have to get
a state permit before building
any facility that contains 1,500
or more parking places in an
unenclosed area or 750 or more
in an enclosed area. It also
would apply to new airports
that would be served by a regularly scheduled airline and to
highways with a projected traffic flow of 2,000 or more motor
vehicles in urban areas.
But State Transportation Secretary Elijah Hogge maintained
that the proposed criteria...8er
parking areas was excssively
high. Hogge said those criteria
could mean that most parking
areas to be built in the state
would not be covered, even in
intensively developed areas.
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"It is suggested that an alternative set of selection criteria be established at either
lower numerical values for
single improvements," Hogge
said, -or, preferably, based
uporfarrevaluation of the total
parking supply within a geographic area."
Hogge also asked that an exemption be granted to highways that are "well into the
pre-construction stage" when
the regulation takes effect.
Joe Riley, of the Atlanta office of the federal Environmental Protection Agency, said the
regulation should apply to all
pollutants, instead of only to
carbon monoxide, as . it now
reads. He also said the regulation should take effect immediately upon adoption; a similar federal regulation will have
to apply in Kentucky after Dec.
15, 1973, if no state regulation is
in effect by then, he said.
Robinson Brown Jr., of the
Louisville Area Chamber of
Commerce, asked that the effective date be put off until 1975
instead of Jan. 1, 1974, as proposed. He said a better public
understanding of it was needed.
Brown urged that the regulation be based more on "achievable performance rather than
rigid criteria that is inconsistent with realistic goals."
The need for flexibility under

By GAYLORD SHAW
had been expected, and that- it
Associated Press Writer
was overshadowing_his agreeWASHINGTON (AP) — At ment to allow limited access to
midday Monday, surrounded by the tapes.
the sounds of miscalculation,
—High level concern that the
President Nixon slowly climbed domestic turmoil was damthe steep steps of the Executive aging efforts to negotiate an
Office Building.
end to the Middle East war and
Often in the past he had was hurting the President's imbounded up the steps two at a age as a world leader.
time. But now he was burdened
Nixon's decision to turn over
with perhaps the worst crisis of the tapes for inspection by U.S.
his presidency, and he was District Judge John J. Sirica
heading for his hideaway office was made at about noon on
to search for a solution.
Tuesday and came as a stunFrom Pennsylvania Avenue, ning surprise to even some of
50 yards across the lawn, the his closest aides. "I was thuriPresident could hear the blar- derstruck — I couldn't believe
ing of automobile horns as mo- it," said one aide, who has in
torists responded to a demon- the past prided himself on an
strator's "Honk for Impeach- ability to read the presidential
ment" sign.
mind.
It was a raucous reminder
Alexander -M. Haig Jr., Nixthat his earlier decision to seek on's chief of staff, was among
a compromise on the Wayergate the few aware of the Presitapes — a decision he hoped dent's movement toward capiwould bring a national sigh of tulation on the tapes issue. He
relief — had instead brought said the decision was reached
what an aide called "some kind "after very painful and angof a nightmare ... a fire uishing discussion."
storm."
On Manday, Oct. 15, Nixon
"A miscalculation," his White had decided he wouId—attenipt
House counsel now bluntly calls to resolve •tte tapes issue,
the decision to force through a I which, according to Haig, "had
resolution of the month-long progressively begun to polarize
tapes dispute.
our body politic."
Twenty-four hours after his
"Lines were clearly being
walk up the steps of the office drawn both within the Congress
building, Nixon reached anoth- and ... within the viewpoint of
er decision. He would capitu- the American people themlate and surrender the Water- selves," Haig said.
gate tapes and documents to a
So, as time began running out
federal judge — an abrupt turn- on Nixon to file his notice of
about announced in court Tues- appeal to the Supreme Court,
day afternoon.
he came up with a comFrom presidential aides and promise: He would personally
other official and unofficial prepare a summary of the nine
sources, the events leading to tapes, have it verified by Sen.
Nixon's turnabout can be recon- John C. Stennis, D-Miss., and
structed. The sources indicated turn it over to both Judge Sithese were the major factors rica and the Senate Watergate
leading to the President's deci- committee.
sion:
According to presidential
—A warning by leading Re- aides, it was clear by Thursday
publicans in Congress that he that Cox would not go along
faced a serious impeachment with the comrpomise, and Nixeffort and that even some faith- on decided Friday morning that
ful Capitol Hill followers were "we should attempt to resolve
reluctant to defend him vigor- this dreadfully controversial isously so long as he refused to sue ... with or without Profesrelease the tapes.
sor Cox," Haig said.
—A recognition that the pubCox announced he would not
lic outcry resulting from the accept the White House proposfiring Saturday night of special al. Cox was fired, Atty. Gen.
Watergate prosecutor Archibald Elliot L. Richardson resigned,
Cox was much greater than

and Deputy Atty. Gen. William
DARuckelshaus was fired.
First reaction was quick. By
the time Nixon awoke Sunday
morning, his staff had compiled
a 26-page special report tracing
reaction in Congress and in the
media. The condemnations
were harsh, the words of support few.
By Monday morning, Nixon
had a 15-page report disclosing
that many of the newspapers
that had warmly supported his
re-election now were vigorously
denouncing him editorially-.
Some even called for his im-

peachment, or resignation -sentiment expressed later Monday by the AFL-CIO convention
in Miami Beach.
By noon on Monday, it was
clear to those close to the President that, as Special Counsel
Charles Alan Wright later said.
"Clearly, we did miscalculate
Friday night."
Nixon spent Tuesday morning
in his Oval Office and reached
his decision about noon. At 2
p.m., Wright stood before a
crowded courtroom and startled the nation by announcing
the tapes would be turned over
to Judge Sirica

Kentucky Senators
Welcome Decision
U.S. Rep. Romano Mazzoli,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's two U.S. Senators 0—Louisville, introduced a reswelcomed President Nixon's de- olution in the House before Nixcision to release controirersial on' decided to release the tapes
to determine whether there
White Vouse tapes Tuesday.
"I'm delighted the tapes are were grounds for liiipeachnient.
After the President's move,
to be delivered," said Republican Sen. Marlow Cook Tuesday. Maraoli said he opposes irn"It should have been done peactunent until Congress conducts an inquiry to determine if
months ago."
Cook's office reported receiv- grounds exist, but added he
ing messages running 95-2 still believed the country would
against the President's firing of be well served by a congresWatergate special prosecutor sional study.
"This is a time to be resoArchibald .Cox and the refusal
lute," he said, "and not to be
to give up the tapes.
Still, the Republican- senator deterred by an eyeball-to-eyesaid, "The facts so far do not ball confrontation when the
dictate impeachment of .the President blinked first."
U.S. Rep. M. Gene Snyoler, RPresident. No court order has
said he would wait
Louisville„
been violated.
"With the television and ra- to see what evidence ultimately
dio reports, and the speeches is presented before deciding
on the floor," Cook added, "it whether he favors impeachgot to be kind of like a lynching ment.
mob."
Democratic Sen. Walter
"Dee" Huddleston said the public had reacted with "justifiable
outrage" to the firing of Cox.
Huddleston's office received
messages 92-4 against the President.
Huddleston said releasing the
tapes was a "step in the right
direction" because Nixon "realized he faced very serious consequences had he not made
some conciliatory move."

Live animals used
for cancer tests
England's Home Office has
published a report stating that
nearly 400,000 exper mien ts
were conducted on living animals during cancer research
last year.
The animals included 168
cats and 297 dogs, and more
than half of the experiments
were performed without an
anesthetic — CNS
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auce the pressure in Congress
for impeachment.
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, DMinn., agreed that impeachment moves would be deflated
now.
Senate Republican Leader
Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania
said Nixon did the -eminently
right thing" in releasing the
tapes, but Scott said he was
certain talk of impeachment
did not dictate Nixon's action.
"Impeachment didn't move
this tough man," Scott said.
"But I do believe that public
outcry might have helped convince him that the compromise
he had tried wasn't working."
New York State Senate Majority Leader Warren M. Anderson, a Republican, said the
President's action "ought to
be
should
conditions
varying
the air down there. I
clear
exrecognized, he said. As an
don't know what more anyone
ample, he said various pollucould want."
tants could be measured fairly
Saying he was pleased with
localized
precisely under highly
Nixon's decision, Rep. Mark
conditions but could not be elseAndrews, R-N.D., said, "of
where or under different atmoscourse what he's doing now is
pheric conditions.
what he should have done four
Further, he said, a highway months ago."
improvement might raise the
"It's most bewildering," said
traffic level but it also would Democratic State Chairman Joincrease the speed of that traf- seph Crangle of New York.
fic and thus might cause less "One day he fires a man of inpollution than would fewer cars tegrity for asking the courts for
going at a slower speed.
the tapes and two days later he
Ferdinand Moore, chairman releases them. It's very odd."
"Why in the name of God
of the Kentucky River Area Development District at Hazard, didn't he do it months ago?"
also raised objections about asked Oregon Gov. Tom
how the regulation might harm McCall, a Republican.
''I hope this will lead to a
economic development. His letresolution and satisfy those who
ter was read by Percy Elkins.
Moore's letter asked that lo- have called for full and open
cal government agencies be disclosure of the facts surgiven control over facilities rounding Watergate," said Gov.
mentioned in the regulation, in- Dan Evans of Washington, also
stead of giving that power to a Republican.
Sen. George McGovern, Dstate agencies in Frankfort.
said the news from WashS.D.,
from
lying
power
that
With
the site involved, he said, some ington did not alter his view
prefects might be delayed or that impeachment proceedi
killed due to objections raised against Nixon should get under
way at once.
by "misguided people."
Because of the ouster of Cox,
And the power to withhold
"there
is just ane agency left
such
for
permits
construction
facilities at the state level, he with a constitutional remedy,"
added, could be used to reward McGovern sail "It is the Conpolitical friends and punish po- gress, and te remedy is impeachment
litical enemies.

critics and end the controversy
"Thank God," said Sen. Barover the tapes.
ry Goldwater, R-Ariz.
After staunchly refusing for
months to give up nine Water- , Cox said, "I know all citizens
will be happy, as Lam, that the
gate tape recordings and firing
special Watergate prosecutor President wisely chose to rethe rule of law."
Archibald Cox last Saturday spect
am
"I
proud of the Presiover the issue, Nixon agreed
Tuesday to abide by a court or- dent," said Republican state
der to surrender the tapes to chairman Jack Ranson of KanU.S. District Court Judge John sas, adding he believed Nixon's
release of the tapes would reJ. Sirica.
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Nixon's Earlier Decision On
,3 Tapes Brought On 'Nightmare'

Multi
Scrub,.
Medicated Cleansing
Scrub. Contains NO
Hexachlorophene.

1-oz. size

LIQUID HAIR GROOM
GROOMS HAIR
WITHOUT GREASE

'1.09
Value

STRI %Gill
THE EXTRA

PAIN RELIEVER

HEADACHES —
EUEDRIti
FOR EXCEDRIN RELIEF
GET

4-Ounce Size

sl

99' Value

ultra

UNSCENTED

60
Tablet
Size

POWDER SPRAY

5 Ounce Size

26 Value

ban

ultra

ban
SPRP

5000

1—

REGULAR OR UNSCENTED
1111111011MME00111

1.35 Value

Analgesic Sleeping Aid

1 Ounce

86' Value

The Night time Pain Reliever
Special Formulation'

,i.

VITALIS

30 Tablet Size

10 Tablet Size

Dry Texture

Medicated Cleansing Scrub.
Contains NO Hexachlorophene.
VIN

'1.49
Value
6-oz.

3 Ounce Size

Lotion

47' Value

5 1.09 Value

TODAY'S FULL
NATURAL LOOK
IN A TUBE

68(p
1.25 Value

Chewable
Cold Tablets
for Children
ANALGESIC NASAL DECONGESTANT

COngeSpinn
Demi*coid bbIets
•

..k"."9.. •..-...'
en ..

ORANGE FLAVORED

36 Tablets

86' Value

-- HEALTH AND-BEAUTY-AIDS GIVE-YOU QUALITY AS
WELL AS MONEY SAVING VALE EVERY DAVI
•
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ARMOUR TESTENDER
BLADE CUT

TREASURE
MIRACLE
CHEST
WHIP

Qt 49c

CHUCK

ROAST

500w

TIfIVEk

Last Week's Winner: Margaret Downey,
Rt 6, Murray.
Card not punched.

Limit: 1 with 17.50 additional purchase,
excluding tob. & dairy products.

We Reserve The Right To Limit
Oct. 24-Oct. 30

BEL-MR SHOPPRIG CENTER
Prices Good

Big 32 Ounce

COKES

1[9,
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3.
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Morrell Econ. Bulk

POT PIES
GR. BEEF
PATTIE
MIX

79C lb.

Nescafe

Coffee
Tissue
CRISCO Nestea

12-0z. Jar

GERBER

$ 1 29

BONELESS COUNTRY FRY

STEAK

Cottonelle

4-Roll Pkg.

Art !
Won

FROM OUR DELI . . .

Pure Vegetable

FRESH DONUTS

Instant

ggc

FRIED CHICKEN

3-0z. Jar

School Day

3-lb.
Can 1hp

Golden Ripe

39C Bananas
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Maxwell House

Maxwell House

Giant Size

Concentrated

Sanka

Sea Pack

Jumbo Size

COFFEE

SHRIMP &
BATTER

SOS
PADS

COFFEE
10-oz. jar

COFFEE
1-1b. can

Expires 10-30-73
Good Only at Storey's

Expires 10-30-73
Good Only at Storey's

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Maxwell /louse

22-oz bot
49C
Expires 10-30-73
Good Only at Storey's
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Giant Size

COFFEE

Gt Size

8-oz. jar

DASH

18 ct box

Jib, box

$1"

69c

Expires 10-30-73
Good Only at Storey's

Expires 10-30-73
Good Only at Storey's

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Yu ban

Manhattan

Giant Size

COFFEE

COFFEE

WHEATIES

1 -lb can

12-oz box

2 lb .can
$189
Expire 10-30-73
Good Only at Storey's

Expires 10-30-73
qv
Good Only at Storey's

Expires 10-30-73
Good Only at Storey's

Expires 1430-73
Good Only at Storey's

Expires 10-30-73
Good Only at Store's

Expires 10-30-73
Good Only at Storey's

Expires 10-30-73
Good Only at Storey's
Coupon No. 74388
Limit 1 Per Family

Coupon No. 74389
Limit 1 Per Family

Lifebuoy

Betty Crocker

SOAP

PIE CRUST
MIX

bath size

2/35c

Expires 10-30-73
Good Only at Storey's

Expires 10-30-73
Good Only at Storey's

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Expires 10-30-73
Good Only at Storey's

11 -oz box

2/59c
Expires 10-30-73
Good Only at Store)

Coupon No. 74386
Limit 1 Per Family
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unafraid, knowing how much
the uncle had adored the child
and felt that he was near her to
protect her.
began to hear moans and
For those who have exgroans. He thought he was perienced the supernatural, the
dreaming, but he plainly saw spirit world is quite real. Even
Old Watson corning near. The the skeptical are at a loss to
young man tried to get out the explain what have been definate
door, but it had stuck. He heard warnings, advice and apOld Watson moaning and in pearances of persons from
desperation, the man fell to his another world.
knees and began praying to God
Most believers think spirits
that he was sorry for his and ghosts are friendly and
mistreatment of Watson. Im- make an appearance only to
mediately Old Watson smiled offer help. This belief is quite
down at him, disappeared and different from that held by
outside the storm ceased.
Halloweeners who are sure the
In Fayette County the ghost of goblins are out to get them
if'
a man frequently appeared the, don't watch out.
near a young niece he was
particularly fond -of. So far as
BIG PICTURE
the girl's parents know, the
Pictures
taken from Skylab
child was never aware of the
of Australia, Thailand, Indopresence, but both her father
nesia, Malaysia and Camand mother had seen the
bodia will be used to improve
presence of the uncle move
agriculture, ecology, mapdown the hallway and enter the making and mining
explorachild's room. The parents were tion. - CNS

Ghosts Provide Stories For Reading In October
By EDWARD NEILAN
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON - like In
Quixote, who spent a lifetime
tilting windmills, Leonard A.
Greene has spent a good part
of the last two years battling a
computer.
Greene, 48, a plumber in Alexandria, Va., has not actually been fighting a computer itself but rather the people who
made a mistake on Input of information.
That mistake, programmed
into the electronic vastness
and Intricacies of a computer,
has become a continuing
nightmare to Greene, his wife
Selma and their three young
children.
Greene's plight has been repeated many times across the
ectintry.
He had fallen behind in
pciyments to a Washington
area department store during
a period when he was paying
for his wife's unexpected hospitalization for a kidney ailment.
The department store forwarded his name to a credit
checking bureau as a bad risk
and the information flowed to
many sources. Greene eventually succeeded in getting
the Washington area credit
bureau to revise its report of
his status, but the damage
had already been done.
The negative information
had been forwarded to other
sources and although the correction was made at the
Washington credit bureau it
went no further.
Greene's application for an
emergency loan to pay his
_ wife's medical, bills was
turned down becaus of his
"bad" credit rating. Other
complications arose, his debts
mounted and so did harassment from bill collectors.
The plight oi hundreds of
Leonard Greenes was cited
the other day by Health, Education and Welfare Secretary
--Caspar W. Weinberger in announcing a new report calling
for restraints on the operation
of computer data banks contaming information about individual Americans.
"When I was administrator
of the FTC (Federailltrade
Commission ),"---. Weinberger
said, "I became acutely
aware of the problems individual consumers have in getting computerized records
corrected."
Weinberger said that the
new report, titled "Records,
Computers and the Rights of
Citizens," was intended to re-

duce threats, large or small,
to civil liberties posed by
computerized record-keeping
operations.
"We're not here to attack
the computer," said the HEW
secretary. -We literally
couldn't run the government
today without computers issuing Social Security checks
and keeping vital records and
other chores.
But much needs to be done
in preventing possible excesses in human handling of
this information,"
The report was prepared by
an advisory committee which
was created by Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Richardson in 1972
when he was HEW secretary.

n No. 74389
Per Family

Crocker

CRUST
Ix
-oz. box
/59C
es 10-30-73
ly at Storey's
OUPON
1 Per Family

Promise

GARINE
lb

CS 10-30-73
Is at Stores's

ALPS ACCIDENTS
la cne week-in ini.4-ikuvist,
at least 10.persons died climbing in the Swiss Alps, including three Swiss -killed osi the
Dammastock (l1,922 feet),
and two Japanese who fell
from the Matterhorn (14,780
feet - CNS

sign.
"We must learn to temper
this particular technological
application with sensitive
concern for due process and
the average citizen's wish to
be let alone," Richardson
said.

ever actually seen the pair.
Years ago in Lewis County a
Mr. Lee took the life of a Mr.
Ellis, accoreng to historian and
writer, Dr. William Talley. Lee
was jailed, but a mob gathered
later, removed him from his
cell, took him to Dry Hollow and
hung him. However, as some
believe, doing in a person does
not always do away with him.
The jailer, a Mr. Hisey, began
to notice that every time Lee's
bed was occupied by another
prisoner, Lee would reappear.
The old jail was also frequented
by other ghosts such as the
woman whose husband murdered her with an ax. After the
man was put in jail, his wife
began to make her appearances, greatly disturbing
her husband. Finally the man
was moved to the penitentiary
but -a ghost with his likeness

returned to the old jail. Later
both the man and his wife
frequently
appeared
to
prisoners in the jail.
In Green County,Eddy Pierce
writes about old George Watson
who could not hear or speak.
Watson was in the habit of
visiting in a home where the
women would feed him and he
in payment for the kindness
would do work around the place.
The woman's two sons took
advantage of Watson's condition and tormented him with
their pranks.
Watson later died and was
buried behind his small cabin.
One night one of the woman's
sons was riding home from
church when a storm began.
The young man stopped at the
little Watson cabin to wait out
the storm. He dozed and then

LAYAWAY NOW • NO EXTRA CHARGE
BEST SELECTION OF TOYS EVER!
NORSMAN.

Includes

War

SET
Tap Wogoneer ond
pick-up interchange
to pull horse trailer,
containing o broce of
thoroughbred horses
r5r0 s •

A-BABY

WITH 13" TODDLER

WETS ONLY WHEN YOU
WANT HER TO1

*
*

99

Sale
Price

Value
Automatic timer and speed control. On-off switch.
Adjustable scoreboard. Points included to point players
the colors of your favorite teams. ';

Soft, cuddly, 15" baby drinks from
real bottle. Has rooted hair and
sleeping eyes, and dressed in o 2pc. loce-trimmed outfit. She wets
when you pot button on back.,,

lv
CCN.-118
(

22-m."MR.BIM"

Super

ETCH-A-SKETCH

Plush Monkey

Value

COMPlETI ASSORTMENT Of BEAUTY AIDS!
Ploy beauty shop with hairdressing
set, hairpiece, non-toxic make-up,
and brush. 'no ,

DRAWS LIKE

MAGIC!

$5 Value

PAMPER BABYI
Scale model metal fire truck
with snorkel, recycling truck, traffic helicopter,
irservice bus, and other big-city equipment. O 'SI

Super
Valve

Turn the knobs
lines,
circles. diaponols appeal
Turn upside doyen ond
dro•ings disappear ii
fun
helps develop
coordination

Vinyl,face, ears, hands and
shoes. Red suspenders with
bells. Con be hung by fi,s
hand.

po
'OUTRIDER'

Art Seminar Set At
Wondering Woods
An art seminar sponsored by
Wondering Woods, a Central
Kentucky family vacation attraction near Cave City and
Park City, adjacent to Mammoth Cave National Park, will
be held November 2 and 3,
according to an announcement
by Herby Moore, attraction
developer. —
The seminar, which will be
held at Harmony Tower in
Wondering Woods, will be a free
service to high school and
college students throughout
Kentucky, Moore said.
Instructors will be Ron
Fendel, Assistant Art Director
of the Abbey Press at Saint
Meiru-ad, Indiana; Bill Gaither,
Wildlife Artist, of Cincinnati,
Ohio, and Maurie Sevigny,
Professor of Art, Western
Kentucky UnlVersTry7Bowling
Green.
Resident artist Harold
Rigsby; Laura Ross, pottery
specialist, and Paul Kincheloe,
woodcrafter, will assist with
demonstrations of their work.
Moore said that the purpose of
the seminar was to assist
students in making decisions
relative to their interest in the
field of art, and provide certain
future
guidelines
for
professional training.
Moore added that interest
expressed by visitors to Wondering Woods who had seen
artists and craftsmen at work,
and their inquiries relative to
arts and crafts instruction, had
influenced his decision to
sponsor the seminar.
Students who wish to participate may contact James
Shari, Wondering Woods, Cave
City, Ky. 42259.

Richardson, who was present at the unveiling of the report, said, "A key contribution of this committee's report
is its insistence that the challenges raised by computerbased personal data record
keeping should be examined
broadly as important issues of
social policy rather than as
narrowly conceived questions
of record-keeping technique
and imaginative system de-

Many people at some time or
other have had experience with
the supernatural. They may
have dreams that suprisingly
have more than a "shade" of
truth in them or maybe they see
spirits.
"I don't believe in ghosts and
haunts," is an often quoted
phrase, but just as often the
quoter is loathe to enter a
haunted house at night walk
near a cemetery after sundown.
It was Charles Dana who said,
"I don't believe * ghosts, but
I've been afraid of them all my
life."
It is well known in Morgan
County that a horse and rider
travel the Licking River Road,
stopping suddenly near what is
known as "The Hanging Tree"
where a Civil War hanging was
prevented. The galloping
continues to be heard but no one

Wonder

HOLSTER
MUSTANG
SET

EXCLUSIVE AT
OUR STORES,

Molded body
with pink & white
candy strip* fold•
rng hood. Spring
action gear. 10
18" body, 5" wheels

VENTRILOQUIST DOLL

Sturdy spring
gives exciting ride SI de
bars for easy mount, ;
Adjusts from 23
261
/
2" height
AUTHENTIC LIKENESS.
2 Texas repeaters
with stag handles.
Brown holsters with
big silver buckle &
belt. nut

'WILLIE TALK'
Special
Holiday
Price

72 40

24- authentic ventriloquist dummy,
Mouth opens by pulling string in back
of neck. Life-like molded vinyl heod,
floppy arms and legs. Ventriloquist
instruction book included. 72 ,S)

Oulu'

S
I WIri

POOL TABLE

HAVE SANTA BRING THEM WHEELS!

23.50 Value

Flying
Bright red with rubber tires
Steel sleeve bearings for
smooth running Over 24"
long 45 771 g

WE
TRADE!

Boll-bearing front white'.
Flame Red. Stopgap ekeform. Chrome hendlebers
and front fender, low
erfhtte steeps tielies.-40401.-. ,
size s‘. -sv

PUT IT
IN LAYAWAY!

-

Mfl,LmAN

Igge:t
ewe!

Includes automatic boll return, col
ore-d numbered bolls, triangle and
cue sticks. Chrome legs with full
end panels. •:!,s.s.

TRAP DRUM SET
v4111600

USE OTASCO CREDIT!

8.99

SIDEWALK BIKE

12-in. Trike. •s
16-in. Trik•

v
s

12.87

14.87

ELDON CHEETAH

44

THE FASTEST THING ON THREE WHEELS?

LAYAWAY
NOW
• Easy Riding
Banana Saddle

USE
OTASCO
CREDIT I

• 3.110r coniii.-..e, frame
• Studded Rear Tire on
boy's model
• Chrome Saddle Supports and Reflytot

Tiny tots love this one!

• 20-in. Boyls Model
_ 4) .soKhiEe Strier Tires . - Flarntsoyont Green
•,Chtoor trinelors & Rimy
• 20-in. Girl's, Model Magenta

L.

It looks like o bicycle, but performs like a tricycle
Equipped with ItStge tires and safety-aid training
,44-feek. - Hisilt.ei4I5roirmi.haodlokbom,r.sailohliin

Yolitiw or,wager...or7

:

Super
Value

Psychedelic Head
on Bass DIVIT

Fantastic Chopper styling includes
chrome trim, bright red seat 8 racing stripes;
Both rear wheels ore
horeis fast and clean.
CoroplAt",vrith ,nsw
4e speed increases

20" boss drum, torn tom and
snore drum, unbreakable Tuff.
Beat heads, sticks, 2 Hissing
cymbals, tone block, cow bell,

drive wheels — so the accelera
Uses the "ratchet-drive system
SUPER SpLLND- H. builds os
65 ,03

ped:0 and b•enees.;?,-o.s

-To

-DUU p.täT55t5U OTASCO Slain
Mon-Fiat.
9-8

Prices Good Thru Saturday Only I I

_CHARGE

-

*

Shopping
753-8391

Center

'

,
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by the Morehead Lions Club
and the Rowan County High
School Boosters Club. Proceeds
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Mondays Are Never Dull For A
State Police Radio Operator

Morehead Tobacco Fest Set For October 25-27

When the second annual
Morehead Tobacco Festival
conies to Rowan County Oct. 2527, visitors will have the opportunity to admire the city and
request a license check and by surrounding country-side as
of
the time he has pulled the driver well as help pay tribute to one
innt
importa
car
the
most
whether
area's
knows
the
over, he
is stolen, or its driver is a known dustries—burley tobacco.
fugitive who may be armed and
Back in 1898, the old
dangerous.
was
Advance
ad
Morehe
the
as
But, as -important
its description of
LINK-NC1C system is, the eloquent in
Rowan County.
troop*r still must depend on his Morehead and
On accounts of its location, said
post radio dispatcher to comone newswriter, Morehead "is
plete that vital link between him
one of the most healthy towns
ased
gton-b
Washin
the
and
in the United States. The
computer.

enforcement agencies, is
By Larry Campbell
Cabinet
stored.
Law and Justice
The LINK-NCIC net provides
FRANKFORT,Ky. — For Joe
Nation, a senior radio dispat- for the almost distant relay of
cher at the state police post information across the nation,
here, it was beginning to look saving many manhours of
legwork; making way for quick
like a pretty dull Monday.
Already, the day watch was apprehension of fugitives and
more than half over and, except offering a better measure of
for some -sporadic calls from protection for the policeman on
troopers making routine license his beat.
For example, a trooper
checks, Joe was finding plenty
of time to catch up on some stopping a traffic violator can
overdue paperwork.
"Some days are like that," he
grunted. "But not very often."
It was difficult to tell from the
sound of his voice whether the
relative quiet of the radio room
on that particular afternoon
pleased or irked him.
In any event, the whole
question soon became academic
as the radio suddenly crackled
to life, catching him in midyawn. And even Joe's eyes
widened a bit as the first words
of a long message clacked
through his computer terminal.
State police were being asked
to be on the lookout for a man
wearing a black, floppy hat
headed east on 1-64 in an
automobile.
Four Men, armed with submachine guns and other
weapons had reportedly robbed
a Louisville area bank and fled
the city. The floppy hat was the
one clear thing witnesses
remembered, and the driver
•
was wearing it
another
to
Switching
frequency, Joe began relaying
the vehicle's description to all of
the troopers and detectives on
patrol within his post's area. As
a precautionary measure, two
troopers also were ordered to sit
tight where they were—one at a
reststop along 1-64 and the other
on US 60—and keep the passing
traffic under surveillance.
A detective in an unmarked
car reported spotting a vehicle
carrying four male occupants
who matched the description
put on the air by Joe. One was
wearing a black, floppy hat.
without
reacted
Joe
hesitation. Several troopers
were dispatched to aid the
detective and set up a roadblock
to intercept the vehicle.
Seconds stretched into what
38
$
seemed like hours as observers
radio
the
in
began to collect
room and, crouched forward on
the edge of their chairs,
waited—listening and_sondering.
LB
-That was a left at the first
paved..," came a broadcast
from another section of the post
command area, momentarily
jolting observers from their
uneasy wait
U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE
---' Then came the long-awaited
The car has been
report.
halted.
For Joe, it was just another
note in the log. But for the observer, it was a classic example
of the important role which
communication play in police
work, a role which state police
planners have emphasized
OR
their very
almost from
3OR MORE
when
ago
beginning 25 years
there was virtually no radio
network at all.
LB.
In 1967, the state communications net was enlarged
by joining the FBI's National
Crime Information net (NCIC),
via installation of a teletype
terminal at Frankfort which
ties into the NCIC computer in
Washington.
There "want" date on stolen
automobiles, boats, license
plates, securities and bonds,
weapons, wanted persons and
$119
other crime information
12-0Z
PKG
LB
collected from some 6,000 law

'II II'

GREEN BEANS

SIRA
LOW ii

$

f

COUNTRY
STYLE

.

28

Round
Ground
GENUINE
Ground Chuck

Predominantly Catholic
,Belgium has legalised the sale
of-contraceptives (cc the fir*
time, but they act obtainable
only on a decter'; prescription.
Taws Elatittg back to 1905
have made the sale or advertising of contraceptives a
criminal offense until now. —

Pork Hocks
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Sausage

LB.
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LB
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SERVE & SAVE

JIMMY DEAN
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1
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QUARTERS
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QUARTERS

99c
89c
89c
FREEZER BEEF

LB

FAMILY PAK OF 3OR MORE

FRESH. PICNIC-STYLE

PORK ROAST
•

59'

SALE
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b
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HAM
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$119
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KROGER

MEATY

Pork Neck Bones

Ln

Pork Feet

LB

59c
55c

9
$10
•

Wieners

LB.

99C
NO A
RED POTATOES

KROGER

Braunschweiger
US

88(CITRUS SALE
GRAPEFRUIT5Bg
TANGELOS 12
ORANGES 5B1:
TANGERINES affIG

FR

FRYER

LB
Breasts
Fryer
FAMILY PAK OF IOR MORE
LegsRBALLLB
FryerA BUTTE
WholeGRADE
USDA
LB
He.. Turkeys 1:rel.:1`.°

BOLOGNA
$109
I L. I

LB.

NUT-COATED

COUNTRY CLUB

Fruit Cake Mix
Orange Drink

WHITING
$199
5 LB
BOX

THB 0

Fish Cakes

LBS

FR ES SHORE

$109
99(

I -LB
PK G

Perch Fillets

MRUDRI
TNKS
FRUI

12 , $1

20 $169

BODE N'S

1

DRESSED

I

Caramel Apples
CONCORD
Candy Apple Kits

6, R99c
39,
99c
79C
In
lB

GAL
JUG

..,ASHINGT0'. E. ATP/A FANCY FIED OR GOLOE',

DELICIOUS APPLES
EACH

CO.

LB

LB.69C

Sides

LB

I MORR
PRIDE

FRESH

59c
939

q e
NLEiie

KROp,ER

FAMILY PAK
OF 3BREAST
QUARTERS.3
LEG QUARTERS
3WINGS, 2

LB.

LB

THE

GIBLETS

$

$148
t
E
e
r

N
SLICED BACOELL

Belgium legalizes
contracepttte sales

Limit right reserved. Copyright 1973

FRYING CHICKEN

T-BONE
STEAK

SIRLOIN
STEAK

RIB
STEAKS

A high-flying hairstyle rila
be obtained aboard . South
African Airways which has •
opened a beauty salon for
women aboard its jumbo jet
flights between London and
Johannesburg.
A top' London hairstylist
recently gave a demonstration to 341 passengers as the
plane cruised at 33,000 feet. —

Tues.. Oct. 30.

U.S. GOV'T. GRADED CHOICE "People's Choice" BEEF

ROT LL
ONROAS
STLESS
BOBONE

How about a shampoo
and a jet 'set'?

SC01111

All othefs good thru
Bakery Prices good thru Sat., Oct. 27

—

or

IA
your
wha
to ti
AR!I
(Ma
give
hanS
With
shou
TAU
I Apr

38-0Z.
BTL.

1411.
CANS

OR
BONE-IN - -I
SWISS

Yo

SAL;OIL

GREEN GIANT FRENCH-STYLE

STEAK

PAG1

8

4

JUICY DELICIOUS
3-La
BAG

Golden Apples
SUGAR SWEET

Honeydew Melons
FLORIDA YELLOW

Sweet Corn

EA

5

EARS

CRISP

Pole Beans

LEI

LARGE HALLOWEEN
pu M PIKINS

6

ANU

79c
88C
69(
39c

^
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CANCER
03/0
(June 22 to July 23)
Use care in handling both job
and family affairs. Don't take
success for granted now. It
must be earned — all the way.

Your Individual Horoscope
415\V

FOR THURSDAY,OCTOBER 25, 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Experiences of the past may
give you the clues as to proper
handling of this day's action.
With 9orrect procedure, you
should'do well.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)

11I

VALUABLE KROGER COUPON.

PUNCH
DETERGENT

11•11
MS
EllIE
WM
41111E
MO
IIIIMI
IMO
=NI
NMI
MB
BIB
MN
AIM
BM
MB
IlleM
IIIND
MN
MB
=lb
IBM
OM
MR

VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You may not be in the best
position to take action on a
cherished -project just now, but
that needn't prevent you from
planning.

-

....
...

NMI
MD
AM
MD
MEI
MIN

4E111

IMO
Min
4E44

fin

VALU MILE KROGE R COUPON

EMBASSY MAYONNAISE OR

SI▪ M
IMO

C
.
ri

OEM▪I
4•41

BONI
IMMi
IEMB
IBMs
ENS

EMI

IM▪ MO
SIMI

COFFEE

4•▪ 44
ANA

OT

OM

,

WITH THIS COUPON THRU TUES.. OCT 30.

n

WITH THIS COUPON ThIRU TUES.. OCT. 30
LIMIT ONE SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES.

LIMIT ONE. SUBJEZT TO APlat-tCASLIErf

111111111111111111111111111111111

iuuiuuIuIiIIUIflhIIuimluhIIll
1

00
10P

GOODT

\it's
Se

TOP

STAMPS

u iAultgs

Top

oCi
CUP
T 3014 'E
LIMIT

ONE

v"

IPPREINSKII

S TAtiPS

• SMUCKER S
12-0Z
• Strawberry Preserves JAR
100 FT
i.SGIad Wrap
GLAD

ROLL

Ui

GLAD
20-CT
PKG

Bags

13-02
PKGS

65' ?„Sweetheart

rv,PURINA HIGH PROTEIN

Bleach

27'

OT

28-0Z
JAR

Butter

&CMarmalade

12-0Z

RED LABEL
OT

3

TOMATOES

14-0Z
BTLS

39c
77c
Si

1 -LB
BAG

1 -LEI CAN
1 -LB
CANS

Le Sueur Peas
LE SUEUR

Shoe

3

Peg Corn
LIPTON ITALIAN STYLE

12-02
CANS

4-0Z
PKG

Vegetable Soup

69'
89'
39'

BA G
B $2
67

KROGER
OT
JAR

Sandwich Spread
KROGER
SOF r

Dete

,EMor,

rgent SCE4,EP,_3/4

LRYS,AL oT

MISSY
Fabric Softener

GAL

3

$1

3
(No COMSTOCK

15v, 02
Bean Salad
TEXIZE

109

CAN

,,SFIstf Softener
v1HEAVY DUTY
(

9

Reynolds

25-FT
ROLL

43'
63'
63c

12-0Z
Chocolate Flavor Chips PKG
15c OFF LABEL
Palmolive
9-OUNCE

Liquid

PKG
Dixie Cup

Refills

2

¶0.0.39C

KROGER SLICED

KROGER

PKG
1 -LB. 53C

Blackeye Peas
PET RITZ

1-02.

PKG.
PKG.
OF S

Pie Shells
KROGER 9 INCH
Pie Shells
PET RITZ DEEP DISH

97C

PKGS S 1
OF' 2

PKG. 11141C
OF 2

Pie Shells

Parkay
KROGER TEXAS STYLE

Biscuits

Nit iiIELLS

39c

Beans
of,KROGER WHOLE
Green

LB

Beans

53'

PKGS 35
'

EATMORE SOFT

89'
L. 39
, 71
PIMENTO SPREAD

COUNTRY STYLE
Bread
COUNTRY STYLE
llys-BAK
ED

KROGER CORN OIL

Dinner Roth
LARGE

Margarine
KROGER RAT TRAP

Angel Food Cake
LARGE GOLDEN

LBS

0-0Z
STICK

Cheddar Cheese
.
_

•.,

7 49
c

$1

1 -LB
$1
CANS
C

2 Az89c
FULL

Margarine

1 -LB
CANS
C

89'

SANDWICH BREAD

12-02

YLE
H°
BUTTERMILK
"
A
T
"

1 -LB
CANS

4
4

$109

OT
e.,
WITH THIS COUPON THRU TUES.. OCT. 30
LIMIT ONE.
SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES,
...
.. .., .
iii+

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov. •
Wendell Ford has proclaimed
Wednesday, Oct. 24, as United
e.rniritt tiViTiiti
.
,
Nations Day in Kentucky in
WORTH 10
it.rori:, .
accordance with the U.N.
TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF A 5-LB BAG
General Assembly's request
"••-•
PILLSBURY FLOUR
that all member nations devote
GOOD THRU TUES.. OCT 30 LIMIT ONE
this day to recognition of the
SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES
organization's projects and.
m•sm
m m..... k-• .
.. ..V4413%..
:
I. .......... vi L
goals.
"711
To celebrate the occasion, a
CASH
""
gala event will be held in
TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF A 4-02 JAR
Frankfort. Foreign students are'
KROGER FREEZE-DRIED COFFEE
invited to wear their native
GOOD THRU TOES . OCT. 10 LIMIT ONE
dress and be guests at a noon.SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES
11'
matey
Itriarr
. luncheon in the Capitol Annex'
y
41Nyl
i•
AY,
it h""
•
cafeteria.
171
'
"
1
I.
A program in front of the:
State Capitol will begin at 2 p.m.
TOWARD THE PURCKASE OF A 4-0Z JAR
Guest speaker will be Dr. John.
KROGER DECAF INSTANT COFFEE
Logue, founding director of
GOOD THRAJ TUES OCT 30 LIMIT ONE
=
Villanova University's World
SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES
Order Research Institute.
,17,71ikiNW:l SAAWl'iiiiY;
',',',','..'‘,ftIMA
Following the program, a
reception sponsored by the
TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF St 50 OR MORE
Frankfort
and
Danville
GOLD CREST HALLOWEEN CANDY
Women's Clubs will be held in
the State Room of the Capito!.
GOOD THRU TUES . OCT 30 LIMIT ONE.
SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE
Mayors of all Kentucky cities
16090,1
.
1 1WI
k
2
•
.
'
l I%
are
urged to plan similar
TAXES4
programs in observance of the
work of the U.N.
TOWARD THE PUIRCHAk OF A 4-02 WEL.
The U.N. was created to
KROGER PURE VANILLA EXTRACT
maintain world peace, based on
GOOD THRLI TUES OCT 30 LIMIT ONE
the respect of equal rights and
C
SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES
c.
..
self-determination of peoples,
ASIVNAWAYA d'aiWalY4W&Wii851,',',',,VMP::
and to raise the standard of
ANTISEPTIC
living for all mankind.

CASH

WORTH 34:1 CASH

WORTH 0' CASH

KRAFT'S WHIPPED
IN TWO II 02
CUPS

4 ,LF, 88e

Green

CORN OIL

'WORTH 15c CASH

CORN
LY

Spinach
KROGER FRENCH-STYLE

MAZOLA

N,

L

KROGER

25e

KTror,i R

••0

OF 40

BISCUITS

49'
73
49'

'

OT

POTATOES
Strawberries

I
VVH
,
Pt

2:
3 BAKER'S

PILLSBURY BUTTERMILK

Si1

GOLDIN

$11

KROGER SHOESTRING

20 02
PK OS

9'
8
69'
39c

4 0%

Wrap

PINEAPPLE JUICE

2

49'.
49
'w
.„ -i.' WORTH 20i
69c

KROGER BARTLE T T

PEAR HALVES

I

Oct. 24 Set
E As U.N. Day

9
'

COFFEE
91;

If your dog show
these
symptoms and no fleas or
mange problems are evident;
Wise advises calling on
veterinarian who may, after
examination, recommend
cortisone,
antihistamines,
vitamins, or some other drug
However, if a veterinarian is
not available, Wise says the
troubled dog may get some .
relief by a changed diet, by the
addition of some fat to the diet,
by putting a few drops of wheat
germ oil in the food each day.
and by applying calamine lotion'
or cortisone ointment to areas
of skin damage caused by
scratching. Brush, rather than
bathe the dog, he says, and cut
out all exotic foods such as
candy, cake, bread, and
potatoesAs Wise points out, each ease
of prolonged scratching May
have a different cause and
finding that cause may takesome doing.* However, if ri
veterinarian is unavailable, the
home remedies mentioned may
help.

CHOICE OF PATTERN

KROGER
Peanut

HT

4

cv,SMUCKER'S ORANGE

43c
5'

5 5-022
BAR

Dial Soap

AVONDALE

3 „ $1

22-0Z
BTL

Soap

BATH SIZE
5-LB $109
BAG

Food

Dog

FRUIT COCKTAIL

Ketchup

WITH EACH 13.00 IN
ELIGIBLE PURCHASES
NO COUPONS BUY AS
MANY AS YOU LIKE

0.e) LIME L'OUID

Wastebasket

MONTE

Karo Syrup
<No HUNTS

ROLLS

PP

76c cv;

OF 10

Bags

N SE R V E

02

PUREX

PKG.
2,\Trash

49,
33c

BROWN

FLAKE
TWIN.
OR
COMBO
;

003•F

1. X•TRA LOW DISCOUNT PRICES
3. WEEKLY SPECIALS
Kroger maintains low levels of prices on foods ...Kroger's got 'em These special buys are made
you buy the most, DAY IN and DAY OW
potstble by market roncbtoon and week to
2 X IRA BONUS BUYS
week basis
These are special offers made possible by
4 TOP VALUE STAMPS
manufacturer's allowances and speclel ou•
the ext:a PLUS you Pet at It tort. along
chases, look tot the X in our ads and in OW
with all the above
stores.

VALUE

MACARONI 'St
CHEESE

3„,119c

111111111111111111111111111111111

SAVE 4 WAYS AT KROGER

EXTRA

GREEN GIANT BLUE LAKE CUT

GREEN BEANS

NEB

ex5e,

181.14e;N
2

WITH THIS COUPON AND 17 10 PURCHASE EXCLUDING TORACCO IANO
FRESH OR P5055K 14.44.14 PEICHSUCTILg.
.
TT 17:44A
.
NcD IN A013IT ON TO ANY

s

69'
5

COFFEE

1.1.1

ISM

IMP
SNP

5 L BS
4-OZ
PK G

Dog Is Fighting Fleas

LEXINGTON, KY..—If every
In cases .of continual
dog has his flea, as the old china, says Wise, the first
saying goes, then it stands to impulse of the dog's master is to
reason that he will occasionally grab up a can of flea power,
have to scratch that flea. But, give the iletim a genuine good
according to William E. Wise, dusting and then, when the pup
Extension . specialist
in shows on improvement, cuss
veterinary medicine at the the remedy.
University of Kentucky College
Instead of fleas, the trouble
of Agriculture, when that oc- ,besetting the dog may be a type'
casional scratch becomes a 24- of eczema that, while most
hour thumping symphony, there prevalent in hot water, can'
may be something more serious occur at any time of the year;
than these pesky parasites and, whatever the time, cause —
working on the dog.
the dog great distress. There
may be several causes for this
Irritation-diet deficiency,
allergies, environment, and
VALUABLE KilloGiut COUPON
even temperament, with the
math symptom being extreme
NMI
itchiness, manifested, of
ENE
SIN
course, by the continuous
SEE
scratching.
1-lb.
- Then there may be other
symptoms,
says Wise. The
41111▪11
dog's coat may become dull and
IM▪P
dry in appearance. Bald spots
NEI
— OR —
may result from the scratching
and biting, and a pinkish rash
KROGER
M▪ EI
may show up on the more exposed areas of the legs and
MIN
belly.
dal
1-1b.
MID
According to Wise, when a
dog shows these symptoms,
NEE
Inn
there's not much advantage in
GNI
WITH THIS COUPON AND 11 50 ADDITIONAL PURusing flea powder or rushing to
IEEE
CHASE. EXCLUDING TOBACCO IAND FRESH OR FROINN
ZEN MILK PRODUCTS IN TENN ) AND IN ADDITION
the drug store for a bottle of
EMI
TO ANY OTHER PURCHASE REQUIREMENTS GOOD
mange remedy. The problem is
LIMIT ONE SUBJECT TO
THRU TUES
OCT 30
APPLICABLE TAXES.
internal, rather than external,
and the flea powder and mange
remedy will be useless.

FOLGER'S

ENE

•

MS

Not Every Scratching

III

SALAD
DRESSING

EMI
SEE
MID

WEDNESDAY—OCTOBER 24, 1973
YOU BORN TODAY are so
vigorous in both work and play
that, even though endowed with
a robust constitution, you tend
to run it down by overtaxing
yourself. DON'T! You have fine
executive ability, originality
and enthusiasm. With your
variety of talents and will
power, and your very real
desire for attainment, you
should mold a happy, useful life.
The Scoepio-born can pull
themselves up from nowhere to
position.
top
You
a
automatically know what
pleases, usually cut red tape,
getting at essentials quickly.
Birthdate of: Adm. Richard E.
Byrd, aviator, explorer; Pablo
Picasso, world-renowned artist; Georges Bizet and Johann
Strauss, composers.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) la
Stellar aspects indicate a new
chance for advancement. Keep
going in familiar areas and
keep extracurricular activities
in their proper place.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Uranus fairly generous.
Dovetail activities with those of
associates. Joint performances
more resultful than solo ventures now.
PISCES
(Feb. 20.to Mar. 20)
Do not let a personal disappointment mar your overall
perspective. Continue to aim for
high goals. Your adeptness,
know-how and intuition should
be potent now.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
The risk of being taken in by
your emotions or by fast-talkers
is potent now. Safeguard your
principles and your assets.

1,wse, 10

MC

KING-SIZE

....
....

LEO
, (July 24 to Aug. 23)
By investigating background
information you receive, you
may find a good way to improve
your financial set-up. But DO
investigate. Don't act impulsively.

444-g

Co-workers may oppose your
tactics on the job, but that
shouldn't discourage you. Your
plans ARE good, so go ahead
with them.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
If you aim straight and do not
permit emotions or a one-sided
viewpoint to throw you off
course, you
know how to
cope with ALL, not just some
situations.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
Matters of minor importance
could blow up out of proportion.
Don't
let
them.
Your
quicksilver intuition and
foresight should be a big help.
SCORPIO
er•
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Take a second look before
accepting new ideas or unusual
propositions. Don't waste time
and energy pursuing a will o'
the wisp. Be especially careful
about financial involvements.

2
2
4

1 -LB.

LVS.

UT

Cake

$ 119

Doctor says bodies
should be reprocessed

PKGS89
DEODORANT
10-0Z $
PK GS

Arrid
PEPS DENT

I•LB

Toothpaste
10 CAPSULES

59.

PKG

3 Si
SANDWICH BUNS

Pound

LISTERINE

89.

12-0Z
PK GS

'289.

9-02.
9
CAN 9
7-02
TUBE

Contac
STAYFREE
Maxi Pads

PKG

2

PKGS

OF 12

FOA M. 'W n!

2 ors si

61'
96
'
$1

Dr. s. L. Henderson Smith,
an English general practitioner, and avid conservationist,
says people should not be
cremated or buried when they
die, but "reprocessed" with'
sewage to produce fertilizer:
and fuel.
"I got the idea reading about Miel'inn'IndiatiS7'he-- •
said —They had the-right Meer-in deposrtmg the dead in earth
withoul coffins so the enrich;•
ment of humus might occur."
CNS
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Southside
Shopping
Center
12th &
Story
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JIM ADAMS
FOOD MKTS.

Northside
Shopping
Center
10th &
Chestnut

* *-FIRST IN FINE MEATS * *

U.S.Choice

U.S. Choice

T-Bone
$1 69
Sirloin
49
,

U.S. Choice Boneless

ROUND Round Steak
STEAK

lb.

U.S. Choice Boneless Rump or Tip

U.S. Choice

Roast
1
"
§i
1 iew Beef
lb.

PICNICS

U.S.
ll- c-n RIBS

1-lb. pkg.

3-lb. pkg.

of Beef

WIENERS

89c

401lb.

89;

.

FIELD'S

70:c

FIELD'S

CHILI

lb.

69.; GROUND

SMOKED

.4

. Hind age Complete
Fore 77
b
,
83
de
Si
"
r
te
ar
Qu
uarter

TASIERSTE

lb.

lb

Freezer Beef Cut and Wrapped to Your Specifications!

AT NO CHARGE TO YOU!!
Friskies

25-lb. Bag

29

DOG
FOOD

Del Monte Cut

GR. BEANS

CORN

No 303 can

Cream Style
No. 303 can,

Royal

Royal

25

9

GELATIN
PUDDING

131

Jif
PEANUT
BUTTER
18-oz.

Hefty

LAWN BAGS

$1 19

Dick George Med.

Fresh, Firm

EGGS

CABBAGE

354:

1 lb Box

No. 12 Can

GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE
UnsweetenedA
46 oz.

Kelly
CHILI

29's

Donald Duck

69'

Sunshine
CRACKERS

3

4

GRAPEFRUIT

43.t

with BEAKS
1.G.A.

I.G.A. Sweet Midget

t
Mrs. Butterworth's

Red

GRAPES

10;
SALT
PICKLESum 59'
SYRUP
39;
12-oz.

Yellow

ONIONS

5-lb. Bag

Doz.

541

PINEAPPLE

23t

Xing Size

PUREX
Detergent

Del Monte

Pride of Ill.

12!

69it

29!
•
••

Store-OPEN- 24 ilours4'DAILY mag CLOSED
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS !GA It's the total on the tape that counts!
-

•41-

•

RAIN LOAD
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411.MED
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-
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MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT

:1
4
4'

%.1.-4
1 . - 1 )1:
\
t
.1
. 1._ 'NZ_ _ _-.....----- - •,,
wman
T
I•lin
97
,

•

t,HANGE

ED&
•

—where figendly people
help you saveI

II

••••••

ORANGE
D ITE
JUICE 6.:AENr

BLADE CUT

FRED &
WHITE

6/99'

Every Red t White product
is guaranteed to please
you or your money
will be refunded • RED &

10 OL

REGULAR
ELECTRO
PERK

WHITE

CHICKEN OF THE SEA

•

)
- CHUNK
ft• KO
,
se

COFFEE

CHUCK
ROAST

-1.A1,11111111,gisOfigacciWg'

$1 29
WITH COUPON
MAXWELL HOUSE
I

S

:".•••••••

COFFEE

it

I

LIGHT

TUNA,. a'

CHUNK 1.1.0,
--

WITH COUPON

CRISCO 3

S 01;541111.1

€

*
1SC
11151 HOLUM SWUM

VEGETABLE
-SHORTENING

LB

LB.
CAN

WITH A $7.50 PURCHASE
•

DAK CHOPPED HAM

1 LB

•

0"
.
,

MIR4RNWHIP

99

Ream

Miracle
Whip

TOMATO SOUP
EGGS
10' CAN
69
r

69'

320Z.
RED & WHITE LARGE
11

\

RED & WHITE

ICE CREAM

79t
th GALLON

tDOZEN

YELLOW CLING
RED & WHITE

PEACHES

Ili yikori

14

RIE36111TOES
10 LB.

290L

CAN

../

AJAX LIQUID
CL-wmP2ColCLEANER28

A

OZ

2
$11

-.‘••••••.•
•••

••

'.•-••
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wmas

I—

-

1 $

I

-

=

A....

.

•

di

-

4

I

i
4t

Amid rail

RED &

WHITE

STOCK

FOOD
STORES

RED & WHI SWEET
)i

AJAX GIANT SIZE 10'S

DETERGENT
LYSOL

SHAMPOO

DEODORANT

13t

49'

ULTRA BRITE MEDIUM

COLGATE

TOOTHPASTE

SHAVING
CREAM

SALE
!!
17
SOUP

itEDa

28 OZ

:PHOSPHATE

.
11111 1 RED & W

•

MACARONI &
RED &
CHEESE

BATHROON1
TISSUE
WHITE OR
ASSORTED

4 ROLL PACK

7%

GREEN BEANS
SLICED BEETS
CREAM STYLE
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6 OL
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KARO GREEN LABEL

59t
SLICED PICKLES.... 59t

SYRUP

RED & WHITE HAMBURGER

99 1 2/19t

32 OZ.

TOTI NO
PET RITZ DEEP DISH

•
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DEPAR
LOAD;
IRE/

32 OZ.

VALUABLE COUPON

PIZZA
HAMBURGER
SAUSAGE
PEPTERON1
CHEESE
774-:

DOVE BATH
WHITE OR PINK

SOAP

3/65'

RED & WHITE COUPON
EXPIRES 10-31-73
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RED St WHM,1101
0061
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LB.
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.
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SOAP
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RED & WHITE CHUNK

DOVE WHITE OR PINK
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ICE
CREAM

CHEESE
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DOG FOOD
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ROAST
ROAST
ROAST
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,
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PORK STEAK
$1"
$1 39

LB.$

ENGLISH CUT
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.$159
SAUSAGE....99'
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29
LB
1.
$
SLICED
LOIN L.$1"
STEAK
SIRLOIN

FRESH
PORK
3/5 LBS.

LEAN STEW
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BUTT PORTION

SHANK PORTION

HAM SLICES

SPARE RIBS
89' .99"1"
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Cranberrys
FRESH LEAN GROUND

LB.

LB
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FROSTY MORN OR REELFOOT

9
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5
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LB.
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COUNTRY
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